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Abstract

Listening tests are essential for optimising and evaluating novel signal processing con-

cepts for hearing devices. When they are performed inside the laboratory they are

highly controlled, but typically lack ecological validity. On the other hand, field-studies

provide high ecological validity, but are difficult to control, time-consuming and costly.

Even though field-studies may ultimately be required, there still is a necessity for more

realistic laboratory-based listening tests.

This thesis focuses on creating and validating realistic virtual sound environments (VSEs),

primarily based on the method of higher-order Ambisonics (HOA), for testing hearing

aids (HAs). Particular emphasis has been given on how the VSE limitations affect the

output of multi-microphone directional HAs. To systematically and objectively analyse

the errors incurred by such VSEs, we developed and verified a framework that consists

of: (1) the simulation of a reverberant acoustic scene; (2) the coding of that scene using

HOA; (3) the reconstruction of the VSE via a loudspeaker array; and (4) the evalua-

tion of the SNR benefit and output pressure of directional HAs worn on an acoustic

manikin placed inside the VSE. A listening experiment was additionally designed to

test the simulation results. For that purpose, a real-room ‘cocktail-party’ acoustic scene

was created and acoustically modelled. Ambisonics was then applied to reproduce that

scene inside a loudspeaker array. Listening tests involving hearing-impaired subjects,

fitted with directional HAs, were next conducted inside the real and the virtual sound

environments. The intelligibility and acceptable-noise-level benefits of the directional

HAs were thereby estimated.

The above evaluation illustrated that most of the real-environment properties can be

faithfully reconstructed by the considered VSEs. Moreover, directional HA algorithms

were shown to behave and adapt in a similar way as in real environments. However,

sound-field reconstruction deviations were noticeable. For the case of highly directional

schemes, such as the considered bilateral beamformer, such deviations may result in a

reduced benefit estimation. Hence, we can conclude that although the described VSEs

illustrated a reduced sensitivity in demonstrating real-life benefits, they are nonetheless

suitable for evaluating directional HA processing schemes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context of thesis

A large number of research projects in psychoacoustics, audiology, and hearing devices

technology are currently undertaken in laboratories. These projects aim to provide new

insights on hearing and its impairment, including the management of hearing loss using

hearing aids (HAs). The outcomes of this research need to be thoroughly evaluated

in a realistic context to ensure that the theories that are formulated and tested in the

laboratory also apply in the complex acoustical environments commonly encountered in

everyday life.

Specifically in the field of signal enhancement strategies, implemented on HAs, re-

searchers have been commonly evaluating novel schemes using traditional listening tests.

Such tests are typically performed either in a controlled but, at the same time, over-

simplified manner (e.g., laboratory setups typically employing 2-8 loudspeakers in a

horizontal ring), or in an uncontrolled and lacking repeatability but, at the same time,

realistic manner (e.g., field studies inside real-life environments). However, a number

of researchers (Ricketts, 2000; Compton-Conley et al., 2004; Cord et al., 2004) have re-

ported significant discrepancies between the performance of even simple directional HA

schemes when tested in artificial laboratory settings and the benefits observed in real-life

scenes.

Moreover, a plethora of anecdotal observations supports this inconsistency between lab-

oratory test results and real-life benefit, highlighting the need to develop and establish

ecologically-valid listening experiment configurations. As Luts et al. (2010) epigrammat-

ically put forth: “The reason for the limited application of digital signal enhancement

techniques in commercial hearing instruments is twofold. First, few signal processing

schemes have been developed and sufficiently evaluated for real-world applications [...]”.

This PhD thesis aims to validate a particular type of virtual sound environment (VSE)

which is based on the coding scheme of higher-order Ambisonics (HOA). The validation

is performed by estimating a number of objective (e.g., the sound-field pressure and

the SNR at the ears and HA microphones) and subjective measures (e.g., the speech

intelligibility and the acceptable noise level) inside a certain VSE and then comparing

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

them to relevant estimations derived inside a reference complex acoustic environment.

The first part of the work considers simulated virtual and realistic sound environments

while the second part examines actual real-room scenes and VSEs reconstructed inside

a real loudspeaker array.

The following sections provide a synopsis of the listening test configurations employed

in the literature to evaluate the performance of various HA processing strategies. The

overview begins with the most common and least realistic configuration of listening tests

conducted inside sound-treated booths fitted with loudspeakers. Then, it progresses to

listening tests administered via headphones. This transition is probably the first step

towards introducing some realism into laboratory testing. The next section summarises

a recording and loudspeaker-reproduction sound system (R-SPACE) that aims to recon-

struct the realism of complex acoustic environments inside the laboratory. The overview

finally paves the way to consider periphonic (i.e., covering the whole three-dimensional,

3D, space) loudspeaker-based VSEs as the closest step proposed to reconstructing real-

life acoustic environments.

1.1.1 Evaluation of hearing aids inside sound-treated booths and rooms

One of the most common ways to evaluate HAs is by conducting listening tests inside

sound-treated booths. In such a testing paradigm, hearing-impaired subjects are fitted

with HAs featuring the signal enhancement algorithm(s) being tested and are seated in-

side the test booth. Commonly, a small number of loudspeakers are employed to imitate

an acoustic environment comprising a target (usually spoken words or sentences) and

some interfering sound sources. Sound material that has been previously recorded inside

a reverberant or an anechoic environment is next presented via the loudspeakers and a

series of listening tests (e.g., speech intelligibility, localisation, etc.) are administered. In

that way the perceptual benefit of the given algorithms, as derived inside the laboratory

environment, can be estimated.

However, the above laboratory-test configuration cannot adequately predict the real

world performance of HA signal-enhancing schemes such as directional microphones.

This occurs because the applied acoustic sound-fields commonly fail, and often do not

even attempt, to reconstruct the complexity of real-world listening conditions, mainly

because they: (1) only provide very few locations (loudspeakers) where sound sources

can be placed, (2) cannot control the sound-field diffuseness (reverberation) in a flexible

manner so as to create a range of different acoustic scenes, (3) do not usually feature the

means to reproduce elevated or distant sources, and (4) cannot approximate dynamic

scenes comprising moving sources. Of course, even when laboratory-test configurations
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are elaborate enough to recreate simple acoustic scenes that could occur, for example,

in a domestic environment, they lack the flexibility to present different acoustic condi-

tions so that the under-testing signal-enhancing scheme can be evaluated in a range of

scenarios.

A number of researchers have demonstrated, either explicitly or implicitly, the defi-

ciencies related to such simplistic listening tests conducted inside sound-treated booths.

For example, Desloge et al. (1997) conducted speech reception threshold (SRT) tests

with HAs inside an acoustically-live room (reverberation time RT60 = 0.6 s) using a

nearby frontal target loudspeaker and 4 more distant loudspeakers reproducing the in-

terfering signals (distractors). Counter-intuitively enough, while testing two binaural

directional algorithms, some of the SRT improvement results exceeded the theoreti-

cal intelligibility-weighted SNR benefit values. This outcome suggests that the chosen

source configuration probably constituted a best-case scenario that favoured the tested

directional algorithms. Obviously, such best-case scenarios are in stark contrast to the

real-life complex acoustic environments usually encountered. Although testing in such

best-case scenarios could be useful in terms of estimating an upper limit of the benefit

that a processing scheme could offer, it should necessarily be complemented with tests

conducted in a wide range of more complex environments in order to yield more general

conclusions.

In another study using similar methods, Ricketts (2000) evaluated the directional ben-

efit and performance of static directional HA microphones for four noise configurations

inside two different rooms (RT60 = 0.63 s and RT60 = 1.10 s). The author’s conclusions

highlight that both the noise configuration and the room type significantly affect the

estimated directional benefit of the HAs. This observation indicates that solely relying

on testing inside a single, or at best inside a few such artificial environments proves

inadequate.

In the same manner, Cord et al. (2004) investigated whether the commonly employed

laboratory testing configurations can adequately predict the real-world performance of

directional HA microphones and concluded that the improvement of speech intelligibility,

as derived through commonly used listening tests, is a poor predictor of the benefit

experienced in everyday life. The same research group (Cord et al., 2002) had previously

reached the same conclusion after having conducted a field study.

Maj et al. (2006) performed listening tests with HAs inside a room using four differ-

ent distractor-source configurations also verifying the well-documented fact that the

environment affects the way signal enhancement algorithms, in their case an adaptive

beamformer, perform.
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In a more extensive study, conducted across 4 different laboratories, Luts et al. (2010)

evaluated the benefit of a number of HA signal enhancement algorithms and found some

of them to be sensitive to the testing environment characteristics (e.g., number of sources

and amount of reverberation). They also found a number of the algorithms to be more

robust in varying acoustic environment settings. These findings point to the need for

evaluating HA algorithms using versatile laboratory testing environments so that a wide

range of different real-life acoustic scenes can be reconstructed and presented to the

hearing subjects.

1.1.2 Binaural technology for evaluation of hearing aids via headphones

In order to bridge the gap between artificial laboratory scenes, such as those described

above, and real-world environments, some researchers (Rychtáriková et al., 2009; Völk

and Fastl, 2010; Fels, 2013) have employed binaural technology to conduct listening

tests via headphones. For example, Van den Bogaert et al. (2008, 2009) evaluated three

binaural HA noise-reduction algorithms using reverberant signals presented to listeners

through headphones. The binaural signals were derived by off-line processing of the

reconstructed HA microphone input signals. The input signals were, in turn, derived

by convolving anechoic signals with impulse responses measured from horizontal-plane

loudspeakers, placed inside an acoustically-live room (RT60 = 0.61 s), to the microphones

of HAs worn on an acoustic manikin.

Likewise, Mueller et al. (2012) employed headphone signal presentation to conduct a

series of localisation tests. The headphone signals were generated by processing HA

microphone signals derived: (1) via real-room measurements, and (2) via room acous-

tics simulation. The authors considered four different acoustic environments and three

different HA processing strategies. The outcomes of comparing the real to the simulated

environments, both presented binaurally, prove binaural technology to be a reliable tool

to evaluate sound localization with HAs.

However, although binaural signal presentation via headphones is capable of recreating

the auditory cues of complex real-life environments, it exhibits a number of real-life

limitations that constrain its theoretical capacity in an applied context:

(1) It ideally requires that individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) to the

HA microphones are measured for every listener.

(2) It precludes head movements, unless an elaborate head-tracking system is applied.

(3) It fails to accurately reproduce the significant, especially at low frequencies, acous-

tic path contribution (leakage) of the individual’s ear–HA device.

(4) It precludes the use of off-the-shelf or the subject’s individual HAs for the testing.
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1.1.3 The R-SPACE sound system

The R-SPACE sound system (Revit et al., 2002; Compton-Conley et al., 2004; Revit

et al., 2007) has been one of the first attempts to record real-world acoustic environments

and then reproduce them inside a laboratory for the purpose of testing HAs. The system

employs an horizontal-plane ring array of 8 highly directional (shotgun) microphones

positioned with their diaphragms on a circle with a radius of 0.6 m. The microphones

are evenly distributed with an angular spacing of 45◦ and point radially outward from

the array centre. The recordings are subsequently fed to an array of 8 loudspeakers,

configured in the same manner as the microphone array. The R-SPACE virtual sound

system has been validated using a series of perceptual measures, such as the acoustic

scene ‘realism’ and the SRT improvement provided by first- and higher-order directional

HA microphones, as presented by the above authors.

The operation principle of the R-SPACE system resembles the combined encoding and

decoding operations of a 2D (height-invariant) Ambisonics system, as explained by

Moreau et al. (2006, Section 2.1.2.). However, that encoding-decoding principle is not

strictly satisfied by the R-SPACE system since the directional microphones are not coin-

cident at a reference point but rather capture the sound-field at the same radial distance

at which the reproduction loudspeakers are situated. Although that system has yielded

promising results in terms of capturing and reproducing complex acoustic scenes, it

nevertheless exhibits a number of limitations:

(1) It is inevitably limited in terms of frequency bandwidth and spatial accuracy due

to the small number of employed microphones and loudspeakers; those factors,

however, were not addressed by Revit et al. (2002), Revit et al. (2007) or Compton-

Conley et al. (2004).

(2) It can only control horizontal-component reconstruction. The elevated sources of

the original sound-field are merely mapped to the horizontal loudspeakers by means

of the microphone directivity.

(3) It is partly validated by relying on perceptual attributes of the acoustic scenes (e.g.,

scene realism), which is ill-suited in the case of HA testing, given that the multi-

microphone HA processing significantly differs from the human auditory processing.

1.1.4 Loudspeaker-based virtual sound environments

Building up on the principle of the R-SPACE system, it is suggested that using a

loudspeaker-based virtual sound environment (VSE) that attempts to realistically re-

construct a complex acoustic scene appears to be a viable candidate for conducting
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ecologically-valid listening tests with hearing devices (Minnaar et al., 2010; Seeber et al.,

2010). Such a VSE can be generated by either acoustically simulating or by recording

a real-life environment, followed by a decoding operation to generate appropriate loud-

speaker signals. The main methods used to derive loudspeaker signals, in accordance

with the previous paradigm, are: (1) vector base amplitude panning – VBAP (Pulkki,

2001), (2) wave field synthesis – WFS (Berkhout et al., 1993), and (3) higher-order

Ambisonics – HOA (Daniel, 2001; Poletti, 2005). The first method aims at recreating

faithful perception attributes for the reconstructed virtual sources while the remaining

two aim at physically reconstructing the sound field inside a defined region.

For the purpose of testing HAs inside a VSE, this work focuses on a sound-field re-

constructing method. This choice was made because the HA processing differs signifi-

cantly from the human auditory processing, particularly when the HAs feature multi-

microphone directional algorithms. Hence, solely relying on reconstructing the percep-

tual attributes, e.g., using the VBAP method, is expected to influence the HA processing

in an uncontrolled way. Among the remaining candidates of HOA and WFS, the former

is herein preferred over the latter due to a number of advantages (Daniel et al., 2003;

Spors and Ahrens, 2008) that it offers for the described application; namely: (1) it con-

sistently optimises the field reconstruction at a centred region (sweet spot), which is

well-suited for the case of single-listener hearing tests; (2) it is a scalable format, i.e.,

the scene recording is completely decoupled from the reproduction, which can be per-

formed on a number of different loudspeaker arrays, making it thus possible to exchange

generated environments and to compare test results across laboratories. It should be

mentioned that a number of researchers (Spors and Ahrens, 2008; Ahrens and Spors,

2009; Ahrens et al., 2010) refrain from favouring either sound-field reconstruction tech-

nique over the other, following a detailed analysis of their time-domain and spectral

properties. Although these results provide valuable and novel insights on HOA and

WFS, the centre-oriented advantage of HOA prevails when it comes to the application

of individualised listening tests.

1.2 Aims of the thesis

The present PhD thesis aims to achieve two main goals:

(1) Establish a versatile framework to objectively validate the limitations of a HOA-

based VSE for testing hearing aids. Such a framework is intended to:
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a) Consider the entire path of signal flow, from the initial, real or simulated,

acoustic environment, to the final loudspeaker signals determined via the HOA

coding.

b) Analyse the effect of reverberation existing in real-life acoustic environments.

c) Take into account the presence of a listener inside the reproduction loud-

speaker array.

d) Be able to convert loudspeaker signals to in-ear and HA microphone signals, in

a flexible way, independent of the specific geometry of the loudspeaker array.

e) Evaluate the output of a number of static and adaptive spatially-selective HA

algorithms driven by the HA microphone signals generated above.

f) Ultimately provide a rule of thumb concerning the required HOA order that

would ensure a sufficiently accurate VSE for HA testing.

(2) Subjectively verify the outcomes of the objective analysis of loudspeaker-based

sound systems for testing HAs. For that purpose, a real reverberant multi-talker

environment will be created and reproduced using two different VSE methods;

a direct, model-based reproduction of the real environment; and a HOA-based

reproduction of the previously modelled acoustic environment. The different VSEs

will be evaluated and compared to the real environment by:

a) Measuring the intelligibility benefit offered by directional HA algorithms to

hearing-impaired listeners positioned inside all three considered environments.

b) Applying a number of objective measures to the output of the directional HAs

placed on an acoustic manikin inside all three considered environments.

1.3 Thesis organisation

The work presented in this thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents the basic theoretical background of higher-order Ambisonics (HOA).

Starting from basic concepts, such as the expansion of a sound-field’s pressure in spheri-

cal harmonic functions (SHFs), it details the reproduction of virtual sources using loud-

speaker arrays and then presents the fundamental principles of using a spherical micro-

phone array to capture generic sound fields. The chapter concludes with an analysis and

theoretical validation of the ‘shape-matching’ operation, a relatively novel method for

deriving HOA components from a microphone array. Mixed-order Ambisonics (MOA),

a specific SHF selection scheme, is also briefly described. Inevitably, there is some over-

lap between the content of Chapter 2 and the shorter theory sections of the journal

publication-style chapters (most notably that of Chapter 4). The reader who studies
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Chapter 2 in detail may consider skipping the relevant theory sections of the following

chapters.

Chapter 3 presents the methodology employed to measure and validate a dense 3D set of

head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) to the in-ear and behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing

aid microphones of a head and torso Simulator (HATS). We were motivated to measure

such a set of HRTFs by the need to simulate dense loudspeaker arrays and image sources

of arbitrary locations. Simulating such virtual sources proves a valuable tool in evalu-

ating spatial signal processing algorithms (e.g., directional microphones, beamformers)

in hearing devices as well as in evaluating sound-field reconstruction methods.

Chapter 4 constitutes the backbone of this work, presenting the main findings relevant

to employing HOA to reconstruct realistic, complex acoustic scenes. Specifically, the

paradigm of a listener fitted with directional HAs and positioned at the centre of the

HOA reproduction loudspeaker array is examined. Moreover, Chapter 4 investigates how

room reverberation affects the HOA pressure reconstruction errors. It demonstrates that

including the room reverberation effectively reduces the HOA reconstruction errors, thus

extending the usable frequency range of the system.

Chapter 5 expands the work presented in Chapter 4 by analysing how two adaptive di-

rectional HA strategies perform while operating inside a HOA-reconstructed reverberant

environment. The aim of this short chapter is twofold: (1) it studies the performance

of more complex directional strategies, such as a first-order adaptive directional micro-

phone and a state of the art adaptive bilateral beamformer; and (2) it considers the

short-time behaviour of both observable quantities (e.g., SNR benefit) and internal sys-

tem quantities (e.g., adaptive gains of directional algorithms). The results imply that

the HOA coding preserves, in its region of operation, the correct phase and timing of

the initial sound field.

Chapter 6 describes a listening experiment aimed to validate the above theoretical ob-

servations. The experiment starts with setting a realistic ‘cocktail party’ acoustic scene

inside a real-room. The acoustic environment is then modelled and presented either

directly or via MOA to the loudspeaker array available at the National Acoustic Lab-

oratories (NAL). Speech intelligibility and acceptable noise level are measured on 18

aided hearing-impaired (HI) subjects inside the real and the two virtual sound envi-

ronments. The HI subjects are fitted with HAs featuring two directional algorithms; a

static cardioid array and NAL’s proprietary adaptive bilateral beamformer. The objec-

tive analysis of the HA directional outputs inside all three acoustic environments shows

that the VSEs incur considerable quasi-random short-time errors both in the pressure

and the SNR benefit, which, nevertheless and most importantly, average to minor only

values. The subjective analysis demonstrates that the general behaviour and trends in
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the data are preserved in both VSEs for the two considered directional HA processing

methods. However, the achievable benefits are slightly reduced in the direct model-

based VSE, and further reduced in the MOA-based VSE. The results indicate that both

VSEs can be employed to evaluate directional HAs, but the sensitivity of the applied

test measures, in particular for the MOA-based VSE, might be noticeably reduced when

compared to the real world case.
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Chapter 2

The theory of higher-order Ambisonics

2.1 Fourier-Bessel series expansion

Ambisonics, or more accurately Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA) since the term Am-

bisonics on its own refers only to a first order system (Gerzon, 1973; Bamford and Van-

derkooy, 1995), is a mathematical concept that permits the decomposition and resynthe-

sis of sound fields. It is based on the representation of acoustic waves in space as weighted

sums of spherical harmonics, an orthogonal system that can be used to transform any

square-integrable function on the unit sphere (Williams, 1999). Such a spherical har-

monic expansion, also termed a ‘Fourier-Bessel series’ (being one particular kind of the

generalised Fourier series), results into an equivalent description of the function in terms

of its spatial spectrum, in the same way that a Fourier series results into an equivalent

description of periodic functions in terms of their frequency spectrum (i.e., weighted

sum of sines and cosines, or complex exponentials). In the context of acoustics, the use

of spherical harmonics provides a convenient tool to tackle the problem of sound field

reconstruction (Fazi and Nelson, 2007).

Adopting the notation used by Daniel (2001) and Moreau et al. (2006), i.e., the use

of real-valued spherical harmonic functions (SHF) and a spherical coordinate system

where elevation δ is measured from the horizontal plane and azimuth θ increases counter-

clockwise from the x-axis to the y-axis as seen from positive z−axis, the pressure inside

a source-free region ΩrL can be written as:

p (kr, θ, δ) =
∞∑

m=0

imjm (kr)
m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Bσ
mnY σ

mn (θ, δ) , (2.1)

where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, jm (kr) the spherical Bessel function of degree

m, k the wavenumber, Bσ
mn the expansion coefficients or simply HOA components, and

Y σ
mn (θ, δ) the real-valued spherical harmonic functions (SHFs) of degree m and order n,

11
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defined as:

Y σ
mn (θ, δ) =

√
(2m + 1) (2− δ0,n)

(m− n)!

(m + n)!
Pmn (sin δ)

·





cos nθ if σ = +1

sin nθ if σ = −1 (ignored if n = 0)
, (2.2)

where δ0,n is the Kronecker delta, equal to 1 for n = 0 and 0 elsewhere, and Pmn the

associated Legendre functions (as defined for example by Moreau (2006), i.e., dropping

the (−1)m term used by Williams (1999) and other researchers).

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show two different visual representations of the SHFs. The first one

(Fig. 2.1) depicts the SHFs as azimuth- and elevation-dependent densities on the unit

sphere, with the red colour showing positive values and the blue colour showing negative

values. The nodal lines are also shown in the plots. SHFs up to degree m = 5 are plotted,

with part of the σ = −1 functions omitted due to space considerations. As can confirmed

graphically, the Y −1
mn values result from the relevant Y +1

mn values with a simple azimuth

rotation (yaw) of α = π/2. The second way of visualising the SHFs is by making use of

directivity balloons. Hence, Fig. 2.2 depicts the SHFs as r =
( ∣∣Y σ

mn(θ, δ)
∣∣ , θ, δ

)
, with

θ ∈ [0, 2π) and δ ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. The red and blue colours show positive and negative

values as before.

Equations (2.1) and (2.2) may differ to other formulations commonly found in literature.

The observed discrepancies are due to the:

(1) different normalizations applied to the spherical harmonic functions: standard nor-

malization ensuring orthonormality of SHFs, or unit power normalization (used in

this study), or Schmidt semi-normalization);

(2) use of complex-valued SHFs by a big part of the research community;

(3) different assumptions for the time dependence: e+iωt (used in this study) or e−iωt;

(4) use of different conventions for the spherical coordinate system: azimuth θ mea-

sured either clockwise or counter-clockwise; δ representing either the elevation or

the inclination.

More detailed considerations and some proofs of equivalence between different notations

can be found in Appendix A.

As a consequence of considering a wave time-dependence of e+iωt, a plane wave of the

form eik·r represents an incident wave. Therefore, the wave vector k shows the direction

of incidence rather than the direction of propagation.
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Each term of the pressure expansion series of Eq. (2.1) consists of a sum of SHFs of

degree m and order n, which expresses a dependence with azimuth θ and elevation

δ, as seen in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, weighted per degree by the spherical Bessel functions,

which describe the radial dependence. For small arguments kr (low frequencies and

small distances from the centre of coordinates), the values of the radial weights jm (kr)

decrease with increasing degree m (Moreau et al., 2006; Williams, 1999). This permits

the truncation of the infinite sum to a degree m = M , referred to in literature as the

order of the HOA system. Associated with the m = M truncation of the sum are

(M + 1)2 SHF terms Y σ
mn (θ, δ) since there are (2m + 1) order terms for each degree

m. This truncated pressure expansion series constitutes the building block of the HOA

sound field reconstruction technique.

2.2 Plane-wave assumption – Decoding to a loudspeaker array

HOA reproduction is commonly (but not always; e.g., see Daniel and Moreau, 2004;

Poletti, 2005; Favrot and Buchholz, 2010a) based on the plane wave expansion. Plane

waves –being solutions to the homogeneous Helmholtz equation– form a convenient basis

(leading to simpler equation formulation) to represent random sound fields. Loudspeak-

ers can be considered as plane-wave sources at realistic array radius distances (e.g.,

r ∼ 2 m) when looking at a small portion of the wave-front in the vicinity of a human

head centred in the array.

A unit-amplitude plane wave can be expanded in spherical harmonic terms as (Moreau,

2006):

eik·r =

∞∑

m=0

imjm (kr)

m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Y σ
mn (θk, δk) Y σ

mn (θ, δ) , (2.3)

where the wave vector k is expressed in spherical coordinates as k = (k, θk, δk) and

the observation vector r is expressed as r = (r, θ, δ). Direct comparison of Eq. (2.1)

with the above expansion reveals that the HOA components of a unit-amplitude plane

wave arriving from position (θk, δk) equal the SHFs sampled at the direction of the wave

arrival:

Bσ
mn

∣∣∣∣
pl.wave from (θk,δk)

= Y σ
mn (θk, δk) . (2.4)

Truncating the infinite sum of Eq. (2.3) to the HOA order m = M , as reasoned at

the end of Section 2.1, incurs a spatial band-limiting error commonly quantified by the
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normalised truncation error (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001):

ǫ(kr) =

∫

Ω

∣∣∣p(kr, θ, δ)− p̆(kr, θ, δ)
∣∣∣
2
dΩ

∫

Ω

∣∣∣p(kr, θ, δ)
∣∣∣
2
dΩ

, (2.5)

where p̆ denotes the pressure given by the truncated series. The integration is performed

on the unit sphere Ω. A rule of thumb can be deduced for the product kr so that the error

of Eq. (2.5) is sufficiently low for most practical applications (Ward and Abhayapala,

2001; Moreau et al., 2006) as below:

M = ⌈kro⌉ , (2.6)

where ro is the radius of the reproduction region of interest and ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling function

rounding its argument upwards to the next integer value. Equation (2.6) ensures that

ǫ(kr) < 4% (−14 dB) for all points with r ≤ ro. The above error criterion is based

on a free-space propagation condition (i.e., no head/torso or other diffracting object

present inside the loudspeaker reproduction array). Solving Eq. (2.6) for the (implied)

maximum frequency yields:

fHOA ≤
c

2πro
M, (2.7)

where c = 343 m/s represents the speed of sound at usual room conditions (i.e., dry air

at 20 ◦C at sea level).

The HOA decoding operation can be formulated as follows; given a spherical array of L

loudspeakers placed at angles (θl, δl) and emitting plane waves weighted by the gains sl,

we need to derive the optimum values for those gains in order to recreate a desired unit-

amplitude plane wave field, described by the HOA components of Eq. (2.4), in an area

inside the loudspeaker array. Expanding the plane waves emitted by the loudspeakers

according to Eq. (2.3) and equating their superposition to the desired plane-wave field

(wave vector k) yields:

L∑

l=1

sl

M∑

m=0

m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Y σ
mn (θl, δl) =

M∑

m=0

m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Y σ
mn (θk, δk) . (2.8)

Generalizing to the case of an arbitrary field (i.e., superposition of plane waves emanating

from different positions k) characterised by the HOA coefficients Bσ
mn (weighted sum

of Y σ
mn(θk, δk) SHFs) and expressing the above nested sums in matrix form, yields the

below compact equation:

Cs = b, (2.9)
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where the [(M+1)2 × L] matrix C contains the sampled, by the loudspeakers, SHFs

Y σ
mn (θl, δl), the [L× 1] vector s contains the loudspeaker gains sl, and the [(M+1)2 × 1]

vector b contains the HOA components Bσ
mn characterising the sound field to be recon-

structed.

Assuming that the number of loudspeakers is at least equal to the number of HOA

components, i.e., L ≥ (M + 1)2 for 3D reproduction, the solution of the above under-

determined system (fewer constraining equations [defined by total number of SHFs] than

number of unknowns [number of loudspeaker gains]) can be derived as:

ŝ = CT
(
CCT

)−1
b = pinv(C)b = Db, (2.10)

where the hat ( ·̂ ) denotes the least-squares solution, the superscript (·)T symbolises the

matrix transpose (this study uses real-valued SHFs such that the conjugate transpose

is equivalent to a simple transpose), (·)−1 denotes matrix inversion, and pinv(·) is the

Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse operator. The above solution to the system is unique

among the possibly infinite solutions in that it minimises the loudspeaker energy
∥∥ŝ

∥∥2.
The pseudoinverse matrix pinv(C) is typically called the decoding matrix D.

Generally, C can be ill-conditioned, requiring the application of regularization techniques

(Poletti, 2005) to solve the linear system of Eq. (2.9). Alternatively, if quasi-regular

loudspeaker setups (Fliege and Maier, 1999; Fliege, 2007) are employed, then the matrix

C results in being well-behaved as for example shown by Duraiswami et al. (2005). The

ill-conditioning of C is due to the discrete sampling of the SHFs by the loudspeaker

which can violate the fundamental orthonormality property (see Sneeuw (1994); Li and

North (1997) and Zotter (2009, p. 69) for a rigorous analysis of discrete sampling on the

sphere). A measure of the orthonormality error of the sampled SHFs is (Moreau et al.,

2006):

E = IU −
1

L
CCT, (2.11)

where IU is the [U × U ] identity matrix, with U = (M + 1)2.

The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, as used in Eq. (2.10), provides the least-squares so-

lution provided C is of full row rank (i.e., right invertible). For loudspeaker setups that

violate the discrete orthonormality condition of SHFs, this condition is generally not

met and the formulation of pinv(C) as CT
(
CCT

)−1
can potentially result in unsta-

ble solutions. In this work, however, the pseudoinverse is computed using MATLAB’s

pinv function which employs a robust singular-value decomposition method (Math-

works, 2013), discarding the singular values that are lower than some threshold [method

referred to as ‘truncated singular-value decomposition, TSVD’ in Granados et al. (2013)].
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In that way, stable –albeit potentially sub-optimum (Solvang, 2008; Trevino et al., 2010)–

solutions for the loudspeaker gains can be derived even if the system is ill-conditioned.

The above loudspeaker gain decoding method is termed ‘mode-matching’ since it is

obtained by requiring that the modal decomposition of the loudspeaker sound field

matches that of the desired field (Poletti et al., 2010). An alternative procedure is based

on the concept of a continuous spherical monopole source distribution µ(r), sampled

by the loudspeakers. That ‘simple source’ (Poletti, 2005; Poletti et al., 2010) approach

uses quadrature weights to approximate the integral of the source distribution with a

discrete sum (Fliege and Maier, 1999), thus omitting one matrix inversion. Although

computationally more efficient, it fails to compensate for the non-orthogonality of the

sampled SHFs. For that reason, this work employs the mode-matching decoding method.

For the most recent research on the topic of decoding to loudspeaker arrays, the in-

terested reader is referred to the works of Epain et al. (2014); Heller and Benjamin

(2014).

2.3 Spherical-wave expansion

In the interest of completeness, the expansion of a spherical wave, created by a point

source at (rs, θs, δs), is herein presented:

rse
ikrs e

−ik‖r−rs‖

‖r− rs‖
= −ikrse

ikrs

∞∑

m=0

jm (kr) h(2)
m (krs)

m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Y σ
mn (θs, δs) Y σ

mn (θ, δ) ,

(2.12)

where h(2)
m (kR) denotes the m−th degree spherical Hankel function of the second kind.

The employed normalisation rse
ikrs ensures a unit-amplitude and zero-phase pressure

at the centre of coordinates (r = 0). Direct comparison of Eq. (2.1) with the above

expansion yields the HOA components of a spherical wave created by a point source at

(rs, θs, δs) and normalised at the centre of coordinates:

Bσ
mn

∣∣∣∣
sph.wave from (rs,θs,δs)

= i−(m+1)krse
ikrsh(2)

m (krs)Y
σ
mn (θs, δs) . (2.13)

As the distance between the point-source (rs) and the observation point (r) increases,

the spherical wave description reduces to that of the plane wave as seen below:

rse
ikrs e

−ik‖r−rs‖

‖r− rs‖
→ 1

1− r̂s·r
rs

eik·r → eik·r, for rs ≫ r, (2.14)
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where k = kr̂s and ( ·̂ ) denotes the unit vector of its argument. The following vector

norm approximation for rs ≫ r has been used to derive the above result:

‖r− rs‖ =
√

r2 + r2s − 2r·rs = rs

√(
r

rs

)2

+ 1− 2
r·r̂s
rs

→ rs

√
1− 2

r·r̂s
rs
→ rs

(
1− r·r̂s

rs

)
= rs − r·r̂s, (2.15)

where the small argument approximation
√

1 + x ≈ 1 + 1
2x has been used on the last

line.

In order to derive the limit of the Eq. (2.13) for rs ≫ r, the large argument approximation

of the h(2)
m (z) functions –derived using the first term of Eq. 10.1.17, p.439 in Abramowitz

and Stegun (1972)– is employed:

lim
z→+∞

h(2)
m (z) = im+1 e−iz

z
. (2.16)

With the above result, it is easily confirmed that Eq. (2.13) reduces to Eq. (2.4), i.e.:

lim
rs→+∞

Bσ
mn

∣∣∣∣
sph.wave from (rs,θs,δs)

= Bσ
mn

∣∣∣∣
pl.wave from (θs,δs)

. (2.17)

Practically, when the observation point lies on a centred human head, such that r ∼ 0.09 m,

the spherical waves emitted from point sources lying at rs > ∼ 2 m can be safely consid-

ered as plane waves in the vicinity of the head.

2.4 Sound field reconstruction

To illustrate the wave reconstruction principle using a HOA system, we consider an

L = 100 quasi-regular (Fliege, 2007) spherical loudspeaker array decoding a plane wave

incident from (θk, δk) = (+60◦, 0◦), employing an M = 3 and M = 7 order successively.

The loudspeaker gains are derived from Eq. (2.10). Although an L3 = 16 and L7 = 64

loudspeaker array would suffice for the decoding of a 3rd and 7th order HOA system re-

spectively (according to the L≥(M+1)2 rule), the orthonormality error of quasi-regular

configurations of that size –computed via Eq. (2.11)– was significant. The employed 100

channels array ensured E < 0.05 for all terms up to M = 7 order and was used to decode

both HOA systems for comparability of results. With the loudspeaker gains known, the

HOA-reconstructed field can be computed as the superposition of L plane waves, with

amplitudes equal to sl (l = 1, ..., L), incident from the loudspeaker positions.
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Figure 2.3: Reconstruction of a unit-amplitude plane wave from (+60◦, 0◦) (first
column) using an M = 3 (second column) and M = 7 (third column) HOA system.
Two different frequencies are examined: 500Hz (top row) and 3000Hz (bottom row).
The middle (orange) circles represent a head, modelled as a rigid sphere of radius
a = 0.09m. The (yellow) contour isolines mark the regions where the reconstruction
error is ≤ −14 dB.

Commonly in literature wave reconstruction surface plots assume free-space propagation.

However, in line with one of the aims of this work, the effect of a listener’s head (herein

modelled by a rigid sphere of radius a = 0.09 m) is taken into account while creating

the pressure surface plots. It should be emphasised that including a listener (acoustic

manikin) inside the reconstructed sound field yields increased HOA errors at lower fre-

quencies (compared to the free-space case that omits the listener). This observation is

illustrated in much detail in Section 4.4.2.1 of Chapter 4.

Fig. 2.3 shows the instantaneous pressure due to two reference unit-amplitude plane

waves of frequencies 500 Hz and 3000 Hz as well as the instantaneous pressure resulting

from their HOA sound field reconstruction. The central (orange) circle in the plots

represents the head-modelling sphere and is plotted to scale with the wave-fronts and

the axes labelling. The isoline contours delimit regions that satisfy the rule of thumb

ǫ(kr) < 4% (−14 dB). The wave-front plots highlight the fundamental HOA property

that pressure reconstruction errors increase with increasing frequency and decreasing

HOA order, for a given distance ro from the centre of the loudspeaker array.

Regarding the effect of the number of the loudspeakers [provided that L ≥ (M + 1)2]

on the overall HOA pressure reconstruction errors, Solvang (2008) concluded that for

a 2D HOA system (i.e., horizontal circular loudspeaker array reconstructing fields with
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Figure 2.4: As Fig. 2.3 using an L = 64 loudspeaker array. Only the 3000Hz wave
and an M = 7 order HOA system are considered.
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Figure 2.5: As Fig. 2.3 using an L = 196 loudspeaker array. Only the 3000Hz wave
and an M = 7 order HOA system are considered.

no height information), the use of more than the necessary [i.e., (M + 1)2] number

of loudspeakers impairs the pressure reconstruction outside the sweet-spot with radius

ro. However, as the author concludes: “utilizing more loudspeakers can decrease the

reproduction error in the near perfect reproduction region”, i.e., when r ≈ ro. Similar

observations have been discussed by the author with various researchers. In this work,

without delving into a detailed analytical solution, we plot the pressure reconstruction

wave-fronts, similar to Fig. 2.3 but only for the 3000 Hz and M = 7 case, employing:

(1) the minimum required L = (7 + 1)2 = 64 loudspeakers arranged in a quasi-regular

setup (Fig. 2.4);

(2) a denser quasi-regular setup of L = 196 loudspeakers (Fig. 2.5).

The reconstructed wave-fronts and the range of the ‘accurate-enough’ regions graphically

suggest that the smallest loudspeaker array (L = 64) yields the smallest pressure error

further away from the centred hard sphere (Fig. 2.4), while the largest loudspeaker array

(L = 196) effectively smears the wave-fronts further away from the centred hard sphere

(Fig. 2.5). However, in the vicinity of the hard sphere, the L = 64 array seems to

perform worse, followed by the two larger arrays (L = 100 and L = 196). Hence, for
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a centred single listener, it appears that a dense loudspeaker array is preferable for a

‘best-case’ validation of HOA systems of different orders.

Another real-world consideration that should be mentioned is that increasing the number

of loudspeakers leads to a higher density of reflections off their front baffle. Such sec-

ondary radiation is expected to impair the reconstructed sound-field in an uncontrollable

manner.

2.5 HOA directivity plots

To further understand the inherent directional properties of a HOA system, we con-

sider a dense-enough loudspeaker array (i.e., L ≫ (M + 1)2) that satisfies the discrete

orthonormality property. In this case the solution for the loudspeaker gains can be

interpreted as a panning function G (Neukom, 2007), given by (Daniel, 2001):

G(γ) =
1

L

M∑

m=0

(2m + 1)Pm(cos γ), (2.18)

where Pm is the Legendre polynomial of degree m and γ is the angle between each

loudspeaker position (θl, δl) and the virtual plane-wave source direction (θk, δk), such

that:

cos γ = r̂l · k̂ = sin δl sin δk + cos δl cos δk cos(θl − θk), l = 1, ..., L. (2.19)

where r̂l · k̂ represents the inner product between the unit position vector of the l−th

loudspeaker, r̂l = (1, θl, δl), and the unit wave vector, k̂ = (1, θk, δk).

Fig. 2.6 shows the 3D plot of G(γ), for HOA systems of order M = 3 and M = 7

respectively. The employed virtual loudspeaker array (θl, δl), with l = 1...L, does not

necessarily preserve the discrete orthonormality condition and are solely used for the

purpose of producing smooth plots for the panning functions G(γ) for two different

HOA system orders (M = 3 and M = 7). A virtual plane-wave source is considered at

(θk, δk) = (0◦, 0◦) so that the main lobe faces the positive x–axis.

The HOA directivity plots, or panning functions, are instantly understood as depicting

the loudspeaker gain dependence with azimuth and elevation for a certain virtual plane-

wave source (incidence direction indicated by the direction where the maximum lobe

of G(γ) points to). Alternatively, the HOA directivity plots can be interpreted via a

projection paradigm, where the l−th loudspeaker is conceptually fed with the signal

captured by a centred virtual microphone having a directivity of G(γ), with the main
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Figure 2.6: Directivity plots (HOA panning function) G(γ) of an: (a) M = 3, and
(b) M = 7 system. The virtual plane wave was considered to impinge from (θk, δk) =
(0◦, 0◦) where the main lobe points to. The red and grey lobes represent positive and
negative loudspeaker gains respectively. The contour plots below the 3D surfaces show
the directivity pattern at the horizontal xy−plane.

lobe of the directivity pointing to the l−th loudspeaker (Moreau et al., 2006; Li et al.,

2004b).

Figure 2.6 illustrates that a HOA decoding system becomes more spatially selective with

increasing order M . At the limit of M → ∞, Eq. (2.18) reduces to a Dirac function

pointing to the position of the virtual plane-wave source, which results, as expected, in

a perfect reconstruction of the field.

2.6 Modified (max-r
E
) decoding

Since HOA cannot control the field at frequencies above the estimation of Eq. (2.7), it

would be beneficial to modify the decoded loudspeaker signals so that most of the energy

is emitted by loudspeakers that are close to the estimated direction of the virtual wave.

This is effectively achieved by the ‘max-rE’ alternative decoding method, proposed by

Daniel et al. (1998). The max-rE decoding aims at maximizing the norm rE of the energy

vector
#–

E proposed by Gerzon (1992). Although the energy vector
#–

E does not directly

correspond to a physical property of the system, Daniel suggested (Daniel et al., 1998;

Daniel, 2001) that its norm rE is related to the concentration of the high frequency energy

in the direction of
#–

E. Therefore a solution that maximises the rE, results in perceptually

focusing the high frequency energy towards the expected direction. (Daniel et al., 1998)

also shows that it improves the reconstruction of Interaural Level Differences (ILDs).

However, such a solution reduces the norm rV of the velocity vector
#–

V (Gerzon, 1992;

Daniel, 2001) which translates into a degradation of the low frequency reconstruction.
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Figure 2.7: Same as Fig. 2.6 using the max-rE decoding.

Hence, this modified decoding should only be used above a frequency threshold, as is

for example fHOA of Eq. (2.7).

The max-rE decoding involves the use of order-dependent gains gm, which weigh the

decoding matrix D, effectively tapering the contribution of higher order components:

Dm = D diag


g0 g1 g1 g1 · · · gm · · · gm︸ ︷︷ ︸

2m+1

gM · · · gM


 , (2.20)

where the diag[·] function returns a square [U×U ], diagonal matrix, with U = (M + 1)2,

whose main diagonal elements are equal to the input argument vector. The gains gm,

as well as their derivation, are given by Daniel (2001, p. 183).

The modified decoding matrix Dm results in a concentration of the energy towards the

expected direction, by reducing the secondary lobes at the expense of broadening the

main one as can be observed by comparing Fig. 2.7 with Fig. 2.6. The below equation

–modified version of Eq. (2.18), as derived by Daniel et al. (2003)– was used to plot the

directivity patterns of Fig. 2.7:

G(γ) =
1

L

M∑

m=0

(2m + 1)gmPm(cos γ), (2.21)

For the sake of completeness, the interested reader can refer to Epain et al. (2014) and

Heller and Benjamin (2014) for optimum methods of decoding –applying the max-rE

concept– HOA components to irregular loudspeaker setups.
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2.7 Field encoding with a microphone array (Model-based encod-

ing)

Until now it has been assumed that the positions of the considered plane-wave virtual

sources are known so that Eq. (2.4) can be used to calculate the HOA components Bσ
mn

needed by Eq. (2.10) to compute the loudspeaker gains sl (HOA decoding operation).

However, in real-life scenarios, the positions of the sources are not known and instead

need to be estimated. A spherical microphone array is usually employed for that purpose,

performing the so-called HOA encoding of the acoustic scene.

In this work we consider the most frequently used, due to its robustness (Meyer, 2001;

Meyer and Elko, 2002; Rafaely, 2005), implementation of a rigid sphere of radius R using

Q flush-mounted omnidirectional microphones. To illustrate the encoding process, we

first assume a theoretical, continuous pressure spherical microphone of radius R. The

pressure on its surface, due to an impinging wave characterised by the HOA components

Bσ
mn, can be calculated (Moreau et al., 2006; Williams, 1999; Duda and Martens, 1998)

using the series expansion:

p (r = R, θ, δ) =
∞∑

m=0

Wm(kR)
m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Bσ
mnY σ

mn (θ, δ) , (2.22)

with the rigid sphere mode strength term Wm (kR) defined by:

Wm(kR) = im
(

jm(kR)− j′m(kR)

h(2)′
m (kR)

h(2)
m (kR)

)

=
im−1

(kR)2h(2)′
m (kR)

,

(2.23)

where the prime (·)′ denotes the derivative of the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions

with respect to their argument kR. In order to simplify the first line of the above

equation we have employed the definition h(2)
m (z) = jm(z)− iym(z), where ym(z) are the

m−th degree spherical Bessel functions of the second kind –also known as Neumann

functions–, along with the Wronskian of the spherical Bessel functions [see Eq. 10.1.6,

p.437 in Abramowitz and Stegun (1972)]:

W
{

jm(z), ym(z)
}

= jm(z)y′
m(z)− j′m(z)ym(z) = z−2. (2.24)

Given the pressure on the continuous sensing sphere, expressed by Eq. (2.22), and using

the orthonormality property of the spherical harmonic functions (Williams, 1999), the
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unknown HOA components, which fully characterise the field, can be resolved as:

Bσ
mn =

1

Wm(kR)

∫

Ω
pR (θ, δ)Y σ

mn (θ, δ) dΩ, (2.25)

provided Wm(kR) 6= 0. The pressure on the rigid sphere, expressed by Eq. (2.22), is

referred to as pR (θ, δ) in the above equation for brevity of notation.

Since a continuous sensing sphere is not realizable, a finite number of Q microphones,

as described above, are employed to sample the pressure at discrete points. Hence, the

integral of Eq. (2.25) can be approximated by a quadrature:

Bσ
mn ≈

1

Wm(kR)

Q∑

q=1

αq pR (θq, δq) Y σ
mn (θq, δq) , (2.26)

with the quadrature weights αq, number Q and exact locations of the microphones

(θq, δq) derived such that the orthonormality of the sampled, at the microphone points,

SHFs property is preserved (Rafaely, 2005).

In a practical context, the microphone diaphragms are not dimensionless points but

rather occupy some surface on the array sphere. Thus their output is not exactly equal

to pR (θq, δq) but, instead, the average of the pressure on their diaphragm. Meyer and

Elko (2002) refer to that phenomenon as ‘modal low-pass filtering’. Although not vigor-

ously investigated, this phenomenon is not expected to affect the lower degree compo-

nents which are of interest in this work. Hence, the sensors of the considered spherical

microphone arrays will be assumed as being ideal, point pressure-sensors.

An alternative method to estimate the HOA components from the microphone signals

that does not require a quadrature can be formulated exploiting the matrix notation

in a similar way as presented in Section 2.2. Sampling Eq. (2.22) at the microphone

positions (θq, δq) and converting the summations to matrix multiplications, the following

compact notation (Moreau et al., 2006) can be derived:

Y diag[W3D(kR)]b = pR, (2.27)

where the [Q × (M+1)2] matrix Y contains the sampled by the microphones SHFs

Y σ
mn (θq, δq), the [(M+1)2 × (M+1)2] diagonal matrix diag[W3D(kR)] contains the in-

verse rigid sphere mode strength terms, the [(M+1)2 × 1] vector b contains the HOA

components Bσ
mn to be estimated and the [Q × 1] vector pR contains the microphone

pressure signals pR (θq, δq). The diagonal mode strength matrix is formed using the
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following vector passed as argument to the diag[·] function:

W3D =


W0 W1 W1 W1 · · · Wm · · ·Wm︸ ︷︷ ︸

2m+1

WM · · ·WM


 , (2.28)

where the kR dependence has been dropped for conciseness. All elements of the afore-

mentioned matrices are relevant to a single frequency point. Hence, characterising a

broadband sound field necessitates the consideration of Eq. (2.27) separately for every

frequency of interest.

Assuming Q ≥ (M+1)2, the least-squares solution of the under-determined linear system

of Eq. (2.27) can be written (Moreau et al., 2006; Poletti, 2005) as:

b̂ = diag[W3D(kR)]−1
YT

(
YYT

)−1
pR

= diag[Heq,3D(kR)] pinv(Y)pR

= EpR,

(2.29)

where E denotes the encoding matrix. The equalization diagonal matrix diag[Heq,3D(kR)]

has its diagonal elements Heq,m(kR) formed by inverting the terms of Eq. (2.28) one-

by-one.

In the above equation, vector b̂ contains only the HOA components Bσ
mn up to the

order of interest M . Jin et al. (2014), however, formulate the minimisation problem

to include higher-order HOA components and force the encoding matrix E to minimise

those higher-order components so that they do not pollute (i.e., via aliasing) the useful

lower order components.

Inverting the mode strength terms poses implementation problems due to the very low

value of high-degree (m) functions Wm(kR) at low frequencies (Rafaely, 2004; Baum-

gartner et al., 2011). Increasing the radius R of the microphone shifts the resulting

large gains to lower frequencies, at the expense of shifting spatial aliasing problems to

lower frequencies (Moreau et al., 2006; Rafaely, 2005; Rafaely et al., 2007; Abhayapala

and Ward, 2002). Estimating the HOA components at low frequencies, without having

to resort to a large radius R design, is commonly treated by applying Tikhonov regu-

larization (Moreau et al., 2006; Moreau, 2006; Poletti, 2005; Zotkin et al., 2010) to the

solution of Eq. (2.29). Effectively, the equalization terms are modified so that:

H̃eq,m(kR) =
|Wm(kR)|2

|Wm(kR)|2 + λ2
· 1

Wm(kR)
, (2.30)

where the parameter λ controls the amount of regularization, with higher values yielding

a more regularised solution. The parameter λ tapers off the high magnitudes of the
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Figure 2.8: Attenuation of the radial equalization filters Heq,m(kR), m = 0...7 rele-
vant to a spherical microphone array of radius R = 0.06m, due to a realistic regular-
ization value of λ = 0.01.

inverse of the mode strengths (radial equalization filters) at low frequencies (see Epain

and Daniel, 2008, Section 3) so that the microphone self-noise is not excessively boosted.

Fig. 2.8 illustrates how regularization attenuates the radial equalization filters of the

m−th degree by showing the ratio Heq,m(kR)/H̃eq,m(kR). A number of researchers

[Moreau et al. 2006, Eq. (34); Jin et al. 2014, Eq. (15)] provide rules to set λ according

to the accepted amplified noise level. However, this work takes another approach by

examining the actual noise, due to the encoding of the microphone array signals, at the

ears of a dummy listener (see Sections 4.3.3.3 and 4.4.1).

After applying the regularised equalization filters to Eq. (2.29), the encoding matrix is

modified to:

Ẽ = diag
[
H̃eq,3D(kR)

]
pinv(Y). (2.31)

The operation of employing the regularised encoding matrix Ẽ to yield the HOA com-

ponents b̃ = [B̃σ
mn] from the microphone pressure signals pR using Eq. (2.29) will be

referred to as ‘Ambisonics’ encoding.

Interested readers can refer to Gauthier et al. (2011) for a more advanced treatment of

regularisation, including the presentation of a novel relevant approach.

An alternative way of spherical microphone array encoding is formulated in the theory

of beamforming or plane-wave decomposition (Meyer and Elko, 2002; Rafaely, 2004; Li

and Duraiswami, 2007; Zotkin et al., 2010). According to these formulations weights

are applied to the microphones in order to create a given directional response (usually

a truncated Dirac) pointing towards a look-out direction and then signals mainly inci-

dent from that direction are picked up. Hence, the field can be spatially sampled by
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performing a number of such beamforming operations on a given grid of look-out direc-

tions. On the contrary, the Ambisonics approach, described above, is aiming, through

a least-squares optimization, at estimating the set of HOA components B̃σ
mn that best

explains the whole captured sound field.

2.8 ‘Shape-matching’ encoding method (Measurement-based en-

coding)

An alternative encoding method, termed ‘shape-matching’ (SM) has been validated and

employed in this study. SM was first reported by [Moreau et al. 2006, Eq. (46)] and then

used by Marschall et al. (2012), while other researchers (Farina et al., 2010; Zaunschirm

and Zotter, 2014; Jin et al., 2014) have also employed similar measurement-based encod-

ing techniques. The SM encoding operation aims at minimising the error between the

desired SHFs Y σ
mn(θg, θg), sampled at the direction (θg, θg) of an incident plane wave, and

the directivity patterns reproduced by the array. The minimisation should be performed

over g = 1...G incident plane waves evenly distributed on the unit sphere.

Essentially, SM can be understood as performing G encoding operations for G incident

plane waves and then minimising the error between the derived and ideal Bσ
mn compo-

nents, with the ideal Bσ
mn being equal to the SHFs sampled at the plane-wave incidence

directions. In matrix formulation:

minimise
ESM

∥∥∥ESM PG −YG

∥∥∥
2

F

, (2.32)

where ESM is the [U×Q] SM encoding matrix, PG the [Q×G] matrix of all Q-mic pres-

sures due to the assumed G incident plane waves, YG is the [U×G] matrix with the

U = (M + 1)2 SHFs sampled at the incident wave positions, and
∥∥·
∥∥
F

is the Frobenius

norm (Golub and Loan, 1996, §2.3). The above problem can be converted to a standard

least-squares problem by vectorizing YG and using the Kronecker product (Horn and

Johnson, 1994, §4). Considering a regularised formulation for the minimisation problem,

as in (Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004, §6.3.2), leads to:

minimise
ESM

∥∥∥
(
PH

G ⊗ IU
)
vec (ESM)− vec (YG)

∥∥∥
2

2
+ λSM

∥∥∥vec (ESM)
∥∥∥
2

2
, (2.33)

where (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose, vec (·) stacks the columns of its matrix ar-

gument on top of one another, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. The above prob-

lem can be expressed in the form: minimise
x

∥∥Ax− b
∥∥2
2
+ λ

∥∥x
∥∥2
2
, with: A = PH

G ⊗ IU ,
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x = vec (ESM) and b = vec (YG). The solution can thus be expressed as:

x =
(
A

H
A+ λI

)−1

A
H
b ⇒

vec
(
ẼSM

)
=

[
(PG ⊗ IU )

(
P

H
G ⊗ IU

)
+ λSMIUQ

]−1

(PG ⊗ IU ) vec (YG) ⇒

vec
(
ẼSM

)
=

[(
PGP

H
G ⊗ IU

)
+ λSMIUQ

]−1

vec
(
YGP

H
G

)
⇒

[(
PGP

H
G ⊗ IU

)
+ λSMIUQ

]
vec

(
ẼSM

)
= vec

(
YGP

H
G

)
⇒

vec
(
ẼSMPGP

H
G + λSMẼSM

)
= vec

(
YGP

H
G

)
. (2.34)

Finally, the last equation provides the solution for the regularised shape-matching en-

coding matrix as seen below:

ẼSM = YG PH
G

(
PG PH

G + λSM IQ
)−1

. (2.35)

Jin et al. (2014) give a slightly different formulation for the above problem and also

extend the optimisation order M to higher values in order to better control the spatial

aliasing products. Considering such higher order SHF components was herein deemed

unnecessary, provided that a dense-enough grid (i.e., large value of G) was used for the

minimisation.

2.9 Comparison of ‘shape-matching’ and ‘Ambisonics’ encoding

methods

The shape-matching encoding method offers the obvious advantage that it takes into

considerations the sensitivity and phase mismatches of the microphones as well as any

positioning errors on the sphere. That occurs because it employs a set of measured

pressures (PG), from G source positions to all Q microphones, to compute the encoding

matrix ẼSM. On the contrary, the Ambisonics encoding matrix Ẽ, hereafter referred

to as ẼAMB for disambiguation, relies on the exact knowledge of the array parameters

(response and positioning of microphones) and on the assumption that the hard-sphere

model accurately expresses the pressure on the non-zero surface sensors of the real

spherical microphone array.

Apart from the above practical advantage, the shape-matching encoding method is

herein shown to better control the spatial aliasing (i.e., large erroneous directivity lobes)

of the microphone array at high frequencies. This is presumed to result from the penal-

isation of the deviations between the reconstructed directivities and the ideal SHFs in

the minimisation problem formulation of Eq. (2.33). In turn, better control over spatial
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aliasing results in lower pressure reconstruction errors. Similar observations were also

reported by Jin et al. (2014). In that work, the control of the higher frequency aliasing

products is attained by forcing the encoding matrix to decompose the SHF components

up to the order of interest M and at the same time to minimise the power of SHF

components of higher-than-M orders. The interested reader is encouraged to seek more

enlightening details in the Sections II.B and IV.B of Jin et al. (2014).

To quantify the pressure errors on the head of a listener (modelled by a rigid sphere)

incurred by the HOA-encoded sound field, we use the normalised mean-square error

(NMSE). For that purpose, the simulation framework outlined in the following steps is

considered:

• the Q = 62, R = 0.05 m NAL microphone array configuration [see Fig. 6.3(b)] is

employed, assuming perfectly matched and positioned sensors, operating at the

HOA order M = 5;

• a grid of G = 400 quasi-regularly (Fliege, 2007) positioned virtual sources is em-

ployed to derive the shape-matching encoding matrix ẼSM, according to Eq. (2.35),

with a regularisation parameter of λSM = 0.4;

• the Ambisonics encoding matrix ẼAMB is derived via Eq. (2.31) with a regularisation

parameter of λAMB = 0.005;

• the choice of λSM and λAMB yields a good compromise between microphone noise

and pressure reconstruction errors (Oreinos and Buchholz, 2014), while ensuring

equal HOA system noise power for both encoding strategies;

• a set of K = 100 quasi-regularly (Fliege, 2007) positioned virtual sources are

considered. The generated pressures on the microphone array sensors are calculated

using the rigid-sphere model solution via Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23);

• the HOA components B̃σ
mn are derived via the encoding operation of Eq. (2.29).

Both encoding matrices ẼSM and ẼAMB are applied in succession to yield two sets

of HOA components;

• the ideal HOA components Bσ
mn of the spatially low-passed sound field (series

expansion truncated at m = M), due to all K virtual sources, are computed using

Eq. (2.4);

• a grid of I = 400 quasi-regularly (Fliege, 2007) positioned observation points lying

on a hard sphere of radius re = 0.09 m is considered;

• the pressure values on all i = 1...I points of the hard sphere –due to the k−th virtual

source– are calculated [Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23)] using the ideal HOA components

Bσ
mn, thus yielding the reference pressure values p (kre, θi, δi, θk, δk);

• the pressure values on all i = 1...I points of the hard sphere –due to the k−th
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virtual source– are additionally calculated [Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23)] using the de-

rived (from the encoding) HOA components B̃σ
mn, thus yielding the pressure values

p̃ (kre, θi, δi, θk, δk).

Finally, the resulting NMSE values for each k = 1...K virtual source were calculated as:

ǫEnc(kre, θk, δk) = 10 log10

I∑

i=1

αi

∣∣∣p (kre, θi, δi, θk, δk)− p̃ (kre, θi, δi, θk, δk)
∣∣∣
2

I∑

i=1

αi

∣∣∣p (kre, θi, δi, θk, δk)
∣∣∣
2

, (2.36)

with αi being the quadrature weights associated with the chosen grid of I quasi-regular

positioned observation points on the hard sphere. It is important to note that the

reference pressure values p (kre, θi, δi, θk, δk), used for the ǫEnc calculation above, are

derived from the truncated series expansion so that if the microphone array were to be

‘transparent’ signal-processing-wise, the NMSE would be zero (−∞ dB).

The median and interquartile range (IQR) of ǫEnc(kre, θk, δk), with k = 1...K, are shown

in Fig. 2.9 for both shape-matching and Ambisonics encoding strategies. The plot il-

lustrates that above the spatial aliasing cut-off frequency [estimated as fal = 7.4 kHz

using Moreau et al. 2006, Eq.(29)] the pressure errors are significantly reduced when us-

ing the shape-matching encoding. It should be noted that even small reductions of the

normalised error ǫEnc above 0 dB are translated into significantly lower pressure errors.

Oreinos and Buchholz (2014) present a perceptually-driven comparison of the two encod-

ing methods, by examining the pressure reconstruction errors at the in-ear microphones

of an acoustic manikin (HATS) lying inside the HOA sound field, further supporting the

above observations.

Alternatively, the two encoding strategies can be compared via the error that they

incur on the ‘reconstructed directivities’. The reconstructed directivities can be under-

stood as follows; given a plane-wave incident from direction (θd, δd) and impinging on a

spherical microphone error, the encoded components B̃σ
mn

[
due to source from: (θd, δd)

]

are expected to approximate the SHFs sampled at the wave incidence position, i.e.,

Y σ
mn(θd, δd), when inside the HOA system’s region of operation. Considering a dense

grid of d = 1...D such plane-wave sources (distributed on the sphere) encoded in suc-

cession by the microphone array, the set of components B̃σ
mn

[
due to all sources from:

(θd, δd)
]

are termed ‘reconstructed directivities’, while the set of all SHFs Y σ
mn(θd, δd)

are termed ‘ideal directivities’. Employing compact matrix notation as in Eq. (2.32),
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Figure 2.9: Normalised mean-square error incurred by the shape-matching and
Ambisonics encoding, considering the NAL spherical microphone array (Q = 62,
R = 0.05m). The chosen regularisation values, λSM and λAMB, yield the same HOA
system noise power for both encoding strategies. The solid and dashed lines represent
the median value while the grey-shaded regions show the interquartile range, IQR, of
the NMSE.

the shape of the reconstructed and ideal directivities can be respectively expressed as:

Grec(d, u, f) = Re





Q∑

q=1

[
Ẽ
]
u,q

[
PD

]
q,d





Gidl(d, u, f) =
[
YD

]
u,d

,

(2.37)

with the notation [A]i,j denoting the entry in the i−th row and j−the column of a matrix

A, and Ẽ representing either the shape-matching encoding matrix ẼSM or the Ambisonics

encoding matrix ẼAMB. The above directivities are functions of the d = 1...D considered

plane-wave sources, the u = 1...U
[
=(M +1)2

]
SHF components and frequency f . Note

that the in the case of reconstructed directivities, the encoding operation gives rise to

erroneous imaginary parts for the B̃σ
mn components at frequencies outside the operating

region of the microphone array. Only the real part Re {·} is herein taken into account.

The RMS error between those directivities can thus be derived as:

∆GRMS(u, f) =
1

D

√√√√
D∑

d=1

[
Grec(d, u, f)− Gidl(d, u, f)

]2
. (2.38)

The above RMS error only shows how far the reconstructed directivity shapes deviate
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from the ideal ones but does not provide any information about the sign of the error.

That is, no information is provided on whether Grec(d, u, f) is shrunk or enlarged com-

pared to Gidl(d, u, f). For that reason, the difference of directivity total power (difference

of squares of directivities) is calculated as:

∆P(u, f) =
D∑

d=1

[
Grec(d, u, f)

]2
−

D∑

d=1

[
Gidl(d, u, f)

]2
. (2.39)

Hence, signed RMS error values can be derived as:

∆GsRMS(u, f) = sgn
(
∆P(u, f)

)
∆GRMS(u, f), (2.40)

with sgn(·) representing the sign function returning +1 if its argument is positive, −1 if

negative and 0 if zero.

The above signed RMS error ∆GsRMS(u, f) is derived by employing the considered mi-

crophone array configuration (Q = 62-mic array and λSM = 0.4 or λAMB = 0.005) and

a dense grid of D = 2030 points quasi-regularly placed on the sphere (Burkardt, 2010).

Both encoding strategies are considered, with the shape-matching optimisation problem

of Eq. (2.32) solved for G = 400 quasi-regularly (Fliege, 2007) positioned sources, as

reported above.

Figure 2.10 shows ∆GsRMS(u, f), for both encoding strategies, as surface plots, with the

abscissa representing the SHF index u and the ordinate representing frequency f . The

plot illustrates that the higher order SHF components can only be reconstructed with

low errors (white areas) at limited frequency regions. At low frequencies, the regulari-

sation turns off higher-order components in order to avoid excessive noise amplification,

while at high frequencies, the microphone spatial aliasing causes the directivity compo-

nents of all orders to break. Moreover, Fig. 2.10a illustrates that at high frequencies

the SM encoding causes the reconstructed directivities to shrink (blue coloured errors)

whereas Fig. 2.10b shows the high frequency AMB encoding directivities to be enlarged

(red coloured errors). Shape-matching encoding, thus, controls the high frequency recon-

structed directivities so that no excessive energy is fed to the reproduction loudspeaker

array after the decoding. That results to lower pressure reconstruction errors, as can be

seen in Fig. 2.9 and in Oreinos and Buchholz (2014, Fig. 6).

2.10 Mixed-Order Ambisonics

The traditional periphonic (i.e., 3D) coding of Higher-Order Ambisonics results in an

area of accurate reconstruction (sweet spot) that does not depend on the position of
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Figure 2.10: Signed RMS error of reconstructed directivities employing the Q = 62,
R = 0.05m NAL microphone array. All U = 36 directivity components (M = 5) are
shown as columns of the surface plots, with the frequency dependence shown as rows.
Plot (a) is relevant to shape-matching and plot (b) is relevant to Ambisonics encoding.
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the coded virtual sources, provided that the employed microphone and loudspeaker

arrays exhibit a quasi-regular geometry. Additionally, as shown in Chapter 3, the above

property is subject to a free-field propagation (i.e., no listener inside the loudspeaker

array).

Mixed-Order Ambisonics (MOA) is an alternative coding scheme that favours the recon-

struction of horizontal-plane virtual sources (Favrot et al., 2011; Käsbach et al., 2011;

Favrot and Marschall, 2012; Marschall et al., 2012). The applied MOA scheme em-

ploys two orders M3D, M2D, relevant to periphonic (3D) and horizontal-plane-only (2D)

reproduction respectively, according to the following pressure expansion:

p (kr, θ, δ) ≃
M3D∑

m=0

im jm (kr)
m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Bσ
mnY σ

mn (θ, δ)

+

M2D∑

m=M3D+1

im jm (kr)
∑

σ=±1

Bσ
mmY σ

mm (θ, δ) .

(2.41)

The expansion of Eq. (2.41) uses the following U = (M3D+1)2 + 2(M2D−M3D) SHF

components:

{
Y +1
00 , Y +1

10 , Y ±1
11 , ..., Y ±1

M3D(M3D−1), Y
±1
M3DM3D

}
,

{
Y ±1
(M3D+1)(M3D+1), Y

±1
(M3D+2)(M3D+2), ..., Y

±1
M2DM2D

}
.

(2.42)

Although the MOA SHF selection scheme of Eq. 2.42 improves the horizontal-plane

source reconstruction, it does not increase the accuracy of the system to that of an

M = M2D horizontal-plane-only (2D) HOA system. That would require the use of all

SHFs that satisfy m+n = 2u, u ∈ Z+, i.e., those components that do not exhibit a nodal

line on the horizontal plane (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). In turn, estimating those components

would necessitate the use of a microphone array with Q ≥ (M3D+1)2 sensors. Same

argumentation would call for at least L = Q loudspeakers to ensure controlled playback.

However, choosing only the sectoral SHFs Y σ
mm (θ, δ) for degrees M3D < m ≤ M2D

necessitates only an increased density of microphones (and loudspeakers) on the equator,

while at the same time providing a significant benefit over the baseline periphonic (3D)

HOA system of M = M3D. More elaborate MOA-selection schemes can be found in the

work of Travis (2009).



Chapter 3

Measurement of a full 3D set of HRTFs for

in-ear and hearing aid microphones on a

Head and Torso Simulator (HATS)∗

Abstract

The accurate reproduction of acoustic real-world environments is becoming
of increasing importance in hearing device research and development. It is
thereby often required to accurately predict the sound pressure at the micro-
phones of a hearing device in a simulated or recorded acoustic environment.
For that reason, an extensive set of head-related transfer functions (HRTFs)
was measured in free-field with a pair of behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aids
placed on a Head and Torso Simulator (HATS). Transfer functions to the
in-ear HATS microphones were also measured. A spherical head model was
applied to extend the usable frequency range towards low frequencies. Spe-
cial care was given to preserve the phase properties of the measurements so
that the HRTFs could be widely used in phase-sensitive technical applica-
tions, including the evaluation of spatial signal processing algorithms (i.e.,
directional microphones, beamformers) in hearing devices and the evalua-
tion of sound field resynthesis methods. The extended HRTF set can also be
used for research in psychoacoustics. It is available for download at: http://
www.nal.gov.au/download/HATS BTE hrirDatabase.zip.

∗Chapter published as:
Oreinos, C. and Buchholz, J. M. (2013), “Measurement of a full 3D set of HRTFs for in-ear and hearing
aid microphones on a Head and Torso Simulator (HATS)”, Acta Acust. United Ac. 99, 836–844.
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3.1 Introduction

Head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) contain all the spectral, temporal, and spatial

information that is available in a given acoustic environment. The HRTFs in their free-

field form are calculated as the ratio of the Fourier transform of the sound pressure at

a point in the ear canal of a subject to the sound pressure that would have been mea-

sured at the centre of the head, with the subject not being present. They contain the

diffraction effect of the head and torso as well as the resonances and scattering effects

of the pinna. Given that HRTFs are determined by the detailed size and shape of the

head, torso, and in particular ears, they are highly individual. This is demonstrated,

for example, in localization experiments, where listeners’ performance decreases signifi-

cantly when non-individual HRTFs are used, in particular along the cones of confusion

(Wenzel et al., 1993). However, non-individual HRTFs, as for example measured on a

standardised head and torso simulator (HATS), are often used in applications where it

is impractical to measure individual HRTFs, such as virtual auditory spaces and com-

puter games. Non-individual HRTFs can also be considered sufficient when analysing

and verifying the general effect of multi-channel loudspeaker playback methods, where

listener-specific effects are not of primary interest. In particular in the latter application,

the measurement of a full 3D HRTF data set is required. By applying such a 3D HRTF

data set, it is then possible to transform the loudspeaker output signals of basically

any multi-channel playback system [e.g., using higher-order Ambisonics (Moreau et al.,

2006; Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Epain et al., 2010)] into ear signals. Although a

large amount of 3D HRTF data sets are publicly available (e.g., Gardner and Martin,

1995; Bovbjerg et al., 2000; Algazi et al., 2001; Grassi et al., 2003; Nakado et al., 2008;

Carpentier et al., 2014), very limited HRTF data that additionally contain responses to

the microphones of hearing aids (HA) fitted to a listener’s (or HATS’) ears are avail-

able (e.g., Kayser et al., 2009; Acoustic Research Institute, n.d.). Such HTRF sets are

essential for the research and development of hearing devices, the evaluation of hearing

aid algorithms, and the verification of multi-channel loudspeaker systems for recreating

realistic acoustic scenes (e.g., Minnaar et al., 2010) aimed at hearing aid testing.

When multi-microphone signal processing (or enhancement) techniques are considered

in hearing devices, the HRTFs need to provide accurate phase and amplitude infor-

mation. Particularly when considering delay-and-subtract directional HA processing

(Kates, 2008), even very small phase and amplitude errors between the two HA micro-

phones are critical at low frequencies due to the differentiation and subsequent equaliza-

tion of the high-pass 6dB/octave roll-off. Such accuracy was difficult to achieve here at

low frequencies, by the measurements alone, for two reasons: (a) because a small mea-

surement loudspeaker, with poor low-frequency response, had to be used due to weight
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restrictions of moving equipment and (b) because the used anechoic chamber was not

rated anechoic down to the required frequencies. To remedy that, the measured HRTFs

were extended towards low frequencies by applying a spherical head model.

Although spherical head models have been previously used for this purpose (Algazi et al.,

2002), the applied methods for the combination of the model with the measurements

have been evaluated mainly perceptually (Kistler and Wightman, 1992). The signal pro-

cessing in hearing devices is very different from the auditory signal processing, and in

particular for the case of multi-microphone signal processing techniques, it is much more

sensitive to small amplitude and phase variations. Hence, different (or modified) tech-

niques are required for combining measured and modelled HRTFs. The low-frequency

extension methods developed and verified in this study are important for any HRTF

measurement where the available anechoic chamber has a limited frequency bandwidth

or when only semi-anechoic or even reverberant chambers are available and impulse re-

sponse truncation methods need to be applied to remove the room artefacts from the

measured HRTFs.

The present study comprises:

• The measurement of an extensive 6-channel HRTF data set for 1784 source loca-

tions covering the full 3D space using a Brüel & Kjær type 4128C HATS with two

behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aids, featuring two microphones each, fitted above

the left and right pinna.

• The application of a spherical head model to extend the usable frequency range of

the measured HRTFs towards low frequencies.

• A method to combine measured and modelled HRTFs that is adequate for multi-

microphone hearing aid signal processing techniques. The applicability of this

method is verified by considering directivity plots of an example hyper-cardioid

microphone that is realised by combining the signals from the two microphones of

either BTE hearing aid.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Measurement Setup

HRTFs were measured in the anechoic chamber of the Auditory Neuroscience Labora-

tory, Department of Physiology, University of Sydney. The chamber is 3.5 m long, 4.6 m

wide and 2.4 m high and is rated as anechoic above 300 Hz. It contains a motor controlled
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semicircular hoop with a radius of 1.2 m, which supports an Audience A3 loudspeaker.

The hoop is fully controlled by computer software with an angular precision of less than

0.1◦ and is calibrated before the start of each set of measurements.

The measurements of the HRTFs were performed on the 4128C head and torso simulator

(HATS) manufactured by Brüel & Kjær. The HATS complies with the ANSI standard

for manikins for simulated in-situ airborne acoustic measurements (ANSI S3.36-1985

[R2006]) and the ITU-T P.58 recommendation for HATS telephonometry. It comes pre-

fitted with 4158C/4159C type occluded ear simulators, which were connected to a pair

of 2610 Brüel & Kjær measuring amplifiers. For these HRTFs measurements, a pair

of –intentionally– slightly asymmetric pinnae (B&K models DZ-9763 & DZ-9764) were

used. Two behind-the-ear (BTE) hearing aids were placed and secured, with sticky tape,

above the HATS’ left and right pinnae [Fig. 3.1(a)]. The hearing aids were provided by

Phonak and featured cables connected to their microphones and in-built receiver (not

used for this set of measurements). The signals picked up by the microphones were sent

via balanced cables to a purpose-built pre-amplifier designed by Phonak. It must be

noted that these hearing aid “satellites” did not perform any signal processing. Finally,

the six channels (two in-ear plus two BTE microphones for each side) were fed to an

RME Fireface 400 sound-card connected to a PC running MATLAB. Transfer functions

were measured using a logarithmic sweep of 1 s duration, sampled at 44.1 kHz with 24–bit

resolution.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.1: The acoustic manikin used for the measurements: (a) left ear of the HATS
showing the hearing aid satellite with its two microphones; (b) the HATS standing
upside down on a tripod and held in place by a purpose-built plastic fitting.

An important issue that had to be resolved was the fact that the lowest elevation angle

where the hoop could be positioned at was δ = −55◦. In order to work around this

technical restriction the HATS had to be mounted upside down supported by its head,

facing the front as in the upright placement, for some of the measurements. For that

purpose, it had to be placed on a custom-built mount that was shaped around the top
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Table 3.1: The coordinates of the 1784 points on the sphere where the HRTFs and
BTE transfer functions were measured. Resolution of elevation range: 5◦. Number of
measurements: N

Elevation range Azimuth resolution N

[−40◦, 40◦] 5◦ 1224
(−60◦,−40◦) ∪ (40◦, 60◦) 8◦ 270
(−70◦,−60◦] ∪ [60◦, 70◦) 10◦ 144
(−80◦,−70◦] ∪ [70◦, 80◦) 15◦ 96
(−90◦,−80◦] ∪ [80◦, 90◦) 30◦ 48

−90◦, 90◦ 360◦ 2

of the head using a thermoplastic material (polymorph pellets). Fig. 3.1(b) shows the

setup used for the upside down mounting of the HATS. For those measurements, the

source (loudspeaker) coordinates (azimuth θ and elevation δ) were referenced to the

upside down HATS according to the transformations: δ′ = −δ and θ′ = −θ, so that the

role of the ears remained consistent. The use of asymmetric pinnae for the left and right

ears of the HATS dictated this choice. If both pinnae were exactly the same, another

option would have been to transform the coordinates according to δ′ = −δ and θ′ = θ,

while exchanging the roles of left and right side microphones (in-ear and BTE).

In both measurement conditions (standing upright and upside down) the accurate align-

ment of the HATS was facilitated by using two laser beam pointers mounted on the

hoop at an arc distance of π/2. Correct alignment in all three axes could be attained

by targeting the laser beams to the ear canals and the tip of the nose of the HATS.

That resulted in effectively aligning the centre of the interaural axis with the centre of

the hoop, which is the centre of the coordinate system against which the measurements

were referenced. An observation that will prove useful in Section 3.2.2 is that the centre

of the interaural axis does not coincide with the centre of the HATS’ head.

In order to further verify the correct alignment of the setup, all loudspeaker locations

with elevation −55◦ ≤ δ ≤ −40◦ were measured with the HATS standing both upright

and upside down. The corresponding transfer functions were compared during the mea-

surement process and were found to match very well (absolute magnitude error between

the upright and upside down HRTF measurements, averaged across all available over-

lapping locations, −55◦ ≤ δ ≤ −40◦ and 0◦ ≤ θ < 360◦, < 1 dB up to at least 4− 5 kHz

and < 2 dB up to at least 10 kHz), confirming the centred placement of the HATS in

both conditions. Table 3.1 summarises all 1784 measurement positions.

HRTFs are typically normalised by the free-field response measured with the same loud-

speaker and microphones as used in the HRTF measurements, but with the microphones

placed in the origin of the applied coordinate system (here the centre of the hoop) and
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the head (HATS) removed (Blauert, 1997). Unfortunately, due to time restrictions on

the use of the facility, the loudspeaker response could not be measured with the in-

ear and the BTE microphones in a free-space configuration. Instead, the loudspeaker

magnitude response was equalised, with a 512 tap FIR filter, using a measurement pro-

vided by our collaborators, and the magnitude responses of the BTE microphones were

equalised, with a 64 tap FIR filter, after being measured inside a hearing aid test box.

The frequency response of the HATS ear simulators (4158C & 4159C) were already cali-

brated up to 20 kHz, on purchase of the product, so no further correction was necessary.

The gain necessary to compensate for the in-ear microphones/amplifiers sensitivity was

estimated by comparing the measured (0◦, 0◦) HRTF to the calibration chart provided

by B&K, for the specific HATS that was used, as well as by comparing the measured

HRTFs to the ITU-T P.58 recommendation (“Head and torso simulator for telephonom-

etry”) values for HRTFs at 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦ on the horizontal plane. The sensitivity

of the four BTE microphones/amplifiers was compensated for by minimizing the RMS

error between their individual magnitude responses, averaged over all source directions,

and the corresponding averaged in-ear microphone responses in the frequency range of

300− 600 Hz.

3.2.2 Spherical head model realization

In this work, a spherical head model was applied to extend the usable frequency range

of the HRTFs, i.e., to extrapolate information to lower frequencies, while preserving

the sensitive phase information of the HA microphones. This model approximates the

human head by a rigid sphere and as such, it does not take into account the acoustic

resonances and scattering by the pinnae, at high frequencies, as well as the shadowing

effects of the torso. Although it is an idealised model, it has been suggested that it can

be used to significantly improve the low frequency accuracy of measured HRTFs (Kistler

and Wightman, 1992; Duda and Martens, 1998; Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999). Using

the Fourier-Bessel series expansion of the wave equation solution for the incident (interior

problem) and scattered (exterior problem) sound field created by a single point source

positioned at (rs, θs, δs) and imposing the boundary condition of zero total radial velocity

on the rigid sphere of radius r = a, the pressure on its surface can be computed as:

p(r = a, θ, δ) =
∞∑

m=0

i−1

(ka)2h(2)′
m (ka)

h(2)
m (krs)

h(2)

0 (krs)
(2m + 1)Pm(cos γ), (3.1)

where h(2)
m is the m−th order spherical Hankel function of the second kind, h(2)′

m its

derivative and γ is the angle between the vector of the point source and that of the
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Table 3.2: Spherical head model parameters.

Parameter Value

Head radius 0.1 m

Ear canal entrance locations
L: (100◦,−11◦)
R: (−100◦,−11◦)

Front BTE microphone locations
L: (104◦, 10◦)
R: (−104◦, 10◦)

Rear BTE microphone locations
L: (109◦, 10◦)
R: (−109◦, 10◦)

“Point” source distance 1.2 m

observation point. Pm is the m−th degree Legendre polynomial defined as:

Pm(x) =
1

2mm!

dm

dxm

(
x2 − 1

)m
. (3.2)

Eq. 3.1 assumes waves normalised so that they have unit amplitude and zero phase at

the origin, having an implied e+iωt time dependence.

The spherical head model response was computed using the parameters shown in Ta-

ble 3.2. Given the non-spherical nature of the HATS’ head as well as the existence of

the torso, which was disregarded by the applied spherical head model, the parameters of

Table 3.2 were adjusted in a more heuristic, rather than rigorous, way. The head-related

values were chosen by comparison to their locations on the HATS while iteratively min-

imising the RMS error of the modelled and measured ILDs and ITDs. The sound source

distance was taken to be exactly the radius of the hoop where the speaker was mounted.

The resulting mean absolute errors, averaged across all 1784 measurement points, were

|ILDdB
meas − ILDdB

mod| < 0.9 dB and |ITDmeas − ITDmod| < 46µs, where the ILDs were

estimated at the region 300− 600 Hz. A formal optimization was impractical due to the

nature of the problem, wherein a spherical model was employed to describe a flattened

(at the ear sides) ellipsoidal structure. However, the applied methodology reinserts, at

a later stage, the correct timing to the model (Section 3.2.3 and Fig. 3.6), circumvent-

ing in this manner the need to apply much more complicated prolate spheroid models

(Adelman et al., 2014).

It should be mentioned that alternative, more complex approaches, such as the snow-

man model described by Algazi et al. (2002), exist and are expected to provide a more

accurate representation of the low frequency response of the HRTFs. However, the

spherical head model already resulted in small mean absolute ITD and ILD errors and

thus, such elaborate models were not further considered here.

In order to maximise the computational efficiency, Eq. (3.1) was computed using a set

of recursive formulas as described by Duda and Martens (1998) instead of being directly
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computed via the analytic expression. Given that the origin of the coordinate system

used in the above spherical head model is defined in the centre of the spherical head and

thus is different from the one used in the HRTF measurements (see Section 3.2.1), the

source positions (radius r′s, azimuth θ′s, elevation δ′s) to be used for the spherical head

model computation had to be derived from the source positions of the HRTF data set

according to:

θ′s = arctan

(
y

x + xic

)
,

δ′s = arctan

(
z + zic

(x + xic)2 + y2

)
,

r′s =
√

(x + xic)2 + y2 + (z + zic)2,

(3.3)

where [x, y, z] = [rs cos θs cos δs, rs sin θs cos δs, rs sin δs] is the position vector of a given

source, referenced to the centre of the hoop and [xic, 0, zic] is the position vector of the

centre of the hoop (centre of the interaural axis) referenced to the centre of the HATS

head. This change of coordinate systems is necessary so that, for example, the angle γ

between the vector of the left ear (100◦,−11◦), as referenced to the HATS’ centre system,

and the leftmost source point, whose coordinates expressed in the system centred at the

midpoint of the interaural axis are (90◦, 0◦), is correctly calculated to be zero.

One-sided pressure spectra were calculated with the spherical head model for each of

the 6 microphone locations (see Table 3.2) at 4097 (NFFT = 8192) equidistant frequency

points between 0 Hz and fs/2. The corresponding real-valued head-related impulse re-

sponses (HRIRs) were then derived after first “mirroring” the resulting spectra to nega-

tive frequencies by applying the complex conjugate transformation: H(−iω) = H∗(iω),

and then applying an inverse (discrete) Fourier transform (NFFT = 8192). Note that the

NFFT was chosen long enough to avoid time-aliasing after the successive time shifting

and filtering of the impulses.

3.2.3 Combination of the head model with the measured data

A primary question that needed to be addressed was how to combine the measured

HRTFs with the transfer functions derived from the spherical head model at low fre-

quencies. Algazi et al. (2002) have proposed cross-fading the magnitudes of the model

and the data (linearly in dB) while either keeping the entire phase response of the model,

or re-inserting the estimated time of arrival of the data impulses to the minimum-phase

inverse-DFT of the combined (cross-faded) magnitude responses. The latter method,

called minimum-phase reconstruction (Kistler and Wightman, 1992), has been percep-

tually verified for sound localization. However, the measured transfer functions of this
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HRTF set will be used as inputs to hearing aids whose processing is very different from

human auditory processing. In particular, multi-microphone signal enhancement tech-

niques (e.g., directional microphones and adaptive beamformers) are highly sensitive to

very small phase and amplitude variations. Hence, the HRTFs must preserve as accu-

rately as possible phase and amplitude relationships, especially between the individual

BTE hearing aid microphone pairs. In this regard the method proposed by Algazi et al.

(2002) did not provide satisfactory results and needed to be modified.

The combination method pursued in this study consists of time aligning the model’s

impulse responses to the corresponding measured impulse responses and then combining

them using “crossover” type low-pass and high-pass filters with cut-off frequencies in

the regions of 400 − 500 Hz. First, the time of arrival (TOA) for all 1784 measured

and modelled HRIRs was estimated separately for the in-ear and BTE microphones

according to the method proposed by Nam et al. (2008) as the time instant of the

maximum peak of the absolute of the cross-correlation function between a given HRIR

and its minimum-phase version:

τ̂ = arg max
τ

{∣∣∣∣∣
∑

n

h[n− τ ]hmp[n]

∣∣∣∣∣

}
. (3.4)

Since the BTE hearing aid microphones were only spaced apart by dmic = 0.009 m,

their maximum TOA difference across all source locations was about 26µs. Considering

that the applied sampling frequency was fs = 44.1 kHz and, thus, the resolution of the

applied TOA estimation method was only T = 1/fs ≈ 22.7µs, the HRIRs had to be

up-sampled (a factor of 100 was chosen) before the cross-correlation operation of Eq. 3.4

was performed.

An alignment delay was then calculated from the estimated TOA of the modelled HRIRs,

τ̂mod, and the corresponding measured HRIRs, τ̂meas, given by:

∆ =
τ̂mod − τ̂meas

100
. (3.5)

To preserve even the smallest phase differences between each BTE microphone pair, the

average alignment delay for each microphone pair was always applied to both micro-

phones. In this way any (small) TOA estimation error only affected the absolute timing

of the BTE microphone pair signals, but the inter-microphone phase differences provided

by the spherical head model were preserved. Since the combination of the measured and

modelled HRTFs was performed in the frequency domain, the derived alignment delays
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∆ were transformed into complex gain factors:

g∆(if) = e−i2πf∆/fs , (3.6)

which were then multiplied with the corresponding modelled HRTFs. No further ampli-

tude adjustments were required than those already described in Section 3.2.1.

Inspired by the design of loudspeaker crossovers, 256-taps long linear-phase FIR fil-

ters were used to realise the crossover between measured and time-aligned modelled

HRTFs that resembled the magnitude spectrum of a complementary pair of asymmetric

Linkwitz-Riley filters. An 8th order low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 500 Hz

and a 4th order high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 400 Hz were chosen. The 4th

order HP filter slope combined with the roll-off of the measurements effectively resulting

in a higher order HP response, almost complimentary to the 8th order LP filter. The

different slopes and cut-off frequencies of the filters was chosen to: (1) apply a small

gain-peak of 1− 2 dB around 300− 500 Hz and in turn to provide a smoother transition

between measured and modelled HRTFs and (2) ensure good agreement of the combined

HRTF responses with data from the ITU-T P.58 recommendation and the HATS’ own

calibration chart. This filter design approach in the frequency domain controlled the

steepness of the slopes of the cross-over filters and thereby limited the temporal ringing

of the filters in the time domain. Choosing a linear-phase filter design minimised any

phase (or comb-filter) effects that could otherwise be introduced by adding the low-pass

and high-pass HRTF components. The filtering was done in the frequency domain, as

mentioned above, and an impulse response was computed taking the inverse DFT (as in

Section 3.2.2) of the combined modelled/measured conjugate-mirrored transfer function.

The final impulse responses of the combined HRTFs were then truncated to 256 samples

using a one-sided Tukey window with a tapered-to-constant-section-ratio of 1/5. Special

care was taken in the truncation process to maintain the very short pre-ringing that was

introduced by the linear phase crossover filtering process. Finally, the impulse responses

were saved separately to MATLAB files (.mat extension), with every file having the

impulse responses of all six microphones relevant to a given source position. The final

HRTF data set is publicly available at: http://www.nal.gov.au/download/HATS BTE

hrirDatabase.zip.

3.3 Results

Fig. 3.2 shows the derived (0◦, 0◦) HRTF response (measurement combined with the

spherical head model), along with the corresponding ITU-T P.58 recommendation’s

http://www.nal.gov.au/download/HATS_BTE_hrirDatabase.zip
http://www.nal.gov.au/download/HATS_BTE_hrirDatabase.zip
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range of values, highlighting the compliance with this standard. The HRTFs at 0◦, 90◦,

180◦, 270◦ on the horizontal plane were also compared to the relevant ITU-T P.58 values

(not shown here) and were similarly found to comply.
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Figure 3.2: Processed (0◦, 0◦) HRTF magnitude response, extended to low frequen-
cies using the spherical head model, compared against the values of the ITU-T P.58
recommendation.

The magnitude spectra of the measured, modelled, and combined HRTFs are plotted in

Fig. 3.3 for an example source direction of (60◦,−30◦). Responses for the left ear are

shown in the left figures and for the right ear in the right figures. The top figures refer

to the front microphone of the BTE hearing aids and the bottom figures refer to the

in-ear microphones. In the top panels of Fig. 3.3 it can be seen that the overall trend

of the modelled HRTFs matches with the measured HRTF of the BTE microphone. In

contrast, the measured in-ear responses deviate significantly from the model at higher

frequencies. This deviation is mainly due to the ear canal resonances, the most prominent

of which is at around 2.5 kHz, as well as the effect of the pinnae. At low frequencies the

application of the spherical head model increases the usable bandwidth and removes the

low frequency dips and peaks, which are due to the measurement chamber (which is not

anechoic below 300 Hz) room modes.

When comparing the details contained in the modelled and measured spectra, in particu-

lar at frequencies above about 1 kHz, clear differences can be observed. These differences

can be even more pronounced at other source positions, especially at the contralateral

side where more extensive rippling occurs. However, these discrepancies are expected

because the shape of the head of the HATS is not strictly spherical and the presence of

the torso and pinnae has not been considered in the spherical head model. Since the

model is only applied to extend the usable frequency range below about 300 Hz, the

mentioned discrepancies are not significant and can be neglected.
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Figure 3.3: Spectrum magnitude of HRTF measurements (dashed curve), spherical
head model (dash-dotted curve) and final combined and windowed responses (solid
curve) relevant to the source direction (60◦,−30◦). The left and right panels show left
and right ear microphone responses, respectively. The top curves refer to the front BTE
microphones and the bottom curves to the in-ear microphones.

Fig. 3.4 shows the HRTF magnitudes of the left in-ear and front HA microphones for

all available source positions on the horizontal plane. The contour plots of the in-ear

responses can be qualitatively compared to similar plots found in literature (Bovbjerg

et al., 2000; Algazi et al., 2001; Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999; Duraiswami et al.,

2004). However, a quantitative one-to-one comparison is not meaningful unless one

is comparing measurements from the same manikin, fitted with the same pinnae and

ear canal and simulator and driven by a similar measuring loudspeaker at the same

distance. Comparing Fig. 3.4(a) and (b), it is evident that the ear-canal resonances at

∼ 2.5 kHz and ∼ 5 kHz are eliminated in the BTE responses. Additionally, some of the

high frequency fine structure appears smoothed and attenuated due to the absence of

pinna reflections.

As a next step to validate the combined HRTFs, the Interaural Level Differences (ILDs)

versus frequency are plotted in Fig. 3.5 for sources located on the horizontal plane. ILDs

were calculated as the magnitude-difference between the left and right ear’s HRTFs. A
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Figure 3.4: Contour plots of the magnitude of HRTFs to the: (a) in-ear and (b)
hearing aid (front) microphone of HATS’ left side. The abscissa of the plots depicts the
source direction on the horizontal plane, with azimuth θ ∈ [−180◦, 180◦].

number of observations can be made from these plots. First, due to the different pinnae

used on the measured HATS the ILD for θ = 0◦ is slightly different from zero at high

frequencies. A second observation is that for positive azimuths close to 90◦ (source on-

axis with left ear) a positive ILD, which takes substantial values at high frequencies, is

observed, while an almost symmetrical picture up to about 5 kHz is seen for negative

azimuths (above ∼ 5 kHz the used pinnae cause deviations to the symmetric nature of

the ILDs). The theoretical bright spots at ±90◦ are also confirmed on that plot (i.e., a

source at 90◦ creates a bright spot at 180◦ around the perimeter of the sphere, that is at

−90◦, where the contralateral ear lies). As mentioned above for the HRTF magnitude

case, it is not straightforward to compare the ILD contours from another data set, unless

it is ensured that all geometrical, structural and acoustical properties of the setup are the

same. The ILDs measured at the BTE-microphones (not shown here) look very similar

to the in-ear ILDs of Fig. 3.5 at low frequencies, but above about 5 kHz are significantly

smaller due to absence of the pinna and ear canal effects.

The broadband ITD of the measured HRTFs as well as the modelled HRTFs before and

after TOA alignment (see Section 3.2.3) are shown in Fig. 3.6 for the in-ear microphones

as a function of source azimuth. The ITDs were calculated as the TOA difference between

the left and right ear microphones using Eq. 3.4. The ITDs for the measurement (solid

line) as well as the TOA-aligned model (dashed line) match very well, confirming the

accuracy of the TOA-alignment procedure described in Section 3.2.3. Moreover, these
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Figure 3.5: Interaural level differences between left and right in-ear microphones
(HL − HR), versus frequency, relevant to positions lying on the horizontal plane with
azimuth θ ∈ [−180◦, 180◦].

ITDs exhibit the typical ITD shape measured in humans as seen for example in Nam

et al. (2008) or Busson et al. (2005). The ITDs for the modelled HRTFs before TOA-

alignment (dashed-dotted line) show a slightly less “peaky” behaviour than the ITDs

for the measured HRTFs, but otherwise provide a very good fit and thus confirm the

applicability of the parameters given in Table 3.2 for the calculation of the spherical

head model responses. As expected, the ITDs estimated from the HA microphones (not

shown here) look almost the same as those of Fig. 3.6.

In order to verify the accurate representation of phase (or timing) of the combined

HRTFs, in particular between the front and back microphones of the BTE hearing aids,

3D directivity plots of a hyper-cardioid and an omnidirectional microphone were realised

and shown in Fig. 3.7 for three example frequencies, 300 Hz, 450 Hz and 1600 Hz. The

radial distance of each directivity plot surface node represents the magnitude of the direc-

tional microphone output response (in dB) due to a point-source located at that node’s

azimuth and elevation at a distance of r = 1.2 m (distance between loudspeaker and

HATS’ head centre). The hyper-cardioid output was generated by applying delay and

subtraction beamforming (Kates, 2008) to the HRTFs of the front and back microphones

of the left BTE hearing aid. Such an approach for creating directional microphones is

highly sensitive to phase and amplitude errors, in particular at low frequencies. If the

phase difference between the microphones is slightly disrupted (as was the case in the

measured HRTFs at low frequencies), the directivity plots get severely distorted. The
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bottom polar plots of Fig. 3.7 show the hyper-cardioid directivity attained at low fre-

quencies (300 Hz) to be smooth and resembling that at higher frequencies (1600 Hz).

Thus the low frequency region where the model dominates the combined response pro-

duces a directional result that resembles that at higher frequencies where the measured

data dominate. Moreover, the directivity plots at 450 Hz demonstrate that the correct

magnitude and phase information of the HRTFs is also retained in the middle of the

crossover region (Section3.2.3).

Note that the presented directivity patterns differ from the well-known ideal hyper-

cardioid polar plot (Kates, 2008) due to the presence of the head. The head shadowing

effectively creates a higher-order directional behaviour, as compared to the first order

ideal free-field patterns. In order to illustrate the head shadow effect on the microphone

directionality, the directivity patterns of an omnidirectional BTE microphone on the

head (i.e., only considering the front microphone) are shown in the top figures of Fig. 3.7

at 300 Hz, 450 Hz and 1600 Hz. They are very similar to the directivity patterns shown

by Kates (2008), further demonstrating the validity of the measured HRTFs.

Lastly, Fig. 3.8 shows the SNR, averaged across all six microphone channels (which had

very similar values) and all measurement positions (solid line). A noise estimate was

formed using the last 256 samples of the 2048-sample long unprocessed measurement

data. A signal estimate (in fact signal + noise) was formed using the preceding 1792

samples. The estimated SNR does not strictly depict the true microphone – amplifier

– A/D SNR but describes the effective “SNR” after averaging and de-convolving the
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recorded sine sweeps. The frequency-dependent SNR of the measurement with the worst

broadband SNR, occurring at the position (30◦,−85◦), is also plotted as a worst-case

scenario. It can be seen that the SNR at low frequencies (300− 400 Hz) is significantly

lower than the values at mid and high frequencies. Especially if the 6dB/octave roll-

off of a delay-and-subtract directional HA microphone is considered, the output SNR

becomes negative at low frequencies. This confirms again the necessity of applying the

spherical head model for a “phase-preserving” extrapolation of the magnitude to low

frequencies.
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Figure 3.8: The frequency-dependent mean SNR of all microphone channels averaged
across all positions (solid curve) along with the SNR of the measurement with the
lowest broadband SNR (dotted curve).

3.4 Summary and conclusions

The procedure for the measurement of an extensive set of HRTFs from 1748 directions

covering the whole sphere to the 2 in-ear and 4 BTE hearing aid microphones on a HATS

was presented. A spherical head model was applied to extend the usable frequency

range of the measured HRTFs towards low frequencies. A method was also proposed to

combine the measurements with the model responses while maintaining the very sensitive

amplitude and phase information carried by the HRTFs, which is particularly critical

between the front and back hearing aid microphones. The applicability of this approach

as well as the validity of the entire HRTF data set, especially when used for hearing aid

applications, was confirmed by analysing magnitude spectra of the combined HRTFs,

ITDs, ILDs and directivity plots of hyper-cardioid and omni-directional microphones.

The developed HRTF data set covering the full sphere at a high resolution can be

used in a wide range of applications ranging from recreating virtual auditory spaces to
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research and development with hearing devices, evaluation of hearing aid algorithms,

including psychoacoustic aspects, and verification of multi-channel loudspeaker systems

for recreating realistic acoustic scenes. The existence of measurements from both in-

ear and BTE microphones permits realistic simulations of aided scenarios where sound

reaches the hearing aids of the wearer but at the same time leaks through to the eardrum

(this “acoustic path” will be affected by the fitting of the hearing aid, which may include

ear-moulds with different vent sizes).
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Chapter 4

Objective analysis of Ambisonics for hearing

aid applications: Effect of listener’s head,

room reverberation, and directional

microphones∗

Abstract

Recently, an increased interest has been demonstrated in evaluating hearing
aids (HAs) inside controlled, but at the same time realistic sound environ-
ments. A promising candidate that employs loudspeakers for realizing such
sound environments is the listener-centred method of higher-order Ambison-
ics (HOA). Although the accuracy of HOA sound field reconstruction has
been widely studied, it remains unclear to what extent the results can be gen-
eralised when: (1) a listener wearing HAs that may feature multi-microphone
enhancement algorithms is considered inside the reconstructed sound field
and (2) reverberant sound fields are recorded and reconstructed. For the
purpose of objectively validating HOA for listening tests involving HAs, a
framework was developed that simulates the entire path of sounds presented
in a modelled room, picked up by a HOA microphone array, decoded to a
loudspeaker array, and finally received at the ears and HA microphones of
a dummy listener fitted with HAs. Reproduction errors at the ear signals
and at the output of a cardioid HA microphone were analysed for different
anechoic and reverberant scenes. It was found that the diffuse reverbera-
tion reduces the considered time-averaged HOA reconstruction errors which,
depending on the considered application, suggests that reverberation can in-
crease the usable frequency range of a HOA system.

∗An edited version of this Chapter has been accepted for publication at the J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
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4.1 Introduction†

A large number of hearing research projects in psychoacoustics, audiology, and hearing

devices technology are currently undertaken in laboratories, aiming at providing new

insights on hearing loss, its prevention, and the required intervention. The outcomes of

this research and development need to be thoroughly evaluated in realistic conditions to

ensure that the theories that are formulated and tested in the laboratory also apply in

the complex acoustical scenarios encountered in everyday life.

Currently, traditional listening tests involving hearing aids (HAs) are typically performed

either in a controlled manner, but under over-simplifying assumptions (e.g., laboratory

setups typically using 2-8 horizontal-plane loudspeakers), or in realistic environments,

but with limited control or repeatability (e.g., field studies). Cord et al. (2004) examined

the advantage of directional hearing aid microphones as measured in the laboratory (4

loudspeakers at 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦ inside a treated booth with floor size: 3.0×2.5 m)

and found it to be a poor predictor of the user benefit in everyday life. Ricketts (2000);

Revit et al. (2007) and Compton-Conley et al. (2004) also demonstrated that the testing

environment significantly affects the estimated HA benefit. A plethora of anecdotal

observations also supports this discrepancy between laboratory test results and real-life

benefit, highlighting the need to develop and establish controlled realistic environments

for more ecologically-valid listening experiments.

In order to bridge the gap between artificial laboratory scenes and real-world environ-

ments, researchers (Rychtáriková et al., 2009; Völk and Fastl, 2010; Mueller et al., 2012)

have employed binaural technology to present sounds via headphones. This method

ideally requires that individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) are measured

for every listener. However: (1) it precludes head movements, unless a head-tracking

system is applied; (2) it disregards the significant, especially at low frequencies, acoustic

path contribution (leakage) of the ear-HA system; and (3) it precludes the use of the

subject’s own or off-the-shelf HAs.

Using a loudspeaker-based virtual sound environment (VSE) to create a realistic 3D

audio scene appears to be a more flexible candidate for listening tests with HAs (Minnaar

et al., 2010, 2013). The “Simulated Open-Field Environment” (SOFE) system (Seeber

et al., 2010; Kerber and Seeber, 2013) and the sound reproduction system described by

Favrot and Buchholz (2010b), for example, have been such attempts to induce realism

into laboratory testing. Loudspeaker-based VSEs can be generated either by acoustically

simulating, or by recording a given environment and then decoding the scene information

to appropriate loudspeaker signals. The main methods used to derive loudspeaker signals

†The concepts of the first part of the Introduction have also been presented in Section 1.1.
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from simulated or recorded acoustic information are: (1) direct mapping of sources to

single loudspeakers (Seeber et al., 2010), (2) vector base amplitude panning – VBAP

(Pulkki, 2001), (3) wave field synthesis – WFS (Berkhout et al., 1993), and (4) higher-

order Ambisonics – HOA (Daniel, 2001; Poletti, 2005). The first two methods aim at

recreating faithful perception attributes for the reconstructed virtual sources while the

remaining two aim at physically reconstructing the sound field inside a defined region.

Even though any of these sound reproduction techniques may be considered for testing

hearing aids, this study solely investigates the accuracy and limitations of HOA. The

rational for favouring a method that aims at physically reconstructing the sound field

is that the HA processing –particularly when involving multi-microphone techniques

such as directional microphones and beamformers– considerably differs from the human

auditory processing. For example, for frequencies where HOA cannot control the sound-

field any more, the human hearing system creates some kind of hearing impression

through masking and summing localisation. It is unclear, though, how the processing of

hearing aids would function in such circumstances. Hence, a method that relies only on

the reconstruction of perceptual attributes may influence the HA processing in a non-

controlled way. Moreover, HOA is chosen over WFS due to a number of advantages it

offers (Daniel et al., 2003) for the given application where a single listener is seated in the

centre of the loudspeaker array: (1) it aims at optimizing the sound-field reconstruction

only at the centred region (sweet spot) rather than a whole area, and (2) it is a scalable

format, thus the field encoding is completely decoupled from the decoding, which can

be easily executed on almost any loudspeaker array, thereby simplifying the sharing

of stimuli between laboratories. However, the temporal behaviour of HOA, particularly

outside the reproduction sweet spot and at high frequencies, is characterised by artefacts

that may perceptually be more disturbing than those incurred by WFS (Ahrens and

Spors, 2009; Ahrens et al., 2010).

Despite the advantages of HOA over other methods, its accuracy is physically limited

when practical loudspeaker and microphone systems are applied (Ward and Abhayapala,

2001; Daniel, 2001; Poletti, 2005; Moreau et al., 2006; Epain et al., 2010). Most promi-

nently, HOA exhibits pressure errors in the reconstructed sound-field that increase with

frequency and distance from the centre of the loudspeaker array. Both the sound-field

reproduction and recording operations contribute to the aforementioned errors through

a number of well-studied mechanisms. On the reproduction (decoding) side, errors are

due to two main procedures (Poletti, 2005; Spors and Ahrens, 2008; Zotter et al., 2009):

(1) the truncation of the infinite-component series describing the pressure inside a space,

and (2) the discrete sampling of the reproduction source distribution. On the recording

(encoding) side, errors are again due to two distinct procedures Meyer and Elko (2004);

Rafaely (2005); Li and Duraiswami (2007): (1) the discrete sampling of the sound-field
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on the recording microphone array, and (2) the need to apply considerable amplifica-

tion for practical small-sized (R ∼ 0.06 m) arrays, which, in turn, produces detrimental

system noise.

To better understand the effect of HOA on the processing of HAs (or other hearing

devices), the sound signals picked up by these devices have to be analysed. Inevitably,

this analysis needs to include the effect of the listener’s head inside the reproduced

sound field. Even though most of the HOA limitations are very well understood in free-

field propagation conditions, only very few studies have taken into account the effect of

the listener’s head (Daniel, 2001; Epain et al., 2010). Hence, a major contribution of

the present study is that it provides such a detailed analysis. This is accomplished by

employing non-individual HRTFs to map the signals that are presented to an example

loudspeaker array to the signals at a dummy listener’s ears and HA microphones.

Moreover, since most HAs employ directional microphones to improve the signal-to-noise

ratio in noisy conditions, the present work analyses how HOA affects their the output.

Directional microphones exhibit higher sensitivity to small amplitude and phase varia-

tions than the auditory system and thus, are expected to show an increased sensitivity

to HOA reconstruction errors. Sections 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.3.2 investigate this aspect by

analysing the output of an example directional HA microphone. It should be empha-

sised that this study solely investigates the effect of HOA on the output of a HA that

includes a static directional microphone processing. This provides a crucial first step

before one can investigate the effect of HOA on other, more advanced, HA signal pro-

cessing methods, such as non-linear amplification (or wide dynamic range compression),

noise reduction, de-reverberation, or (bilateral) adaptive beamformers (for an overview

of typical HA features refer to Kates, 2008).

Concerning the nature of the reconstructed sound field, the existing studies have analysed

and optimised HOA coding for single, anechoic sound sources, such as ideal point sources

or plane-wave sources. To the best knowledge of the authors, no study has taken into

account the effect of multiple sound sources and room reverberation in a thorough and

analytical manner. Hence, another key contribution of this paper is that it presents a

systematic evaluation of HOA when employed to reconstruct realistic reverberant sound-

fields (Section 4.4.3). Computer-based room simulation techniques are employed here

to simulate the sound field inside an example office space (Section 4.3.1). Following,

the errors introduced by the HOA encoding and decoding operations are analysed. The

results (discussed in Section 4.5.3) suggest that the reverberation mitigates part of the

HOA limitations, effectively extending its useful frequency range beyond the reported in

literature (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Moreau et al., 2006) limits, which are derived

for idealised anechoic sound fields.
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Finally, the present work proposes a practical method to assess how the noise inherent

in a microphone array limits the accuracy of HOA. Thereby, Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.4.1

compare the total HOA system noise produced at a listener’s ears to the threshold of

hearing. This analysis extends established performance measures, such as the white

noise gain – WNG (Rafaely, 2005; Favrot and Marschall, 2012; Jin et al., 2014), which

do not provide sufficient information on the audibility of the total noise produced by a

given HOA microphone array.

Apart from the above objective measures employed to characterise the errors introduced

by the HOA sound-field coding, a number of perceptual measures, such as the subjective

sound coloration, the apparent source width, and the localization accuracy, could have

been examined. However, it is unclear how the limitations revealed in these basic per-

ceptual measures translate into real-life performance changes of aided hearing impaired

listeners in terms of speech intelligibility, particularly when complex (i.e., reverberant,

multi-source) environments are reconstructed with HOA. Hence, even though these per-

ceptual aspects are highly relevant and ultimately need to be investigated in the future,

they are considered as being out of the scope of the present study.

The remaining chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 provides a summary of the

fundamental HOA signal processing that is applied throughout the entire study. All

methods that are applied to systematically analyse the effect of HOA on directional HAs

operating in anechoic, as well as reverberant, environments are described in Section 4.3.

That section presents details on the applied acoustic room modelling techniques, on the

sound field coding and binaural resynthesis, on the directional microphone implementa-

tion, on the applied performance measures as well as on the choice of appropriate refer-

ence conditions. The derived results and HOA limitations are presented in Section 4.4

and discussed in Section 4.5. The study is finally concluded with a brief summary of

the findings in Section 4.6.

4.2 Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA) basics‡

4.2.1 Fourier-Bessel series expansion

Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA) is a mathematical concept that permits the decom-

position and resynthesis of sound fields. It is based on the representation of acoustic

waves in space as weighted sums of spherical harmonics, an orthogonal system that can

be used to expand any square-integrable function on the unit sphere (Williams, 1999).

‡The reader who studied the theory of HOA in Chapter 2 can safely skip this section.
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The use of spherical harmonics provides a convenient tool to approach the problem of

sound field reconstruction (Fazi and Nelson, 2007).

In the following, the notation used by Daniel (2001) and Moreau et al. (2006) is adopted,

i.e., the study uses real-valued spherical harmonic functions (SHF) and a spherical co-

ordinate system where elevation δ is measured from the horizontal plane and azimuth

θ increases counter-clockwise, as seen from positive z−axis. The pressure at a point

r = (r, θ, δ) inside a source-free region ΩrL can thus be written as:

p (kr, θ, δ) =
∞∑

m=0

im jm (kr)
m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Bσ
mnY σ

mn (θ, δ) , (4.1)

where i =
√
−1 is the imaginary unit, jm (kr) the spherical Bessel functions of degree

m, k the wavenumber, Bσ
mn the expansion coefficients or simply HOA components, and

Y σ
mn (θ, δ) the real-valued spherical harmonic functions (SHFs) of degree m and order n,

defined as:

Y σ
mn (θ, δ) =

√
(2m + 1) (2− δ0,n)

(m− n)!

(m + n)!
Pmn (sin δ)

·





cos nθ if σ = +1

sin nθ if σ = −1 (ignored if n = 0)
, (4.2)

where δ0,n is the Kronecker delta, which equals 1 for n = 0 and 0 elsewhere, and

Pmn the associated Legendre functions (as defined for example by Moreau (2006), i.e.,

dropping the (−1)m term used by Williams (1999) and other researchers). In this study,

the spherical harmonic functions are normalised to have unit power. Additionally, an

implicit time dependence of e+iωt is assumed for the wave solution, such that a plane

wave of the form eik·r represents an incident wave. Therefore, the wave vector k shows

the incidence rather than the propagation direction.

4.2.2 Decoding to a loudspeaker array

HOA reproduction is commonly based on the plane wave expansion. A unit-amplitude

plane wave characterised by the wave vector k = (k, θk, δk), can be expressed (Moreau,

2006) in the form of Eq. (4.1) with HOA components given by the SHFs sampled at the

direction of the wave incidence:

Bσ
mn = Y σ

mn (θk, δk) . (4.3)
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For small arguments kr, the values of the radial weights jm (kr) in Eq. (4.1) decrease

with large degrees m (Moreau et al., 2006; Williams, 1999). This permits the truncation

of the infinite sum to a degree m = M , referred to in literature as the order of the HOA

system. The infinite series truncation incurs a spatial band-limiting error commonly

quantified in literature by the normalised truncation error (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001).

Assuming that for most practical applications the normalised truncation error satisfies:

ǫ(kr) < 4% = −14 dB, the above authors deduce a rule of thumb for the product kr:

M ≥ ⌈kro⌉ , (4.4)

where ro is the radius of the reproduction area of interest and ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling function

rounding its argument upwards to the next integer value. Based on Eq. (4.4) an upper

cut-off frequency for accurate HOA reproduction is commonly defined as:

fHOA ≤
c

2πro
M, (4.5)

where c = 343 m/s represents the speed of sound at usual room conditions.

The HOA reproduction operation can be formulated as follows: given a spherical array

of L loudspeakers placed at angles (θl, δl) and emitting plane waves weighted by the gains

sl, we need to derive the optimum values for those gains in order to resynthesise a desired

sound field characterised by the HOA components Bσ
mn (effectively a weighted sum of

Y σ
mn(θk, δk) SHFs describing a superposition of plane waves emanating from different

positions k). Using a compact matrix notation to express the linear-equations system

that describes the above operation (Daniel et al., 2003; Poletti, 2005) yields:

Cs = b, (4.6)

where the [U × L] matrix C contains the U = (M+1)2 SHFs Y σ
mn (θl, δl) as sampled

by the loudspeakers, the [L × 1] vector s contains the loudspeaker gains sl, and the

[(M+1)2× 1] vector b contains the HOA components Bσ
mn characterising the field to be

reconstructed.

Assuming that the number of loudspeakers L is at least equal to the number of HOA

components (L ≥ U for 3D reproduction) the solution of the above underdetermined

system (i.e., fewer constraining equations [defined by total number of SHFs] than number

of unknowns [number of loudspeaker gains]) can be derived as:

ŝ = CT
(
CCT

)−1
b = pinv(C)b = Db, (4.7)

where the hat ( ·̂ ) denotes the least-squares solution, the superscript (·)T symbolises the
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matrix transpose (this study uses real-valued SHFs such that the conjugate transpose

is equivalent to a simple transpose), (·)−1 denotes matrix inversion, and pinv(·) is the

Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse operator. The above solution to the system is unique

among the possibly infinite solutions in that it minimises the total loudspeaker energy
∥∥ŝ

∥∥2. The pseudoinverse matrix pinv(C) is typically called the decoding matrix D.

Generally, C can be ill-conditioned, requiring the application of regularization techniques

(Poletti, 2005) to solve Eq. (4.6). Alternatively, if quasi-regular loudspeaker setups

(Fliege and Maier, 1999; Fliege, 2007) are employed, then the matrix C results in being

well-behaved as for example shown by Duraiswami et al. (2005). The ill-conditioning of

C is due to the discrete way the loudspeakers sample the SHFs. This discretization can

violate the orthonormality property; see Li and North (1997) and Sneeuw (1994) for a

rigorous analysis of discrete sampling on the sphere.

The Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, as used in Eq. (4.7), provides the least-squares solu-

tion, given C is of full row rank (i.e., right invertible). In the general case this condition is

not guaranteed and the formulation of pinv(C) as CT
(
CCT

)−1
can potentially result in

unstable solutions. This study, however, computes the pseudoinverse using MATLAB’s

pinv function which employs a robust singular-value decomposition method (Gregorc̆ic̆,

2001), with the singular values that are lower than a given threshold being treated as zero

(see ‘truncated singular-value decomposition – TSVD’ method in Granados et al., 2013).

In that way, stable –albeit potentially sub-optimal (Solvang, 2008; Trevino et al., 2010)–

solutions for the loudspeaker gains can be derived even if the system is ill-conditioned.

4.2.3 Modified (max-rE) decoding

Since HOA does not control the sound field at frequencies above the estimated frequency

cut-off given in Eq. (4.5), it is beneficial to modify the decoded loudspeaker signals so that

most of the energy is emitted by loudspeakers that are close to the expected direction

of the virtual sound. This is effectively the goal of the ‘max-rE’ modified decoding

method proposed by Daniel et al. (1998). Formally defined, the max-rE decoding aims

at maximizing the norm rE of the energy vector ~E proposed by Gerzon (1992). Although

the energy vector ~E does not directly correspond to a physical property of the system,

Daniel suggested (Daniel et al., 1998; Daniel, 2001) that its norm rE is related to the

concentration of the high frequency energy in the direction of ~E. Therefore a solution

that maximises rE, results in perceptually focusing the high frequency energy towards

the expected direction. Daniel et al. (1998) also showed that this method improves the

reconstruction of Interaural Level Differences (ILDs). Moreover, Frank (2009) illustrated
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that the max-rE proves advantageous for more accurate localisation of phantom (virtual)

sources.

However, such a solution reduces the norm rV of the velocity vector ~V (Gerzon, 1992;

Daniel, 2001) which translates into a degradation of the sound-field reconstruction at

low frequencies. Hence, this modified decoding should only be used above a frequency

threshold fx, usually lying close to the threshold fHOA.

The max-rE decoding involves the use of order-dependent gains gm, which weigh the

elements of the decoding matrix D, effectively tapering the contribution of higher order

components:

Dm = D diag


g0 g1 g1 g1 · · · gm · · · gm︸ ︷︷ ︸

2m+1

gM · · · gM


 , (4.8)

where the diag[·] function returns a square [U×U ] diagonal matrix whose main diagonal

elements are equal to the input argument vector. The gain values gm, along with the

way they are derived, are given by Daniel (2001, p. 183).

It should be mentioned that alternative methods exist that can improve the accuracy of

the sound reproduction above the cut-off frequency fHOA. For example, the loudspeaker

signals can be equalised so that the generated sound-field intensity, averaged at a large

set of points –either in free-field or on a rigid sphere–, exhibits a flat frequency response

(Epain and Jin, 2014). This method was not pursued in the present work since our

aim was to validate the range where the HOA coding can fully control the sound-field,

without resorting to techniques tuned to a particular configuration.

For more recent advances on decoding to irregular loudspeaker arrays, the interested

reader is referred to the works of Trevino et al. (2010, 2011); Epain et al. (2014); Heller

and Benjamin (2014).

4.2.4 Field encoding with a microphone array

Until now it has been assumed that the positions of the considered plane-wave vir-

tual sources are known so that Eq. (4.3) can be used to derive the HOA components

Bσ
mn required for Eq. (4.7) to yield the loudspeaker gains sl (HOA decoding operation).

However, in real-life scenarios, the positions of the sources are unknown, hence the com-

ponents Bσ
mn need to be estimated. A spherical microphone array is usually employed

for that purpose, performing the so-called HOA encoding of the acoustic scene.

In this study we consider the most frequently used robust implementation (Poletti,

2005) of a rigid sphere of radius R using Q flush-mounted omnidirectional microphones.
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To illustrate the encoding process, we first assume a theoretical, continuous pressure

spherical microphone of radius R. The pressure on its surface, due to an impinging

wave characterised by the HOA components Bσ
mn, can be calculated (Moreau et al.,

2006; Williams, 1999; Duda and Martens, 1998) using the series expansion:

p (r = R, θ, δ) =
∞∑

m=0

Wm(kR)
m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Bσ
mnY σ

mn (θ, δ) , (4.9)

with the rigid sphere mode strength term Wm (kR) defined by:

Wm(kR) = im
(

jm(kR)− j′m(kR)

h(2)′
m (kR)

h(2)
m (kR)

)

=
im−1

(kR)2h(2)′
m (kR)

,

(4.10)

where h(2)
m (kR) is the m−th degree spherical Hankel function of the second kind and

the prime (·)′ denotes the derivative of the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions with

respect to their argument kR.

Given the pressures on all Q pressure sensors on the rigid sphere, the sound-field HOA

components can be estimated using a quadrature approximation of the inverse spherical

Fourier transform integral (Rafaely, 2005). An alternative method to estimate the HOA

components from the microphone signals that does not require a quadrature can be

formulated exploiting the matrix notation in a similar way as presented in Section 4.2.2.

Sampling Eq. (4.9) at the microphone positions (θq, δq) and converting the summations

to matrix multiplications, the following compact notation (Moreau et al., 2006) can be

derived:

Y diag[W3D(kR)]b = pR, (4.11)

where the [Q × U ] matrix Y contains the SHFs Y σ
mn (θq, δq) as sampled by the micro-

phones, the [U × U ] diagonal matrix diag[W3D(kR)] contains the inverse rigid-sphere

mode-strength terms, the [U×1] vector b contains the HOA components Bσ
mn to be esti-

mated and the [Q×1] vector pR contains the microphone pressure signals pR (θq, δq). The

diagonal mode strength matrix is formed using the following vector passed as argument

to the diag[·] function:

W3D =


W0 W1 W1 W1 · · · Wm · · ·Wm︸ ︷︷ ︸

2m+1

WM · · ·WM


 , (4.12)

where the kR dependence has been dropped for conciseness. All elements of the afore-

mentioned matrices are relevant to a single frequency point. Hence, characterising a
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broadband sound field necessitates the consideration of Eq. (4.11) separately for every

frequency of interest.

Assuming Q ≥ U , the least-squares solution of the underdetermined linear-equation

system of Eq. (4.11) can be written (Moreau et al., 2006; Poletti, 2005) as:

b̂ = diag[W3D(kR)]−1
YT

(
YYT

)−1
pR

= diag[Heq,3D(kR)] pinv(Y)pR

= EpR,

(4.13)

where E denotes the encoding matrix. The equalization diagonal matrix diag[Heq,3D(kR)]

forms its diagonal elements Heq,m(kR) by inverting, one-by-one, the terms of Eq. (4.12).

Inverting the mode-strength terms poses implementation problems due to the very low

value of high-degree (m) functions Wm(kR) at low frequencies (Rafaely, 2004). Increas-

ing the radius R of the microphone shifts the resulting large gains to lower frequencies, at

the expense of also shifting spatial aliasing problems to lower frequencies (Moreau et al.,

2006; Rafaely, 2005; Rafaely et al., 2007; Abhayapala and Ward, 2002). Estimating the

HOA components at low frequencies, without having to resort to a large radius R design,

is commonly treated by applying Tikhonov regularization (Moreau et al., 2006; Moreau,

2006; Poletti, 2005; Zotkin et al., 2010) to the solution of Eq. (4.13). Effectively, the

equalization terms are modified so that:

H̃eq,m(kR) =
|Wm(kR)|2

|Wm(kR)|2 + λ2
· 1

Wm(kR)
, (4.14)

where the parameter λ controls the amount of regularization, with higher values yielding

a more regularised solution. The parameter λ tapers off the high magnitudes of the

inverse of the mode strengths (radial equalization filters) at low frequencies (see Epain

and Daniel, 2008, Section 3) so that the microphone self-noise is not excessively boosted.

It should be noted here that this study applies a basic encoding procedure, as described

for example by Moreau et al. (2006), and does not employ any further optimisation

methods, such as the ‘Shape-matching’ method described in Section 2.8 or the alternative

formulation presented by Jin et al. (2014), to control and optimise the high-frequency

errors (due to spatial aliasing) of the encoding operation. For the example microphone

array of the present work, such techniques provided a minor but significant improvement

of the average error above 8 kHz. Hence, the reduction of the high frequency aliasing

does not affect the estimation of the useful frequency range (< 5 − 6 kHz) where the

reproduction error (Section 4.3.3.1) is well minimal.
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Combining Eqs. (4.7), (4.13) and (4.14), the loudspeaker signals can be derived as:

s̃ = DẼpR = T̃ pR, (4.15)

with the tilde ( ·̃ ) here denoting a regularised –concerning the microphone encoding–

solution and T̃ being an [L×Q] matrix combining the signals captured by Q microphones

to create the signals driving L loudspeakers.

4.2.5 Plane-wave assumption & near-field effects

In general, loudspeakers can be considered as plane-wave sources at realistic array radius

distances (e.g., rl ∼ 1−2 m) when looking at a small portion of the wave-front in the vicin-

ity of a human head centred in the array. In this study, loudspeakers and virtual sources

are simulated using a set of HRTF data measured with a source at rs = 1.2 m (Oreinos

and Buchholz, 2013c) from the centre of the dummy head. Hence, the plane-wave as-

sumption is considered valid assuming such a source distance. However, regardless of the

validity of that assumption, given that the distance of the (free-space) virtual sources

equals the distance of the reproduction loudspeakers, the near-field compensation (see

Favrot and Buchholz, 2010a, Eq. 1) reduces to a unity gain.

4.3 Methods

Fig. 4.1 summarises the simulation framework that this study employs to systematically

analyse the limitations of HOA reproduction for HA testing applications. The framework

consists of an acoustic scene simulation stage (left section), a sound-field coding stage

(middle section) and a playback stage (right section). Reverberant scenes were simulated

using the room acoustics software ODEON. The simulation resulted in the definition

of a number of image sources, representing the first specular reflections of the room’s

response, as well as an energy-based description of the diffuse (Late) room reverberation.

This information was then mapped onto a grid of auxiliary plane-wave sources using

the LoRA toolbox (Favrot and Buchholz, 2010b). The derived signals at the auxiliary

sources formed the output of the acoustic scene simulation stage.

In the subsequent sound field coding stage, different methods were applied to map the

auxiliary sound source signals to a (virtual) playback loudspeaker array. On the one

hand, an idealised coding method (path 1) was realised to provide a suitable reference

condition. On the other hand, a HOA ‘Decoding-only’ method (path 2) and an ‘Encoding

and Decoding’ method (path 3) were realised to separately investigate how the HOA

encoding and decoding operations contribute to the total reproduction error.
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Finally, in the playback (synthesis) stage, binaural signals were derived by employing

HRTFs as well as Behind-the-Ear-HA-related transfer functions, BTE-TFs, to simulate

the acoustic path from each loudspeaker to the listener’s eardrums and HA microphone-

pairs, respectively. For each HA microphone-pair the signals were then combined to

form the output of a directional HA microphone. For reference purposes, the tradi-

tional free-field case was also considered inside the loudspeaker array by omitting the

acoustic manikin. For this free-field case, the reconstructed pressure was examined at

the fictitious ears of a ‘transparent head’, characterised by the spherical coordinates:

(re, θe, δe) = (0.09 m,±90◦, 0◦).

In the following sections, a detailed description of all the simulation stages shown in

Fig. 4.1 is presented.

4.3.1 Acoustic scene simulation

In order to gain an understanding of the practical real-world limitations of HOA sound

reproduction, this study considers simulated reverberant acoustic scenes. The advantage

of simulated, as opposed to measured, acoustic scenes lies in having access to the detailed

spatial, temporal and spectral information of sound waves as they are reflected, scattered

and diffracted by objects and boundaries of the room.

4.3.1.1 ODEON room model

A typical small office room (3.6×4.4×2.7 m) was modelled in ODEON, following the

shape and acoustics of a meeting room at the National Acoustic Laboratories. This room

was chosen so that a reasonably, yet not excessively, reverberant field was generated,

providing a good balance between direct sound and reverberant energy. The sound

sources that were used in the room acoustics simulation modelled the spectrum and

directivity (Q = 1.6) of a human talker with a normal vocal effort, which in ODEON

was realised by the directivity patter ‘Tlknorm NATURAL’. All sources were placed

at a distance rsrc = 1 m from the receiver. The simulation resulted in an estimated

reverberation time of T30 = 0.3 s and a critical distance [Kuttruff, 2000, Eq. (5.40)] of

rc ≈ 0.85 m.

Fig. 4.2 illustrates the simulated acoustic scene. Source locations 1 and 2 (θsrc = 0◦,

−60◦) were used for the error analysis of the HOA reconstruction of a front versus a

lateral source (Sections 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.3.1). The location of source 2 was chosen to yield

a substantial head shadowing effect (Oreinos and Buchholz, 2013c, Fig. 5), minimizing

the direct energy reaching the left ear. Source locations 1 and 3 (θsrc = 0◦, −150◦)
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were used for the analysis of the HOA errors incurred on the response of the considered

directional (cardioid) HA (Sections 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.3.2). The location of source 3 was

chosen such that the HA provided a considerable directional benefit.

– 60o

Src. 1

1m

– 150o

Src. 2

Src. 3

Chairs

Table

Figure 4.2: Top view of the modelled room, showing the receiver and 3 sources, 1m
away, at θsrc = 0◦,−60◦ and −150◦ relative to the receiver (same height).

The acoustic simulation in ODEON resulted in a spatial, multi-dimensional description

of the room impulse response (RIR) characterising the propagation of sound from all

sources to the receiver inside the considered room. The direct signal (DS) and early re-

flections (ERs) were thereby treated as discrete image sources, with ODEON calculating

the time and directions of arrival, as well as their spectrum in octave bands. The late

diffuse reflections (Late) were not treated as discrete sources but were rather expressed

as direction- and frequency-dependent energy decay curves, in the form of directional

intensity vectors estimated at discrete time intervals (Christensen and Koutsouris, 2013).

A high transition order (Christensen and Koutsouris, 2013) value NT = 4 was employed

in ODEON so that the main energy of the RIR was described deterministically, in

terms of image sources, as opposed to being described stochastically, in terms of energy

decay curves. The rationale was that reconstructing specular reflections would be more

demanding, in terms of HOA accuracy, compared to reconstructing diffuse sound-field

distributions.

In order to study the effect of source-receiver location inside the modelled room, four

additional scenes were considered. These scenes only contained sources 1 and 2, albeit

repositioned at four randomly-picked locations in the room with the constraint that the

relative position to the receiver (also repositioned) was retained.
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Moreover, an anechoic condition was simulated by keeping only the DS in the RIR of

the initial scene (sources 1 and 2 considered in succession) RIR. On the one hand, this

allowed studying the effect of adding reverberation on the HOA reconstruction error.

On the other hand, it allowed direct comparison to literature results, which typically do

not take into account room reverberation.

4.3.1.2 Rendering to auxiliary sound sources

Following the ODEON room acoustic simulation, the LoRA toolbox (Favrot and Buch-

holz, 2009, 2010b) was employed to translate the RIR description, provided by ODEON,

into the multichannel impulse responses hDE
u [n], with each channel u = 1...NDE referring

to a single auxiliary sound source. The (·)DE superscript refers to the specular com-

ponents of direct signal and early reflections. For that purpose, the DS and ERs were

simply mapped to a discrete grid of auxiliary sources by shifting the direction of each

individual image source to the direction of the closest available auxiliary source. A grid

of NDE = 1784 auxiliary sources was chosen, corresponding to the positions of the ex-

tended HRTF data-set recorded by Oreinos and Buchholz (2013c), since these HRTFs

were later used to derive ear and HA microphone signals (Section 4.3.3). Thanks to the

very dense nature of the HRTF grid, the shifting process resulted in very small angular

errors (∆θ < 5◦), which, in the following, were considered unimportant.

The procedure by which the diffuse (Late) part of the RIR description was mapped to a

grid of auxiliary sound sources was somewhat more involved. ODEON describes the late

reverberation via vector intensity decay curves in x−, y−, z− coordinates, as well as a

total power decay curve. These decay curves were treated by LoRA as envelopes mapped

to the W, X, Y, Z channels of a 1st order Ambisonics (B-format) coding scheme, following

the rendering technique presented by Hollerweger (2006); Merimaa and Pulkki (2005).

The B-format channels were decoded to NLt = 100 auxiliary sources, initially quasi-

regularly distributed on a sphere (Fliege, 2007) and then shifted so that each auxiliary

source was aligned with its closest point from the HRTF setup introduced above. The

NLt = 100 B-format envelopes, were then multiplied (per time frame) with NLt sequences

of uncorrelated Gaussian noise, yielding the impulse responses hLt
v [n], with v = 1...NLt

and with the (·)Lt superscript referring to the diffuse (Late) part of the RIR.

The LoRA impulse responses hDE
u [n] and hLt

v [n] were normalised such that their Discrete

Fourier Transform (DFT) represented SPL power spectrum densities at the receiver

position. A further normalisation was thereafter applied by dividing their DFT with

the DFT of the DS impulse response alone (F {hDE
1 [n]}), as observed at the centre

of the HATS with the HATS removed. This normalisation is in agreement with the
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common definition of HRTFs (Blauert, 1997). Hence, the frequency response of the

auxiliary sources, at the output of the ‘Acoustic Scene Simulation’ stage (Fig. 4.1), can

be expressed as:

Haux/DE
u (f) =

F {hDE
u [n]}

F {hDE
1 [n]} , u = 1...NDE

Haux/Lt
v (f) =

F {hLt
v [n]}

F {hDE
1 [n]} , v = 1...NLt.

(4.16)

4.3.2 Sound field coding

Sound field coding refers to the method employed to generate loudspeaker signals that

best reconstruct the original sound field inside the loudspeaker array. In this study,

the initial sound field consisted of a simulated reverberant environment, expressed as

the combined output of all auxiliary (plane-wave) sound sources (Section 4.3.1.2). Ac-

cording to Fig. 4.1 (path 1), the reference sound field was identical to the initial sound

field, and was realised by simply replacing the NDE and NLt auxiliary sources by virtual

loudspeakers at identical locations. The relevant loudspeaker signal responses can thus

be expressed as:

SRef/DE
u (f) = Haux/DE

u (f), u = 1...NDE

SRef/Lt
v (f) = Haux/Lt

v (f), v = 1...NLt

(4.17)

In the HOA Decoding-only scheme (Fig. 4.1, path 2), a set of L loudspeaker filters was

derived via Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), coding the NDE and NLt auxiliary source signals into L

playback loudspeaker signals. Section 4.3.3.2 describes the geometry of the loudspeaker

array.

In the HOA Encoding and Decoding scheme (Fig. 4.1, path 3), the sound field of the NDE

and NLt auxiliary sources was simulated by plane waves impinging from the directions

of the individual auxiliary sources. This sound field was then captured by a virtual

microphone array (see Section 4.3.2.1), resulting in Q microphone signals that were

derived by calculating Eq. (4.9), using a high truncation order of M = 60, separately

for each individual auxiliary source. Applying Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14), the microphone

signals were encoded into HOA components B̃σ
mn. Finally, the loudspeaker signals s̃l(f)

were derived using Eqs. (4.15) and (4.8).

Both HOA coding schemes resulted in loudspeaker signals that can be expressed as:

SHOA
l (f) =

NDE∑

u=1

s̃DE
u,l (f)Haux/DE

u (f) +

NLt∑

v=1

s̃ Lt
v,l(f)Haux/Lt

v (f), l = 1...L, (4.18)
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where s̃DE
u,l(f) and s̃Lt

v,l(f) are the l−th loudspeaker HOA filters relevant to the decoding

of the u−th DS/ER and v−th Late-part auxiliary source respectively.

4.3.2.1 HOA microphone array considerations

The employed (simulated) HOA microphone array consisted of a rigid sphere of radius

R = 0.06 m, bearing Q = 64 microphones, flush-mounted on the surface of the sphere.

The individual microphones were simulated as pressure sensors with a flat frequency

response, exhibiting the noise spectrum of standard Knowles HA microphones (Buch-

holz, 2013). They were placed at the nodes of a quasi-regular setup (Fliege, 2007), thus

ensuring low SHF orthonormality errors. Choosing the radius R involved balancing

contradictory design requirements. Increasing R shifts the excessive amplification intro-

duced by the HOA encoding to lower frequencies (Moreau et al., 2006, Fig. 11), thereby

effectively increasing the usable bandwidth downwards. On the other hand, decreasing

R reduces the solid angle between the microphones, which pushes the spatial aliasing

frequency cut-off to higher frequencies (Li and North, 1997; Rafaely et al., 2007), thereby

increasing the usable bandwidth upwards. After a manual iterative optimization process

that considered the total microphone array noise as well as the pressure reproduction

errors (see Section 4.4.2.1) the chosen radius was found to be a good compromise. How-

ever, the described microphone array should be considered as an example configuration

employed to highlight the principle factors that need controlling when designing a HOA

microphone array. The reader is referred to Rafaely (2005) for an extensive discussion on

other practical considerations of microphone arrays, such as gain and phase mismatch,

and sensor positioning errors. For more best practices when employing real microphones,

refer also to the encoding method of ‘Shape-Matching’ (Section 2.8) and to the work of

Jin et al. (2014).

4.3.3 Playback and field synthesis

The final part of the simulation framework (Fig. 4.1) represents the playback of (vir-

tual) loudspeakers, driven by the signals computed at the sound field coding stage (Sec-

tion 4.3.2). The sound field synthesis was realised by employing a set of transfer functions

HTF(f, θ, δ) representing one of the following:

(1) the phase delay of the plane-waves as they propagate from each loudspeaker to the

ears of a transparent head [i.e., HTF(f, θ, δ) = ei2πf/crecosγ , with re the transparent

head radius and γ the angle between the loudspeaker (θ, δ) and the fictitious ear

(θe, δe)];
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(2) the head-related, or BTE-HA-microphone-related, transfer functions (HRTF/BTE-

TF, or simply just HRTF) from each loudspeaker to the ears or HA microphones

of the HATS.

Considering the reference condition of the sound field coding stage (Fig. 4.1, path 1),

the normalised transfer function describing the reverberant source-receiver path can be

expressed as the superposition of all the relevant loudspeaker signals, given by Eq. (4.17),

individually filtered by an appropriate HTF(f, θ, δ) function:

HRef(f) =

NDE∑

u=1

SRef/DE
u (f) HTF(f, θu, δu) +

NLt∑

v=1

SRef/Lt
v (f) HTF(f, θv, δv). (4.19)

Note that for the anechoic-source case, where NDE = 1 and NLt = 0, HRef(f) re-

duces, as expected, to the transfer function HTF(f, θ1, δ1), thanks to the normalisation

of Eq. (4.16).

Considering paths 2 and 3 of the sound field coding stage (Fig. 4.1), the normalised

transfer function describing the HOA-reconstructed reverberant source-receiver path

can be expressed as the superposition of all L loudspeaker signals [given by Eq. (4.18)]:

HHOA(f) =
L∑

l=1

SHOA
l (f) HTF(f, θl, δl) (4.20)

4.3.3.1 HOA reconstruction errors

Having calculated the reference (Fig. 4.1, path 1) and HOA-relevant (Fig. 4.1, paths

2 and 3) transfer functions that describe the sound propagation inside the considered

acoustic scene, the HOA reconstruction errors were calculated (in dB) as:

EHOA(f) = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣
HHOA(f)

HRef(f)

∣∣∣∣ , (4.21)

power-smoothed using a running, 1/6-of-an-octave-wide Hanning window. Applying to

heuristics, limiting the error to |EHOA(f)| ≤ 2 dB was expected to ensure a sufficiently

accurate reproduction of the original sound field. The pressure-magnitude error EHOA(f)

will be subsequently referred to as simply ‘pressure error’ for the sake of nomenclature

compactness.

Alternative metrics that additionally consider the phase of the sound fields, e.g., the

widely used normalised error (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Poletti, 2005; Moreau et al.,

2006):
∣∣ [HHOA(f)−HRef(f)] /HRef(f)

∣∣, were considered and resulted in the same trends
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as the magnitude errors EHOA(f). However, their values were difficult to interpret in

terms of perceptual attributes (e.g., JND in spectral colorations) and, moreover, were too

sensitive to relative errors where the pressure of the original sound field was small (i.e.,

for sources at the contralateral ear). Phase errors calculated as: Arg [HHOA(f)/HRef(f)]

were omitted since they simply confirmed the results illustrated by the magnitude errors

EHOA(f).

In any case, the performance analysis of a directional HA microphone operating in-

side a HOA field, might be the most sensitive metric for the validation of the phase

reconstruction accuracy inside the regions of accurate HOA operation. This comes as

a result of the differential operation required to produce the directional output, which

exhibits high sensitivity to phase errors (Kuk et al., 2000). Thus, the results shown

in Sections 4.4.2.2 and 4.4.3.2 may be considered as an indirect measure of the phase

reconstruction accuracy.

For a centred listening position, the consideration of the long-term magnitude and phase

is sufficient for the case that a single anechoic sound source is reproduced. In the case

that multiple sound sources or/and room reverberation are introduced, the different

signal or reverberation components will overlap or rapidly fluctuate in time, frequency,

and direction of arrival and thereby potentially provide time-frequency intervals with

a highly increased or decreased (instantaneous) pressure error. The long-term pressure

error of Eq. (4.21) will not be very sensitive to these short-term effects and will only

provide a measure of an overall (frequency-dependent) deviation. However, since the

signal analysis performed by the human auditory system as well as the processing of

advanced HA enhancement methods will always involve some degree of temporal as

well as spectral and spatial integration, it is expected that the long-term pressure error

EHOA(f) represents at least a first best-case approximation of these integration effects on

the overall accuracy of a given HOA system. This aspect will be revisited throughout

Section 4.5.3.1.

4.3.3.2 Loudspeaker array configuration

The geometry and number of loudspeakers of the HOA reproduction array were de-

termined by considering the maximum HOA order of interest. Given the restriction

L ≥ (M + 1)2 (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001) and taking into consideration practi-

cal implementation issues (equipment cost and complexity), the maximum HOA order

was set to M = 7. Although that would require only a minimum of L = 64 loud-

speakers, such an array (assuming a quasi-regular configuration) was found to yield a

maximum orthonormality error (Moreau et al., 2006) of E = 0.578 (specifically, for the
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inner product of Y +1
71 (θ, δ) with itself), corresponding to a matrix condition number of

κ(C) = 6.26 ≈ 16 dB [for a discussion and insights on the condition number, refer to Li

et al. (2004a); Zotter (2009)].

In order to reduce the orthonormality error to a more acceptable value of E = 0.110 –

corresponding to a matrix condition number of κ(C) = 1.11 ≈ 1 dB–, this study em-

ployed an L = 100 loudspeaker array, following the same quasi-regular geometry (Fliege,

2007) used for the NLt auxiliary sources modelling the RIR Late part (Section 4.3.1).

According to Solvang (2008), the larger than necessary number of loudspeakers impairs

solely the region of the reconstructed sound field that is outside the sweet spot (kr > M),

which is not of interest in the present HOA analysis.

4.3.3.3 HOA system noise due to microphone array

Microphone array noise has traditionally been evaluated in literature using the White

Noise Gain (WNG), a robustness metric originating from antenna theory (Gilbert and

Morgan, 1955; Cox et al., 1987; Veen and Buckley, 2010; Meyer and Elko, 2004; Rafaely,

2005; Favrot and Marschall, 2012; Jin et al., 2014). The WNG is defined as the output

power of a microphone array (beamformer) due to unit-variance white noise at its sensors

(Veen and Buckley, 2010). However, in the case of a HOA encoding microphone, the

microphone signals are combined to produce the driving loudspeaker signals, as seen in

Eq. (4.15), rather than a single output.

Hence, in this study, the noise generated by the entire HOA system at the location of the

listener inside the loudspeaker array was derived by assuming that the only input signal

to the microphone array was the noise generated by the Q microphones of the array

(i.e., microphone array operating in a source-free acoustic environment). Applying the

encoding and decoding operations given in Eq. (4.15), the power spectral density (PSD)

of the entire-system noise was derived from the theory of random signals [Oppenheim

et al., 1999, Eq. (2.195)] as:

NHOA(f) =

Q∑

q=1

∣∣∣∣∣

L∑

l=1

HTF(f, θl, δl) T̃ (f, l, q)

∣∣∣∣∣

2

B(f), (4.22)

with T̃ (f, l, q) being the l−th row, q−th column element of matrix T̃, introduced in

Eq. (4.15), representing the filter that maps signals from the q−th microphone to the

l−th loudspeaker; HTF(f, θl, δl) being the loudspeaker-to-ear transfer function (see in-

troduction of Section 4.3.3); and B(f) being the equivalent input noise PSD of each mi-

crophone. The noise across single microphones was considered mutually uncorrelated.
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It should also be noted at this stage the equivalent input noise PSD of microphones

roughly follows a pink-noise or ‘1/f ’ law (constant power per fractional octave band)

rather than a white-noise law.

4.3.4 Directional hearing aid microphone and SNR benefit

Directional microphones produce an output that depends on both the direction and the

frequency of the impinging wave. When a virtual source is reproduced in a HOA system,

all loudspeakers emit sound waves of different amplitudes and phase. Thus, the output

of a directional microphone (i.e., inherent directionality) might be distorted, compared

to the ideal anechoic sound field, in regions where the accuracy of the HOA sound field

reconstruction is limited, exhibiting erroneous secondary lobes. To evaluate the effect of

HOA sound field reproduction on the benefit achieved with a directional HA microphone,

the ‘effective directivity’ of a directional microphone was estimated. The term ‘effective’

is used here to denote the apparent directivity when such a microphone operates inside

a HOA sound field. Such a subtle distinction is important in order to emphasise that

the physical directivity of the microphone remains unaffected. A first order delay-and-

subtract cardioid microphone output was derived by using measured front and rear

BTE-HA-microphone transfer functions (Oreinos and Buchholz, 2013c) to map the HOA

loudspeaker signals to HA microphone signals. The directivity parameter (Kates, 2008,

p. 84) was adjusted to α = 0.575 to best approximate the directivity pattern (with the

HAs placed on the HATS) of an ideal cardioid pattern. The associated rear microphone

delay was given by:

τ =
dmic α

c(1− α)
, (4.23)

where dmic = 0.012 m was the inter-microphone distance for the employed BTE HAs.

The resulting non-integer sample delay nτ = τfs (fs: sampling frequency) was imple-

mented as a 64-sample-long sinc-type filter.

The directivity index (Beranek, 1986; Dittberner and Bentler, 2003) was employed to

quantify the frequency-dependent distortions incurred by HOA on the effective directiv-

ity of the directional (cardioid) HA microphone. A quadrature approximation for the

estimation of the DI was employed as below:

DI(f) ≈ 10 log10
4π |pmax(f)|2

∑I
i=1 αi |p(f, θi, δi)|2

, (4.24)

where p(f, θi, δi) is the directional HA microphone output due to a unit-amplitude source

located at (θi, δi), pmax(f) is the maximum directional output [occurring at the look

direction (θmax, δmax)], αi are the quadrature weights (normalised so that
∑I

i=1 αi = 4π)
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and I is the number of applied quadrature points. Here, a regular grid of I = 900

quadrature points (Fliege, 2007) was employed, after shifting each point to align with

the closest available HRTF measurement position (Oreinos and Buchholz, 2013c). The

frequency-dependent look direction (θmax, δmax) was estimated only for the reference

case and the same value was used to derive the DI for the HOA case. Moreover, the

search for (θmax, δmax) was restricted to an area around the expected maximum direction

defined by the spherical wedge (ungula): |θ| < π/2 and |δ| < π/12. This restriction was

introduced to prevent any erroneous direction estimations due to possible large side

lobes. Finally, the resulting DI(f) function was spectrally smoothed using a rectangular

1/3-of-an-octave-wide power smoothing window.

Since the DI is derived based on the pressure output relevant to i = 1...I anechoic

sources, it is not suitable to quantify the effects of HOA on the HA microphone effective

directivity when HOA is employed to reconstruct a reverberant scene. In this case,

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) benefit was used instead and, for that purpose, an in-

room scene (see Fig. 4.2) comprising Source 1 as the target (signal) and Source 3 as the

distractor (noise), was simulated (see Section 4.3.1.1). After deriving the HA microphone

transfer functions for both in-room sources, via Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20), their inverse DFTs

were convolved with different 10 s-long anechoic recordings of male speech. The anechoic

recordings were normalised to yield a long-term broadband SNR of 0 dB at the room

receiver position, with the HATS removed.

Subsequently, frequency-dependent, long-term SNR values were calculated for: (1) an

omnidirectional microphone output (i.e., only considering the front HA microphone) and

(2) a cardioid HA microphone output. Those were respectively termed: SNRo(f) and

SNRc(f). The effective directional benefit was finally estimated, in dB, as: ∆SNR(f) =

SNRc(f)− SNRo(f).

All SNR values were computed in frequency bands using a filter-bank of 3rd order, 1/3-of-

an-octave-wide Butterworth bandpass filters (as specified in ANSI S1.11-2004 [R2009]),

with centre frequencies spaced 1/12-of-an-octave apart, from 157 Hz to 8000 Hz. In ad-

dition to SNRo(f) and ∆SNR(f), the intelligibility-weighted and frequency-integrated

(broadband) SNRI
o and ∆SNRI (Greenberg et al., 1993) were computed, with the ap-

plied frequency weights derived from the speech intelligibility index theory (ANSI, 1997,

Table 3).
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4.4 Simulation results

4.4.1 Microphone array noise

The overall noise in a HOA sound reproduction system is mainly caused by the noise

inherent in the microphones of the encoding array. The solid line in Fig. 4.3(a) shows the

equivalent input noise (EIN) of an example single microphone integrated in one-ERB-

wide [Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth (Moore, 2012, p. 76)] bands, spaced 43 Hz

apart. The employed integrated EIN spectrum, denoted by B̄(f), was derived by Buch-

holz (2013) for an example miniature microphone according to Beranek (1988, p. 640).

Using microphones with a different EIN profile B′(f) would simply offset the total HOA

noise, in dB, by B′(f)−B(f).

The resulting HOA noise PSD [Fig. 4.3(a)] was calculated via Eq. (4.22), using λ = 0.01

to derive the encoding-decoding matrix T̃. The noise was estimated at the HOA repro-

duction array centre and at the left ear of a transparent head, considering a free-space

condition inside the loudspeaker array. Both resulting noise PSDs were integrated in

ERB-wide bands, spaced 43 Hz apart, as above for the single-microphone EIN case.
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Figure 4.3: HOA Encoding and Decoding system (M = 7) noise at the: (a) array
centre and left-ear of a transparent head (λ = 0.01); (b) left ear of the HATS. The
total noise RMS power at the eardrum was computed as: N ear

rms = 40, 55, 64 dB for
λ = 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001. For comparison purposes plot (a) shows the single-microphone
B̄(f) and plot (b) shows the minimum audible pressure (MAP) for a diffuse-field.

Figure 4.3(b) illustrates the effect on the system noise when placing an acoustic manikin

(HATS) inside the HOA loudspeaker array. In this case, the noise PSD generated at the

left HATS eardrum, integrated in ERB bands as before, was derived considering three

regularization values (λ = 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001) to illustrate how the regularization affects

the HOA system noise. The broadband RMS power of the noise picked up by either

HATS’ eardrum microphone for the three above regularization values was estimated as:
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N ear
rms = 40, 55, 64 dBSPL. These eardrum RMS levels correspond to the following free-

field RMS levels: Nff
rms = 33, 42, 57 dB SPL, considering a diffuse sound presentation.

For reference purposes, Fig. 4.3(b) shows the diffuse-field minimum audible pressure

(MAP: Killion, 1978; Moore, 2012, p. 58). The MAP values were derived by mapping

minimum audible field (MAF) values for diffuse-field listening, given in ISO-389-7:2005,

to the HATS ears. This mapping was performed using the diffuse-field averaged HRTF,

calculated from the employed HRTF data set as described by Jot et al. (1995) and

Gardner (1998, p. 34). For all regularization values, the HOA system noise is higher

than the MAP and as such, it should be considered audible.

In the remaining of the study, unless otherwise noted, the regularization parameter was

fixed to a practically relevant value of λ = 0.01.

4.4.2 Anechoic virtual source reconstruction

4.4.2.1 HOA pressure errors

The upper panels of Fig. 4.4 show the reference pressure (Fig. 4.1, path 1) HRef(f) at

the left ear of the HATS for anechoic sound sources placed at θsrc = 0◦ (left column) and

θsrc = −60◦ (right column) on the horizontal plane. The lower panels of Fig. 4.4 show

the corresponding pressure errors EHOA(f), calculated via Eq. (4.21), for a 3rd and 7th

order HOA sound field reconstruction. Decoding-only (Fig. 4.1, path 2) and Encoding

and Decoding (Fig. 4.1, path 3) cases were considered separately to illustrate the effect

of using a HOA microphone. The grey-shaded areas in Fig. 4.4 indicate an acceptable

error range of ±2 dB (see Section 4.3.3.1).

As known from literature, the HOA pressure errors are limited at low frequencies but

increase significantly above a certain cut-off frequency. This cut-off frequency increases,

in turn, with the HOA order. Additionally, at high frequencies [here above fal ≈ 7.4 kHz

as estimated using Moreau et al. 2006, Eq.(29)], spatial aliasing occurs, rendering the

pressure errors uncontrollable.

While Fig. 4.4 presents HOA errors when using a basic decoding scheme, as given in

Eq. (4.7), Fig. 4.5 shows the HOA pressure errors when applying the max-rE decoding,

i.e., using the modified decoding matrix given in Eq. (4.8) at high frequencies. The

max-rE decoding was found to be optimal when activated above fx = M · 800 (Hz).

Setting the crossover frequency such that fx > fHOA [Eq. (4.5)] ensured that the region

of accurate HOA reconstruction was left intact. Comparing Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 illustrates

that the max-rE decoding decreases the pressure errors at high frequencies and thereby

increases the usable frequency range.
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Whereas Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the HOA pressure errors for two example virtual

sources, Fig. 4.6 presents the pressure errors for evenly distributed (single) virtual sources

covering the entire horizontal plane with an azimuth spacing of ∆θ = 5◦. Figure 4.6(a)

presents the Decoding-only case (path 2) with no acoustic manikin inside the array (free-

space). Figure 4.6(b) also presents the Decoding-only case but considers the HATS (left

ear as denoted by the vertical dotted lines in the plots) inside the HOA loudspeaker array.

Figure 4.6(c) presents the Encoding and Decoding case (path 3) while also including

the HATS inside the loudspeaker array. In all graphs, the acceptable error threshold

|EHOA(f)| ≤ 2 dB is denoted by the solid lines and the commonly employed HOA cut-off

frequency fHOA [Eq. (4.5)] is denoted by the horizontal dash-dotted lines. The sources

that lie contralateral to the considered (left) ear yield the largest reconstruction errors

(i.e., the smallest usable frequency range).

To further analyse the effect of HOA encoding on the pressure errors, Fig. 4.7 shows the

2 dB error threshold as a function of azimuth with the amount of regularization λ as

parameter. Figure 4.7(a) shows the pressure errors for the left ear of a transparent head

and Fig. 4.7(b) shows the pressure errors for the left ear of a HATS. The plots further

highlight that the errors introduced by the microphone array encoding: (1) mainly occur

when the HATS is considered inside the HOA loudspeaker array, (2) are pronounced for

contralateral source directions, and (3) require unrealistically small regularization values

λ if they are to be mitigated.

In order to illustrate the direction-dependent accuracy of the HOA reconstruction when

a listener lies inside the reproduced sound field, pressure errors were calculated for 400

virtual sources quasi-regularly (Fliege, 2007) positioned on a sphere (after being shifted

so that each node aligns with one of the HRTF measurement positions, as described

in Section 4.3.1.2). Figure 4.8 shows the resulting errors, as surface plots on a sphere,

for an example M = 7 Encoding and Decoding system, calculated at the frequency of

5 kHz. As before, the errors were calculated for the left ear of a HATS placed inside the

simulated sound-field. Similar to Fig. 4.6, the plots show that the reconstruction errors

are heavily position-dependent, with the ipsilateral virtual sources yielding lower errors

compared to the contralateral sources.

Aiming at better quantifying the effect of source direction on the pressure errors at the

listener’s ears, the described analysis was repeated (separately for each frequency point)

using various HOA systems of orders M = 1, 2, ..., 7 and the percentage of the 400 re-

constructed sources that resulted in |EHOA(f)| ≤ 2 dB was estimated. The left column in

Fig. 4.9 shows the derived percentage of accurately reproduced sound sources as a func-

tion of frequency, with the HOA order M as parameter, for the cases of: a transparent

head and HOA Decoding-only [panel (a)], a HATS and HOA Decoding-only [panel (b)],
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a HATS and HOA Encoding and Decoding [panel (c)]. For the transparent head, sound

sources from all directions are successfully reproduced (within |EHOA(f)| ≤ 2 dB) up to an

order-dependent cut-off frequency, above which, practically all sources exceed the error

criterion thus yielding a very steep drop-off in the percentage of accurately reproduced

sound sources [Fig. 4.9(a)]. This abrupt cut-off behaviour is not observed when a HATS

is considered inside the HOA sound field [Fig. 4.9(b)–(c)]. Due to the source direction-

dependent nature of the pressure errors shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.8, sources from mainly

the contralateral directions exceed the error criterion at lower frequencies than sources

from mainly the ipsilateral directions. As a consequence, the order-dependent frequency

roll-off of the percentage of accurately reproduced sound sources shown in Fig. 4.9(b) is

much shallower than in Fig. 4.9(a). This effect is even more pronounced when the HOA

encoding process is additionally taken into account [Fig. 4.9(c)]. Moreover, in the latter

case the curves for orders M ≥ 5 roll off at almost the same frequency, highlighting that

the regularization required in the encoding process limits the effective HOA order and

thus the frequency bandwidth of the accurately reproduced HOA sound field.

The intersections of the three horizontal dashed-dotted lines shown in Fig. 4.9(a)–(c)

with the above-described error curves are plotted in Fig. 4.9(d)–(f) as a function of the

HOA order M . The resulting curves illustrate HOA cut-off frequencies below which 50%,

75%, or 95% of the 400 sources are reproduced within an error tolerance of |EHOA(f)| ≤
2 dB. It can be observed that when a HATS is considered inside the HOA sound field

[Fig. 4.9(e)], increasing the HOA order results in a frequency bandwidth benefit that

diminishes when applying a stricter error criterion. As expected, this behaviour is
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Figure 4.9: Frequency-dependent percentage of 400 anechoic sources that can be
reconstructed with a pressure error of |EHOA(f)| ≤ 2 dB, using different order (M) HOA
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function of order M . The solid circles show the fHOA rule-of-thumb value.
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further pronounced when the HOA encoding process is additionally taken into account

[Fig. 4.9(f)], showing that increasing the HOA order above M ≥ 2 has no practical effect

on the 95% thresholds, while above M ≥ 5 no practical effect is either observed on the

75% thresholds. However, even when a HATS is considered inside the HOA sound field

[Fig. 4.9(e)–(f)] the 50% threshold remains in good agreement with the rule-of-thumb

fHOA described in Section 4.2.2.

4.4.2.2 Directional HA-microphone HOA errors

To evaluate the effect of HOA on the directional response of an example cardioid HA

microphone worn on HATS, 3D ‘effective directivity’ patterns were derived by consid-

ering the HA microphone operating inside the sound field generated by the HOA loud-

speaker array. These effective directivity patterns were calculated for the Reference case

(Fig. 4.1, path 1) and the Encoding and Decoding case (Fig. 4.1, path 3), considering the

HOA orders M = 3, 7. They were calculated as the directional HA microphone outputs

relevant to all 1784 source directions provided by the employed HRTF database, then

normalised by the microphone output maximum value.

Figure 4.10 shows the effective-directivity patterns in the horizontal plane, derived after

averaging the (frequency-dependent) cardioid HA microphone output responses in 1/3-

of-an-octave bands around the example centre frequencies f = 500 Hz and f = 4000 Hz.

The minimum values were clipped at −30 dB for improved readability. At f = 500 Hz

both HOA orders are sufficient to preserve the Reference (inherent) cardioid HA mi-

crophone directivity. At f = 4000 Hz the 3rd order is well above its cut-off frequency,

leading to heavily distorted effective-directivity patterns, while the 7th order just ap-

proaches that limit.
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Figure 4.10: Effective-directivity plots of a cardioid HA microphone placed above
HATS’ left ear and considered inside a Reference and a HOA Encoding and Decoding
(orders M = 3, 7) sound field at: (a) f = 500Hz and (b) f = 4000Hz.
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Figure 4.11 shows the DI(f) relevant to the effective HA directivity patterns described

above. It can be seen that HOA affects the DI(f) slightly at low frequencies (up to

≈ 400 Hz) but more significantly above a cut-off frequency of about 2 kHz for M = 3

and about 5 kHz for M = 7. The high frequency errors are due to HOA introducing side-

lobes and slightly rotating the maximum-directivity direction of the considered cardioid

patterns as seen in Fig. 4.10(b).
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Figure 4.11: Directivity index (DI) relevant to the effective directivity of a cardioid
HA microphone considered inside a Reference and a HOA Encoding and Decoding (or-
ders M = 3, 7) sound field. For reference, the DI of an ideal cardioid microphone in free-

space (i.e., not placed on the head) is DI = 4.8 dB (for frequencies where dmic ≪ c/f).

4.4.3 Reverberant virtual source reconstruction

4.4.3.1 HOA pressure errors

In the previous section the accuracy of the HOA sound field reproduction was evaluated

for anechoic sound sources. Even though literature mainly considers this case, it does

not necessarily reflect the behaviour inside realistic environments where reverberation

is present. Hence, a similar HOA evaluation as described in Section 4.4.2 is herein

presented, but this time with the sound sources considered inside a simulated room (see

Section 4.3.1.1).

Applying the methods described in Section 4.3.3, the pressure at the left ear of the

HATS, placed inside the HOA loudspeaker array, was calculated for the sound sources

Src. 1 (θsrc = 0◦) and Src. 2 (θsrc = −60◦) inside the considered room of Fig. 4.2. The

resulting pressure spectra HRef(f) for the reference case (Fig. 4.1, path 1) are shown in

Figs. 4.12(a) and (b). Similar to Fig. 4.4, the corresponding errors EHOA(f) introduced

by the HOA Decoding (Fig. 4.1, path 2) as well as the Encoding and Decoding (Fig. 4.1,

path 3) are shown in Figs. 4.12(c) and (d) for an employed HOA order of M = 3 and

M = 7. By comparing to the anechoic case (Fig. 4.4), it is illustrated that the long-term

pressure errors are significantly decreased when room reverberation is included.
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Whereas in Fig. 4.12 the basic HOA decoding scheme is applied, Fig. 4.13 shows the

HOA pressure errors for the case that the max-rE decoding is applied at high frequencies.

Similar to the anechoic case (Fig. 4.5), the max-rE decoding results in a significant re-

duction of the HOA errors at high frequencies and thereby increases the usable frequency

range.

4.4.3.2 Directional HA-microphone HOA errors

In Section 4.4.2.2 where anechoic sound sources were considered, the effect of HOA on

the output of a directional HA microphone was evaluated by considering its effective

directivity pattern as well as the relevant DI(f). In the reverberant case, such measures

cannot be applied and therefore the SNR and SNR benefit (Section 4.3.4) metrics were

considered instead. Figures 4.14(a) and (b) present the frequency-dependent SNR in

the reference condition (path 1) for an omnidirectional HA microphone SNRo(f) at the

left and right ear of the HATS (placed inside the reverberant scenario shown in Fig. 4.2

and using Src. 1 and Src. 3). Figures 4.14(c) and (d) show the corresponding SNR error

incurred by a 3rd and 7th order HOA Encoding and Decoding (path 3) HOA system.

Moreover, Figs. 4.15(a) and (b) show the reference SNR benefit ∆SNR(f) at the left and

right ear of a HATS, achieved when the omnidirectional HA microphone is replaced by

a cardioid HA microphone. Figures 4.15(c) and (d) show the corresponding error on the

SNR benefit that is introduced by the HOA Encoding and Decoding process (path 3).

Gray shaded areas indicate ±2 dB error boundaries.

In contrast to the anechoic case shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, where the HOA processing

significantly affects the output of a directional HA microphone at high frequencies, in

the reverberant case both the SNR measured with an omnidirectional HA microphone

and the SNR benefit provided by a cardioid HA microphone are only slightly affected

(mostly < 1 dB errors and only few sub-octave wide notches of ∼ 2 dB) by the HOA

processing (at least for M = 7). Hence, the diffuse reflections seem to mitigate to some

extent the sound field errors introduced by HOA at high frequencies.

So far, the SNR has been reported in a frequency-dependent manner. Applying an

intelligibility-motivated weighting, as described in Section 4.3.4, the broadband SNR at

the output of an omnidirectional HA microphone (SNRI
o) and the SNR benefit achieved

by a cardioid HA microphone (∆SNRI), as well as the corresponding errors introduced

by the HOA Encoding and Decoding (path 3) for M = 3 and M = 7 are summarised

in Table 4.1. The results highlight that in a reverberant environment even a low order

(M = 3) HOA system could probably be successfully used to evaluate the effect of a

directional HA microphone.
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Table 4.1: Intelligibility-weighted omnidirectional HA microphone SNR (SNRI
o) and

SNR-benefit (∆SNRI) due to a cardioid HA microphone, in a Reference and HOA-
reconstructed (path 3) reverberant environment.

side
SNRI

o (dB) ∆SNRI (dB)

Ref
HOA 3 HOA 7

Ref
HOA 3 HOA 7

error error error error

Left 3.0 −1.1 −0.7 2.5 −0.3 −0.3
Right 0.7 −0.1 −0.3 5.2 −1.0 0.0
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4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 HOA system noise

The analysis of Section 4.4.1 illustrates that the HOA system noise strongly depends

on the estimation position inside the loudspeaker array. For a reasonable regularization

value of λ = 0.01, Fig. 4.3(a) shows that, when no listener is present, the integrated PSD

of the total HOA system noise at the centre of the loudspeaker array (dash-dotted line) is

well below the EIN of the single sensors of the microphone array (solid line). This is due

to different noise components being correlated and out-of-phase across loudspeakers and,

thus, cancelling out in the centre of the array. Considering an off-centre position, i.e.,

the ear position of a transparent head, reduces this cancellation effect and significantly

increases the corresponding PSD (dashed line). Inspecting Eq. (4.15) can give a further

understanding of the HOA system noise. The [L × Q] matrix T̃ linearly combines the

uncorrelated noisy outputs of Q = 64 sensors on the microphone array, to create L = 100

spatially-separated signals driving the loudspeaker array. Hence, the loudspeakers end

up emitting partially correlated noise signals.

Considering the integrated noise at the ears of a listener (HATS) inside the loudspeaker

array, results in an even larger total HOA noise PSD, as shown in the three top curves

of Fig. 4.3(b). Besides the reduced cancellation of correlated noise components, this

increase can be explained by acoustic diffraction and resonance effects of the body, head,

and pinnae. Interestingly, for the chosen microphone and loudspeaker array topologies,

the PSD of the HOA system noise has a maximum at ≈ 3 kHz. This is the combined

effect of the ear-canal resonance (Blauert, 1997) and the specifics of the HOA microphone

equalization filters H̃eq,m(kR) [see Eq. (4.14)]. Unfortunately, this peaky behaviour

occurs at a region where the normal auditory system is most sensitive. The comparison

to the MAP in Fig. 4.3(b) also shows that for all regularization levels considered in this

study, the total HOA system noise is clearly audible to a normal-hearing listener.

However, the audibility of the HOA system noise will also depend on the level and com-

plexity (or type) of the recorded acoustic scene. Due to auditory masking effects the

HOA system noise may be inaudible, or at least may not significantly disturb the lis-

tening experience. Hence, future research should look into optimizing the regularization

in the HOA encoding process by considering the individual sensor EIN and the HOA

microphone and loudspeaker array configuration in conjunction with the specifics of the

scene to be recorded. In that direction, acoustic scene-dependent regularization, or even

time-dependent regularization controlled by a short-time signal power analysis could be

considered. Moreover, future research needs to separately examine the effect of the HOA
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system noise on various signal enhancement algorithms implemented on hearing devices

which operate inside the HOA sound field.

4.5.2 HOA errors for anechoic source reconstruction

4.5.2.1 HOA pressure errors

Section 4.4.2.1 evaluated the HOA pressure errors in a loudspeaker array with and

without a listener being present. The case omitting the listener was mainly introduced

as a point of reference. The good agreement between the results of this study and the

results presented in the relevant literature (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Daniel, 2001;

Poletti, 2005; Moreau et al., 2006; Epain et al., 2010) confirmed the general applicability

of the described HOA simulation and evaluation methods. For example, the previously

reported cut-off frequency fHOA of Eq. (4.5), above which the HOA pressure errors

drastically increase, was herein confirmed [see Fig. 4.9(a) and (d)]. Similarly, this study

confirmed the decrease of HOA pressure errors at high frequencies due to the max-rE

decoding, as previously reported (Daniel et al., 1998; Daniel, 2001; Murillo et al., 2014).

The systematic evaluation of the case when a listener (HATS) is present inside the loud-

speaker array provides one of the main contributions of this study. In this case, the

aforementioned cut-off frequency fHOA does not apply any more and needs to be revised.

As illustrated in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, the HOA pressure errors at the HATS in-ear micro-

phone are highly source-direction dependent. Applying a threshold criterion such that

the HOA pressure errors are restricted to |EHOA(f)| ≤ 2 dB, this cut-off frequency is

almost unaffected for frontal sources, but highly reduced for sources that are contralat-

eral to the considered ear. This holds true regardless of whether the processing chain

includes the HOA encoding microphone or not. The reduced accuracy in contralateral

source reproduction can be explained by the higher spatial-order nature of the head and

torso, compared to a source-free region. This higher spatial-order necessitates, in turn,

higher sound-field orders for accurate reproduction.

This observation is important when taking into account binaural hearing in complex

acoustic environments. The importance can be best illustrated by considering the simple

scenario of a listener attending to a frontal target talker, in the presence of a lateral

distractor. Due to head shadow effects, the ear that is contralateral to the distractor

provides a better SNR. The same consideration applies in more complex scenes, where

auditory better-ear glimpsing mechanisms take advantage of short-term SNR differences

between the two ears (Glyde et al., 2013). Hence, any HOA reconstruction error that

affects the contralateral ear, potentially affects the ear with the better (short-term) SNR

and thus, might reduce the ability of a listener to understand speech at low SNR values.
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The described reduction of the usable HOA bandwidth when a listener is considered

inside the loudspeaker array is further aggravated when a HOA microphone array is

considered in the sound-field reconstruction chain. This is particularly true for the

reproduction of sources that lie contralateral to the considered ear. Whereas for a regu-

larization value of λ = 0.01 the microphone array has no noticeable effect on the HOA

pressure errors for frontal sources, a much smaller value of λ = 0.0001 is required to

eliminate errors induced by the microphone array for sources lying around θsrc = −60◦

(right side). Since lower regularization activates higher-order HOA components at lower

frequencies, it can be deduced that those higher-order HOA components are required to

correctly reproduce contralateral sources, even at relatively low frequencies. This aspect

is also the reason why in Figs. 4.9(b) and 4.9(c) even a 7th order HOA system provides

only a very narrow frequency range where 100% of the 400 considered sources are cor-

rectly reproduced. On the contrary, in the case when no listener is considered inside the

loudspeaker array, the HOA pressure error is much less affected by the microphone array

and a regularization value of λ = 0.01 seems to be sufficient for all source directions.

4.5.2.2 Directional HA-microphone HOA errors

Figures 4.10(a) and 4.11 show that the effective directivity of a directional HA is not

affected below the HOA cut-off frequency described in Section 4.4.2.1. However, above

this cut-off frequency, HOA rotates the direction of the main lobe maximum and intro-

duces erroneous side lobes, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10(b). Both phenomena affect the DI

(Fig. 4.11) relevant to the considered HA microphone effective directionality.

Moreover, Fig. 4.11 illustrates that the HOA sound field consistently underestimates

the DI at low frequencies. This error does not appear in the HOA Decoding-only case

(results not shown here), and, hence, can be purely attributed to HOA encoding over-

regularization occurring at low frequencies. That over-regularization does not cause

significant pressure errors at the ear or single HA microphone (Section 4.4.2). However,

it affects the output of a directional HA microphone where the small pressure errors of

the single microphones are amplified by up to 30 dB due to the inherent differentiation

operation (Kates, 2008, Figs. 4-7).

4.5.3 HOA errors for reverberant source reconstruction

4.5.3.1 HOA pressure errors

Comparing Fig. 4.12 with Fig. 4.4 illustrates that the reproduction of a reverberant sound

source gives rise to lower HOA pressure errors than the reproduction of an anechoic sound
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source and thereby decreases the required order M of the HOA reproduction system.

That advantage is pronounced at the contralateral ear for lateral sources, that is, the

condition where, in the anechoic case, the HOA sound field reproduction appeared most

problematic (Section 4.5.2.1). This is due to the head shadow effect that reduces the

directional energy of the direct sound at the contralateral ear but not the diffuse energy

of the reverberation and thus, reduces the direct-to-reverberant energy ratio.

Hence, it can be concluded that even though the reproduction of the spectral, temporal,

and spatial details of the individual reverberant components (or reflections) is limited

in the same way as discussed for an anechoic sound source, the individual errors seem,

in average, to partially cancel out each other. This consideration may be compared to

moving the source-receiver pair (see Fig. 4.2) to different locations inside the virtual

room. Even small changes in location drastically change the spatial, temporal, and spa-

tial details in the room’s response, but won’t significantly change the overall behaviour.

Listeners inside the room are typically not even aware of these acoustic changes. Never-

theless, a further analysis using listening tests that involve directional HA microphones

is required.

In order to ensure that the above observations were not merely an artefact of the chosen

scenario, the source-receiver configuration shown in Fig. 4.2 was re-simulated in different

locations inside the virtual room. Although the detailed behaviour of the HOA pressure

errors differed from location to location, the above findings were confirmed. Moreover,

this analysis revealed that the HOA pressure errors were well-behaved up to a frequency

of at least 10 kHz, even for the 3rd order system.

It should be noted that although the amount of reverberation provided by the considered

acoustic scenario was rather low, it provided a significant amount of reduction of the

HOA pressure errors. The simulated acoustic space was a meeting room with a rever-

beration time of T30 = 0.3 s and a critical distance of rc ≈ 0.85 m. Thus, the distance

between the sources and the receiver (1 m) was only slightly larger than the critical dis-

tance. To further investigate the effect of reverberation on the accuracy of HOA sound

field reproduction, a larger and more reverberant room was simulated and a similar anal-

ysis as described above was carried out. The acoustic space was a medium-sized lecture

room (6.7×9.5×3.0 m) with a reverberation time of T30 = 0.6 s and a critical distance of

rc ≈ 1.4 m. Although details are not reported here, for a source-receiver configuration

as shown in Fig. 4.2, the reduction in HOA pressure errors provided by this larger room

was slightly stronger than for the meeting room discussed before. Moreover, the case of

an increased source-receiver distance of 2 m was considered for a frontal sound source.

As expected, the increased amount of reverberation resulted in an even reduced HOA

pressure error.
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The spatial smoothing induced by the reverberation effectively increases the usable fre-

quency range of a HOA system. The latter can be even further increased by replacing

the basic HOA decoding with the max-rE decoding at high frequencies (Fig. 4.13). In

this case a 7th order HOA system that employs the example microphone and loudspeaker

array described in Sections 4.3.2.1 and 4.3.3.2 can achieve a usable frequency range of

more than 7 kHz, which is significantly higher than the ∼ 4 kHz cut-off frequency found

in the anechoic case (Fig. 4.5).

4.5.3.2 Directional HA-microphone HOA errors

Figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate the effect of HOA sound field reproduction on the SNR at

the output of a single (frontal) HA microphone as well as the SNR benefit at the output

of a directional HA microphone for the reverberant scenario shown in Fig. 4.2. The

incurred errors appear well controlled for most of the considered frequency range of up to

10 kHz. This is even true for low frequencies, where the (anechoic) directivity pattern was

distorted by the regularization applied in the HOA encoding process (Section 4.5.2.2).

Even though an asymmetric scene is considered here with a frontal target and a lateral

distractor source, the HOA-incurred errors of both the SNR and SNR benefit are very

similar for the left and right HA. Since the SNR is derived by dividing the energy

of the reverberant target and distractor sources, the HOA errors of the two sources

are combined in a complicated manner. Hence, no clear conclusions can be drawn on

whether the HOA errors are lower at the ear ipsilateral or contralateral to the distractor

source.

Finally, the intelligibility-weighted SNR and SNR benefit for the discussed reverberant

scenario were consistently underestimated, albeit by no more than 1.1 dB even for the

3rd order HOA system. It remains unclear, however, if errors of that magnitude are per-

ceptually important. Hence, listening tests using either a real HOA system or simulated

HOA sound fields presented via headphones need to be conducted to quantify such errors

in terms of their effect on speech understanding. This is particularly important, given

that the intelligibility-weighted SNR benefit does not take into account the temporal

and spatial variations of the reverberant masker.

4.6 Conclusions

As widely discussed in the relevant literature, HOA can only successfully reproduce a

given sound field inside a limited area (the sweet spot) of the playback loudspeaker array
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and for a limited frequency range. In the free-field case, the size of this sweet spot as

well as the upper cut-off frequency are mainly determined by the employed HOA order.

However, this study additionally showed that when a listener is considered inside the

loudspeaker array, which implies that the sweet spot is at least the size of the head, the

usable frequency range is also dependent on the direction of the reconstructed sources.

This is particularly prominent for anechoic sources lying contralateral to the considered

ear, where the usable frequency range is considerably reduced due to head shadow effects.

It was also shown that the accuracy of the HOA sound reproduction is considerably

improved when reverberant sound fields are considered. Diffuse reverberation effectively

reduces the required spatial resolution of the sound reproduction system and thus, for

a fixed HOA order, increases the usable frequency range. These considerations even

hold true when considering the SNR and SNR benefit at the output of a directional

HA microphone placed on a listener’s head. At least this is the case when long-term

(or temporally-integrated) performance measures are applied, as it is usually done in

HA research and development. Temporal details such as transients or echo-free onsets

are still limited by HOA in a similar manner as anechoic signals. Thus, it needs to be

further evaluated with appropriate listening tests involving HAs if/when these temporal

details are objectively or perceptually relevant when listening in reconstructed realistic

environments.

Following the detailed analysis provided in this study, a 7th order HOA system appears

to provide a usable frequency range of about 6−7 kHz to a listener when realistic (rever-

berant) environments are considered. Since the considered frequency range for most HA

applications is about 5− 6 kHz, it is suggested that a 7th order HOA system should be

suitable for testing HAs. However, this HOA order requires at least 64 loudspeakers and

as many microphones, which should optimally be positioned in a quasi-regular manner

on the surface of a sphere. Such large arrays are expensive and difficult to realise and

thus, are often not available.

A promising approach to limit the complexity of the required loudspeaker array could

involve the variant of ‘mixed-order Ambisonics’ (MOA: Favrot et al., 2011; Marschall

et al., 2012; Favrot and Marschall, 2012). MOA provides an increased spatial resolution

in the horizontal plane by combining a given 3D HOA system with a higher-order 2D

system. This is achieved by employing loudspeaker and microphone arrays with an

increased density of sensors on the equator (i.e., in the horizontal plane). The approach

takes advantage of the fact that most real-life sound sources are located in the horizontal

plane, while the remaining off-horizontal plane components are primarily related to the

early reflections and the (diffuse) reverberation. The previous rationale is moreover
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supported by the fact that the spatial resolution of the auditory system is much higher

in the horizontal plane than in the vertical plane.

Yet another strategy that could be employed to increase the effective spatial resolu-

tion of a HOA system involves the theory of compressed sensing (Wabnitz et al., 2011;

Noohi et al., 2013). However, this approach relies on the spectral, temporal, and spa-

tial ‘sparsity’ of the acoustic scene, and may not be easily applied to very complex and

reverberant scenes.

It should be mentioned that even though a number of practical limitations were taken

into account in the described HOA system analysis (e.g., the realistic noise inherent in

the microphone array), a number of other practical limitations were not considered. For

instance, the employed microphone and loudspeaker arrays involved a considerable num-

ber of sensors/sources that were quasi-regularly positioned on the surface of a sphere.

Reducing the number of the microphones and the loudspeakers can have a significant im-

pact on the overall system performance. Moreover, mismatches in the sensitivity/phase

and positioning errors on the microphone array side, as well as a non-reflection-free

environment on the loudspeakers playback-room side will have adverse effects on the

system’s accuracy and thus, need to be carefully compensated.

A final remark that should be made is that the present study quantifies the HOA errors

as deviations from the ideal real-life (albeit simulated) sound field. That may be an

overly sensitive or even misleading performance measure. Since listening tests that

are currently performed in the laboratory employ rather simple and artificial scenes, the

increase in realism, complexity and flexibility that can be achieved even with a low-order

HOA system may well outweigh the introduced sound field errors. This consideration

again highlights the need for further behavioural studies that evaluate the subjective

importance of HOA errors in an applied context.
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Chapter 5

Effect of higher-order Ambisonics on

evaluating beamformer benefit in realistic

acoustic environments∗

Abstract

Multi-channel loudspeaker systems have been proposed to assess the real-
life benefit of devices such as hearing aids, cochlear implants, or mobile
phones. This paper investigates to what extent sound fields recreated by
Higher-Order Ambisonics (HOA) can be used to evaluate the performance
of spatially selective multi-microphone processing schemes (beamformers) in-
side complex acoustic environments. Two example schemes are considered:
an adaptive directional microphone (ADM) and a contralateral suppression
bilateral beamformer (BBF), both implemented in the context of a hear-
ing aid device. The acoustic scenarios consist of a single speech target (0◦)
competing against three speech distractors (±90◦ and 180◦) set either in an
anechoic or in a reverberant simulated classroom (T30 = 0.6 s). The HOA ef-
fect on the directional algorithm performance is quantified through: (a) the
adaptive, frequency-dependent, algorithm gains, (b) the SNR improvement
calculated in one-third octave bands, and (c) the processed target frequency
response.

The HOA reconstruction errors influence the beamformers in mainly two
ways; first, by altering the spatial characteristics of the sound field, which
in turn modifies the adaptation of the algorithms, and second, by affecting
the spectral content of the sources. The results suggest that although HOA
(here 7th order) does not degrade the broadband, long-term, intelligibility-
weighted SNR improvement of the two beamformers, it imposes a low-pass
effect on the processed target. This renders the HOA coding problematic
above the system’s cut-off frequency.

∗Chapter published as:
Oreinos, C., Buchholz, J. M. and Mejia, J. (2013), “Effect of Higher-Order Ambisonics on Evaluating
Beamformer Benefit in Realistic Acoustic Environments”, in Proceedings of the IEEE Workshop on

Applications of Signal Processing to Audio and Acoustics, WASPAA (New Paltz).
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5.1 Introduction

As microphone array processing in hearing aids (HAs) becomes more sophisticated,

a growing need arises to correctly assess the end-user’s benefit in real-life situations.

Current listening tests aimed at evaluating the directional benefit of HAs are mainly

conducted in highly controlled but unrealistic environments. A conventional testing

setup, for example, uses two to eight loudspeakers in order to represent the target and

distractors, placed in an acoustically treated laboratory room. However, such evaluations

poorly predict the real-life benefit (Cord et al., 2004). On the other hand, field studies are

highly uncontrollable, unrepeatable and impractical for large-scale testing of algorithms,

especially at their early stage of development.

Virtual sound environments (VSE) created by an array of loudspeakers could potentially

be used to allow ecologically valid testing of signal processing schemes. Higher-Order

Ambisonics (HOA) (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Poletti, 2005; Moreau et al., 2006;

Daniel, 2001) is one of the most popular methods for creating VSEs. The physical and

perceptual limitations of HOA are well known but its use to test HA multi-microphone

signal enhancement schemes (i.e., beamformers) has not been studied.

This study evaluates the extent to which HOA-reconstructed sound fields can be used to

successfully evaluate beamformers, herein implemented in the context of a HA device.

The whole sound path is considered, including scene generation, reproduction of virtual

sources, capturing by HA microphones and beamformer processing. The simulation

framework utilises different distortion metrics to compare the beamformer benefit in a

simulated reference and a HOA-decoded sound reproduction system.

5.2 Methods

The first stage of the simulation framework (Fig. 5.1) models the acoustic scene inside

which the beamformers operate. Here, it consisted of a target directly in front of a

dummy listener and three distractors at ±90◦ and 180◦, all on the horizontal plane.

In the anechoic scenario (path 1), the four talkers were modelled as free-space plane

wave sources. In the reverberant scenario (path 2), a classroom (reverberation time:

T30 = 0.6 s; dimensions: 6.7 m×9.5 m×3 m) was modelled using ODEON. The target

was placed at 1 m and the distractors at 2 m distance from the listener (room’s critical

distance was 1.4 m). All distractors were normalised to the same RMS level. After

the ODEON simulation, the LoRA (Loudspeaker-based Room Auralisation) framework

(Favrot and Buchholz, 2010b) was used to map the direct sound (DS) and specular
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early reflections (ER) of all talkers to a dense, 1784-node spherical array. The late

reverberation was recreated using a virtual 196-node quasi-regular (Fliege, 2007) virtual

loudspeaker array according to the method described in (Favrot and Buchholz, 2010b).
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Figure 5.1: The simulation framework including the: (1) anechoic, and (2) in-room
acoustic scenario modelling, the playback to a virtual (simulated) spherical loudspeaker
array using the: (A) Reference system –single loudspeaker per modelled wave–, and
(B) 7th-order HOA system for the reconstruction of the HA microphone signals which
are then fed to the three examined hearing aid directional algorithms (i – iii).

Two methods were then used to reproduce the virtual scene created at the first stage

of the framework. In the reference ‘REF’ method (path A), the LoRA DS/ER output

signals drove directly the 1784-node virtual loudspeaker array, and the LoRA late rever-

beration drove the 196-node virtual loudspeaker array. In the ‘HOA’ method (path B),

an M = 7 order 3D HOA system was employed to decode all DS/ER virtual sources

to the 196-node quasi-regular virtual-loudspeaker array. The late reverberation was

reproduced as in the REF method.

Since this study aims at looking into the effect of HOA, rather than the absolute perfor-

mance of beamformers in real life, the simulated classroom scenario reproduced by the

REF system can be considered as a good approximation to a real room.

5.2.1 Higher-order Ambisonics (HOA)

HOA is based on the decomposition of sound fields to spherical harmonics (Williams,

1999). Effectively, the sound field of a given virtual source placed at (θs, δs, rs) is re-

produced by feeding weighted versions of the source signal to a spherical array of L

loudspeakers. Applying the plane-wave assumption, the optimum –in the least square

sense– loudspeaker weights are given (Moreau et al., 2006; Daniel, 2001) by solving the
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equation below:

L∑

l=1

sl

M∑

m=0

m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Y σ
mn(θl, δl) =

M∑

m=0

m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Y σ
mn(θs, δs), (5.1)

with Y σ
mn(θ, δ) being the real-valued spherical harmonics defined in (Daniel, 2001) and

M the HOA order. Expressing Eq. (5.1) in matrix form and solving the linear equations

(Moreau et al., 2006; Daniel, 2001) results in the basic HOA decoding scheme:
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where pinv(·) represents the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. For the applied quasi-regular

loudspeaker setup, since (M +1)2 < L, Eq. (5.2) represents an under-determined system

that was found to be well-behaved (i.e., not ill-posed). The pinv operation was performed

in MATLAB using a singular-value decomposition and only keeping singular values above

a machine-specific threshold. No further regularization methods (as in Poletti, 2005)

were necessary.

The reconstruction error of HOA increases with the frequency and distance from the

centre of the array and decreases with the order M (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001).

Additionally, the presence of a listener inside the array further increases the errors

(Oreinos and Buchholz, 2013a). The order M = 7 was chosen as an upper practical

limit, requiring (M + 1)2 = 64 loudspeakers in 3D- and (2M + 1) = 15 loudspeakers

in 2D-HOA. However, a denser loudspeaker array setup was employed here so that the

HOA reconstruction error is minimised in the kr < M zone (Solvang, 2008), albeit at

the expense of possible spectral colorations above the kr = M threshold.

Above the cut-off frequency fc of HOA, the max-rE decoding (Daniel, 2001; Daniel et al.,

1998) was used. Here, fc = M · 600 was applied as derived in (Oreinos and Buchholz,

2013a) for the case of a listener inside the reconstructed sound field. For a sweet-spot

radius of r ≈ 0.09 m this agrees well to the rule of thumb derived in (Moreau et al., 2006)

for the free-field case, i.e. fc = cM/2πr. Combining the basic and max-rE gains at fc

(5th order Butterworth crossover filters) resulted in the frequency-dependent loudspeaker

gains, i.e., filters, sl(f).

After the final mapping of the 10 s−duration anechoic/in-room target and distractor

signals to the virtual loudspeaker array via either of the REF/HOA methods, the signals

in all four HA microphones were calculated by convolving the virtual loudspeaker signals

with a set of impulse responses from all 1784 nodes to the microphones of HAs worn by
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a HATS (previously measured by the authors; Oreinos and Buchholz, 2013c) and then

adding all loudspeaker signals separately for each individual HA microphone. The target

level was adjusted to give an initial intelligibility-weighted SNR (Greenberg et al., 1993)

(averaged across HA microphones) of −5 dB.

5.2.2 Hearing aid beamforming

The HA microphone signals were fed at the last stage of the framework to three spatially-

selective algorithms (beamformers), operating at sampling frequency fs = 24 kHz. The

first one (path i) was a fixed (non-adaptive) cardioid microphone. It was only used to

derive a baseline SNR improvement value (Table 5.1) and otherwise was not further

analysed.

The second considered algorithm was a multi-channel adaptive directional microphone

(Elko and Pong, 1995; Luo et al., 2002), referred to as ADM (path ii). Its output is

given by:

yi(n) = ci front(n)− b(i, k) ci back(n), (5.3)

where yi(n) is the ADM output, ci front(n) and ci back(n) are the outputs of a front- and

rear-facing cardioid microphone respectively and b(i, k) is the mixing gain. All of those

quantities are relevant to the i−th filter-bank channel and k−th frame of the block

processing (frame size: 24 samples). A 49−channel uniform DFT filter-bank was used

for the multichannel analysis and synthesis.

The optimum mixing gains b(i, k) that minimise the ADM output energy, under the

constraint of an undistorted target (imposed by restricting b(i, k) to [0, 1]), were calcu-

lated as the ratio of the estimates of the cardioids’ cross-power over the power of the

rear-facing cardioid as follows:

b(i, k) =
RCfCb

(i, k)

RCbCb
(i, k)

=
Cfront(fi) C∗

back(fi)∣∣Cback(fi)
∣∣2 , (5.4)

where Cfront(fi) and Cback(fi) are the DFT outputs of the i−th channel at the k−th

frame. The asterisk (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate signal. In the current realization,

the cross-power and power estimates RCfCb
(i, k), RCbCb

(i, k) were updated at every frame

k using a running estimate (see Luo et al., 2002) to smooth the temporal variations and

thus minimise unwanted artefacts.

The third considered algorithm (path iii) was a recently proposed scheme referred to as

the bilateral beamformer (BBF) (Mejia et al., 2007; Mejia and Dillon, 2010). It operates

by combining the signals (front-facing cardioid outputs in this realization) from both
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sides of the head and then estimating their similarity based on the running average of

a correlation-based metric. The calculated frame- and frequency-dependent gains for

the left and right HAs, WL(i, k) and WR(i, k), aim at preserving the on-axis target with

minimum distortions, while suppressing all laterally-impinging sounds. In the present

implementation, the same 49-channel uniform DFT filter-bank was used as in the ADM

case.

Both ADM and BBF algorithms were implemented so that they can also operate in

‘freeze’ mode; the total target plus distractors signal were fed to the adaptive schemes

and the gains b(i, k) and WL/R(i, k) were stored per frame and frequency channel. Then

the target and distractors were used in succession as inputs to the algorithms in freeze

mode utilizing the stored gain values. In that way the processed target and distractor

signals were available separately at the output of the simulation framework.

5.3 Performance Analysis

The effect of the HOA sound field reproduction on the ADM and BBF beamformer

processing and overall performance was evaluated using different metrics. The differences

in these metrics derived in the HOA sound field and in the reference (REF) sound field

quantify the errors introduced by the HOA coding.

Fig. 5.2 shows example results for a number of short-term metrics derived for the case

of the ADM beamformer when applied to the simulated classroom scenario. Fig. 5.2(a)

shows the ADM mixing gains b(i, k) for the REF and Fig. 5.2(b) for the HOA system in

a dB scale, clipped below −15 dB. As described in Section 5.2.2 the gains are provided

in 49 frequency channels with a temporal resolution of 24 samples (i.e., 10 ms). Up to

at least 4 kHz the gains look very similar between the two playback systems while above

that frequency, HOA seems to cause a general increase of the mixing gains providing a

stronger weighting on the forward facing cardioid microphone of the ADM.

The error introduced by the HOA coding on the absolute value of the short-term (seg-

mental; Hansen and Pellom, 1998) SNR improvement [Fig. 5.2(c)] was calculated using

a sliding (50% overlap) 30 ms Hann window and 18 one-third octave frequency bands

centred from 156 Hz to 8 kHz (ANSI S3.5-1969). The segmental SNR improvement is

correctly estimated for the ADM beamformer up to about 3 kHz.

Fig. 5.2(d) shows the error introduced to the target short-term spectrum (30 ms Hann

window, 50% overlap, 1024−point DFT) at the output of the ADM beamformer, which

is largely unaffected (error less than 2 dB) by the HOA system up to about 4 − 5 kHz.

Above this frequency, the processed target appears low-pass filtered as commonly seen in
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classroom scenario: adaptive gains when using (a) REF, and (b) HOA; (c) absolute
SNR improvement error, and (d) absolute output target spectrum error (errors due to
HOA coding); (e) processed target.
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HOA systems. This is further confirmed by the long-time average spectra of the target

[Fig. 5.3(a)], calculated using the Welch estimation method (1024−point STFT, Hann

window, 50% overlap). The high-frequency spectrum of the distractors on the contrary

is less affected [Fig. 5.3(b)].
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Figure 5.3: Long-term spectra of ADM output target and distractors in the simulated
classroom scenario, using a REF and a HOA system.

Fig. 5.4 shows the median values and interquartile ranges (IQR) over time of the gain

errors introduced by the HOA coding [i.e., difference between Fig. 5.2(a)/(b)] for both

beamformers and both acoustic scenarios. For both beamformers, the gain errors are

lower and more controlled in the reverberant scenario. Moreover, at high frequencies

the BBF gains exhibit increasing errors while the ADM gain errors taper off.

The narrowband, long-time averaged ADM and BBF SNR improvements shown in

Fig. 5.5 exhibit similar trends. They were calculated using the full length of the signals,

analysed in 18 one-third octave bands from 156 Hz to 8 kHz (ANSI S3.5-1969).

5.4 Discussion

The short-time analysis shown in Fig. 5.2 illustrates that the HOA sound field is equiva-

lent to the reference field in terms of the ADM operation and benefit, up to a frequency

roughly corresponding to fc = M ·600 = 4.2 kHz (Oreinos and Buchholz, 2013a). Above

fc, the ADM time- and frequency-dependent gains are affected, the short-time SNR is

overestimated and the processed target (but not the distractors) is effectively low-pass

filtered (Fig. 5.3). Although not shown here, the same behaviour can be observed for

the BBF algorithm.

The average gain error plots of Fig. 5.4 suggest that the HOA error starts from lower fre-

quencies, especially when the anechoic scenario is considered. Moving to the reverberant
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Figure 5.5: SNR improvement provided by (a) the ADM, and (b) the BBF algorithms
in an anechoic and in-room scenario, using the REF (solid line) and HOA (dotted line)
system.

scenario, the gain errors for both ADM/BBF are greatly reduced [Fig. 5.4(c)/(d)]. The

ADM gain errors taper off to 0 dB in both acoustic scenarios due to the clipping of the

b(i, k) gains in the range [0, 1], needed to constrain the nulls to the rear hemisphere (Sec-

tion 5.2.2). As Fig. 5.2(a) shows, the gains are already saturating at high frequencies

in the REF system. HOA only seems to push the gains further into saturation, which

results into a low gain error. Although it appears tempting to compare plots (a) & (c)

with (b) & (d), such a comparison between ADM and BBF gain errors lacks any physical

relevance since the ADM produces mixing gains b(i, k) while the BBF produces gains

WL/R(i, k) that directly filter the input signals.

Fig. 5.5 suggests that the long-term narrowband SNR improvement of ADM is almost

perfectly replicated in a HOA reverberant system [bottom curves of Fig. 5.5(a)]. The

BBF algorithm appears more prone to erroneous SNR improvement estimations above

2 kHz even in the reverberant scenario. This sensitivity of the BBF to the use of HOA

may be attributed to its operation principle; it uses correlation-based metrics along with
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Table 5.1: Intelligibility-weighted SNR improvement (dB).

Fixed Directional Adaptive Directional Bilateral Beamformer

anechoic in-room anechoic in-room anechoic in-room

REF 5.6 3.1 11.1 5.1 16.7 11.7
HOA 5.6 3.0 12.2 5.2 16.5 11.1

a series of complex rules to define the adaptive gains. Thus, even small field errors can

cause its operation to drift away from the optimum range. HOA, for example, spreads

the energy of virtual sources above the cut-off frequency fc around the virtual source

location. Sound energy appearing from other than the target’s position could make

the BBF algorithm treat those portions of the useful signal as unwanted noise. On the

contrary, the ADM operation is hard constrained by design, limiting nulls to the rear

hemisphere. Hence, HOA reconstruction errors cannot cause the algorithm to suppress

the target.

Despite the gain and spectrum errors that the HOA coding causes, it does not affect

the broadband intelligibility-weighted SNR improvement (Greenberg et al., 1993) of the

ADM and BBF –in both acoustic scenarios– as shown in Table 5.1. This occurs because

the high frequency SNR values are weighted less than those at low and middle frequen-

cies, reducing the errors’ contribution. It could be then hypothesised that Figs. 5.1- 5.5

exaggerate the practical limitation of HOA coding for evaluating beamforming algo-

rithms.
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Chapter 6

An objective and subjective validation of

applied loudspeaker-based virtual sound

environments used for directional hearing aid

testing∗

Abstract

Assessing the real-life benefit of hearing aids (HAs)† inside realistic virtual
sound environment (VSEs) has long been desired. However, no verified
methods exist in literature. This study first created a ‘cocktail party’ scene
inside a real-room which was then modelled using acoustic simulation soft-
ware. The acoustic model was reproduced inside a 41-loudspeaker array us-
ing either a direct mapping technique or a mixed-order Ambisonics method,
giving rise to the ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’ VSEs, respectively. The accuracy of
the VSEs was assessed by comparing the performance of two directional HA
algorithms inside all three acoustic environments. For that purpose, a num-
ber of objective and subjective performance measures were applied. The
objective analysis of both the ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’ VSEs revealed only minor
long-term errors in pressure and SNR, but considerable variations in their
short-time behaviour. The subjective analysis demonstrated that the gen-
eral behaviour and trends in the benefit measured in speech intelligibility as
well as acceptable noise levels were preserved in both VSEs. However, the
estimated directional HA benefits were slightly reduced in the ‘Model’ VSE,
and further reduced in the ‘MOA’ VSE. Hence, it can be concluded that the
considered VSEs can be used for testing directional HAs, but the provided
sensitivity is reduced when compared to a real environment. This can result
in an underestimation of the provided directional benefit.

∗Manuscript to be shortly submitted for publication.
†For a detailed list of the employed abbreviations refer to page xvii
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6.1 Introduction

Researchers as well as the hearing devices industry have been recently demonstrating

a growing interest in using ecologically-valid, but at the same time, highly controlled

listening tests to estimate the benefit of signal enhancement strategies. This inter-

est has been notably motivated by the observation (Ricketts, 2000; Revit et al., 2007;

Compton-Conley et al., 2004) that large discrepancies occur between the laboratory-

derived improvement provided by hearing aids (HAs) and their real-life benefit. Binaural

technology has been employed (Van den Bogaert et al., 2008; Rychtáriková et al., 2009;

Völk and Fastl, 2010; Mueller et al., 2012; Fels, 2013) as a means to introduce some

realism into laboratory-based listening tests. However, presenting the auditory scene

via headphones: (1) ideally requires individual head-related transfer functions (HRTFs)

to the microphones of HAs worn on the subject’s head; (2) precludes head movements

(unless a head-tracker is used); (3) disregards the acoustic path contribution (leakage) of

the HA ear-mould; and (4) precludes the use of off-the-shelf or the subject’s individual

HAs.

One possible solution to overcome the drawbacks associated with the headphone pre-

sentation of stimuli is to use loudspeaker-based virtual sound environments (VSEs) for

administering realistic listening tests (Revit et al., 2002; Minnaar et al., 2010). In this

way, complex acoustic scenes can be reconstructed either by employing a (room) acous-

tics simulation software (Favrot and Buchholz, 2010b; Seeber et al., 2010), or by record-

ing real-life environments using a microphone array (Park and Rafaely, 2005; Moreau

et al., 2006). The coded acoustic scene information can then be reproduced by loud-

speaker arrays, with the appropriate loudspeaker signals derived either by methods such

as the vector-based amplitude panning method (VBAP: Pulkki, 2001), or via sound-

field reconstruction methods such as wave-field synthesis (WFS: Berkhout et al., 1993)

or higher-order Ambisonics (HOA: Daniel, 2001; Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Poletti,

2005).

For the purpose of conducting listening test with HAs, sound-field synthesis methods

(WFS, HOA) appear to be better candidates than VBAP, since the latter method only

focuses on recreating perceptual attributes as opposed to accurately recreating the actual

sound-field. Hence, VBAP is expected to be insufficient for listening test purposes

since the HA processing, especially when considering multi-microphone enhancement

schemes, significantly differs from the auditory system processing. Between the sound-

field reconstruction methods of WFS and HOA, the latter has the advantage (Daniel

et al., 2003; Spors and Ahrens, 2008) that: (1) it aims to optimise the sound-field at

the centre of the loudspeaker array, resulting in a centred sweet-spot, which suits the
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listener-centred nature of many listening tests; (2) it is a flexible and scalable format,

i.e., the sound-field encoding can be separated from the decoding, which, in turn, can

be conducted on a number of different loudspeaker arrays; and (3) it directly offers a

method of using a spherical microphone array to decompose the sound-field, i.e., to

estimate the HOA components (Moreau et al., 2006; Oreinos and Buchholz, 2015a).

At the same time, however, a number of limitations characterise the HOA method: (1) it

has a limited spectral and spatial accuracy, determined by the size and geometry of the

microphone and loudspeaker arrays; (2) it exhibits a sweet spot whose size diminishes

with frequency; (3) it is affected by amplified microphone noise induced during the

encoding operation. While the theoretical limitations of HOA have been well studied

(Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Poletti, 2005), only limited knowledge exists (Oreinos

and Buchholz, 2013b, 2015a) on its applicability to reconstruct realistic reverberant

sound-fields intended for listening tests on HA-fitted subjects.

The alternative method of generating predominantly static acoustic scenes via acoustic

modelling techniques avoids the sound-field analysis with a microphone array. Hence,

the limitations introduced by the microphone array encoding are removed. The re-

verberant sound-field can then for example be described by a set of auxiliary sources

(Oreinos and Buchholz, 2015a) that encode the specular reflections and the diffuse (late)

reverberation (Favrot and Buchholz, 2010b). The encoded information can then be re-

produced by a loudspeaker array via any of the above discussed methods (VBAP, WFS

or HOA). Alternatively, the above auxiliary sources can be assigned, one-by-one, to

the single closest loudspeaker available at the reproduction array (Favrot and Buchholz,

2010b). This direct, ‘single-loudspeaker’ source-mapping method eliminates the spectral

and spatial limitations of the previous (VBAP, WFS and HOA) methods which use more

than one loudspeakers to place virtual sources even in positions where a physical loud-

speaker does not exist. This is, however, accomplished at the expense of changing the

spatial properties of the model-generated scene. VSEs based on the single-loudspeaker

reproduction of a room acoustics model have been previously perceptually validated by

Favrot and Buchholz (2010b). Nevertheless, their suitability for listening tests involving

multi-microphone signal enhancement HAs still remains unknown.

The present study investigates the applicability of two example methods for realising

VSEs used in evaluating the performance (e.g., provided speech intelligibility benefit)

of directional HAs tested inside them. The investigation follows both an objective and

a subjective path, where the traditional terms ‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ refer to ‘em-

ploying technical estimators of perceptual attributes’ and ‘directly quantifying what is

actually perceived’ respectively. For the sake of compactness, however, the terminology

‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ will be employed in the remaining of the work.
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The tested VSEs were both generated from a room acoustics model description which

was reproduced by loudspeakers either using a direct coding method as described by

Favrot and Buchholz (2010b) or via using a mixed-order Ambisonics (MOA), i.e., a

variation of HOA (Favrot et al., 2011). The VSEs were compared to a real-life rever-

berant scene in terms of the directional HA benefit estimated either by using a dummy

head or test subjects. To that end, a ‘cocktail party’ scene was first created inside a

real-room (Section 6.2.1.1). That acoustic environment was then modelled, resulting in

a set of auxiliary sources (Section 6.2.1.2). Those auxiliary sources were subsequently

reproduced by the 41-channel loudspeaker array available at the National Acoustic Lab-

oratories (NAL) via: (1) a direct, single-loudspeaker mapping, and (2) a MOA encoding

and decoding operation (Section 6.2.1.3). The MOA encoding was realised via a sim-

ulated 62-channel microphone array, currently being built at NAL. Listening test with

HA-fitted hearing-impaired subjects were conducted in all 3 (real-room plus two VSEs)

acoustic environments (Sections 6.2.4, 6.3.2 and 6.4.2) using two different directional

HA algorithms. Additionally, signals at the microphones of HAs worn on an acoustic

manikin were derived in all 3 environments to objectively evaluate the processed HA

(output) signals (Sections 6.2.3, 6.3.1 and 6.4.1). The study concludes with a discussion

(Section 6.4) and a brief summary of the most important findings (Section 6.5).

6.2 Methods

6.2.1 Acoustic scene generation

Figure 6.1 presents the acoustic environments inside which listening tests were performed

to evaluate the performance of two directional enhancement algorithms, as implemented

on hearing aids. One of the acoustic environments was a real room (path ‘Room’) and

the remaining two (paths ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’) were virtual sound environments (VSEs)

reproduced inside the loudspeaker array built at NAL. The ‘Model*’ path was a special

version of the ‘Model’ environment, solely employed to derive the ‘MOA’ VSE, and

otherwise did not represent a realisable VSE suitable for listening tests.

6.2.1.1 Real-room environment

The real-room environment (path ‘Room’ in Fig. 6.1) consisted of a meeting-room at

the National Acoustic Laboratories (NAL) of average size with a volume of V ≈ 172 m3

and a reverberation time of T20 as shown in Fig. 6.4a. The floor plan is shown in

Fig. 6.2. The critical distance was estimated [Kuttruff 2000, Eq. (5.40)] at rc ≈ 1.5 m
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the acoustic environments that were evaluated, using differ-
ent subjective and objective performance measures, at the output of directional hearing
aids.
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Figure 6.2: Room floor plan showing the position and orientation of all sources.

and is indicated in Fig. 6.2 by the dash-dotted circle around the receiver. Seven pairs of

distractor sources and one target source were positioned in the room as seen in Fig. 6.2.

All of them were reproduced by Genelec 8020C active (self-amplified) loudspeakers,

positioned with their tweeters at a height of h = 1.15 m from the floor. The loudspeakers

were driven by two ADI-8 DS digital-to-analogue (DA) converters and an RME Fireface

UFX interface, connected to a desktop PC. Prior to positioning them in the room, the

gains of all loudspeakers were adjusted inside a sound-treated test booth to exhibit the

same sensitivity.
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The loudspeakers reproducing distractor sources were facing one another, in pairs, im-

itating the natural orientation of people engaged in a dialogue. The chosen source

configuration provided a diffuse and non-symmetric scene, featuring a range of nearby

and more distant distractors. It was designed to approximate a ‘cocktail party’ scene

in a realistic way, while not purposely leading to an over-estimation of the considered

directional HA algorithm benefit.

A mixture of seven male and female speech dialogues was assigned one-to-one to the

seven distractor source pairs. The speech material was previously recorded in an anechoic

chamber at NAL and was subsequently calibrated to the same long-term average power

(with the speech pauses removed) before being fed to the loudspeakers. An overall

gain was applied to all stimuli such that the total RMS level at the receiver point (no

listener present) equalled 69 dB SPL, or equivalently 64 dBA (A-weighted level). That

value was derived from the ODEON room model by assigning a male talker with normal

vocal effort (ODEON pattern: Tlknorm NATURAL.SO8) as the source type for all

distractors and then deriving the total power at the receiver point. Three experienced

listeners confirmed that the presentation level matched their expectations based on the

number of talkers and size of room. A similar calibration procedure was applied to the

target speech material (see Section 6.2.4.3) so that it could be presented at specified

SNR values.

The subjects that participated in the psychoacoustic experiment (see Section 6.2.4) were

seated with their head centred at the receiver position and facing the target-loudspeaker.

The chair was adjusted such that their ear canals were at a height of h = 1.15 m from

the floor.

6.2.1.2 Direct room acoustics model-based sound rendering

The first virtual sound environment (path ‘Model’ in Fig. 6.1) consisted of the direct au-

ralisation of an acoustic model of the real-room environment described in Section 6.2.1.1.

The VSE was generated inside the NAL 3D loudspeaker array (Fig. 6.3a). The array

consisted of 41 Tannoy V8 concentric loudspeakers positioned on the surface of a virtual

sphere of radius RL = 1.85 m, built inside an anechoic chamber of size 6.7× 9.4× 6.3 m.

The loudspeakers were driven via a desktop PC hosting an RME HDSPe MADI inter-

face with two M-32 DA converters, followed by 11 Yamaha XM4080 quad-channel power

amplifiers.

In order to calculate appropriate signals to drive the loudspeakers, the real-room envi-

ronment described in Section 6.2.1.1 was modelled using the room acoustics simulation

software ODEON. Initial estimations for the acoustic properties (diffusion/scattering)
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Figure 6.3: The employed: (a) L = 41-loudspeaker, and (b) Q = 62-microphone
arrays (not plotted to scale). Both array configurations exhibit horizontal-plane sym-
metry, apart from a missing loudspeaker at nadir (δl = −90◦).

of all materials were considered. The exact 3D directivity of the Genelec 8020C loud-

speaker, as measured and provided by the manufacturer, was assigned to all sources of

the room model. Following the acoustics simulation, descriptions of the room impulse

response (RIR) were derived for all sources shown in Fig. 6.2. These RIR descriptions

were afterwards transformed into 41 loudspeaker signals using the LoRA toolbox (Favrot

and Buchholz, 2010b). Thereby, the direct sound (DS) and early (specular) reflections

(ER) were each realised by a single loudspeaker while the late (Lt) diffuse reverberation

was reproduced as described by Oreinos and Buchholz (2015a).

Since the specular room reflections (DS/ER) were reproduced by single loudspeakers, all

room sources in the real-room environment were positioned, without loss of generality, at

angles where an horizontal-plane loudspeaker (i.e., L0◦ ring in Fig. 6.3a) existed. Those

angles are shown in Fig. 6.2 with the dashed lines radially extending outward from the

receiver. This placement excluded systematic errors that would have otherwise been

incurred in the VSE due to misalignment between the available loudspeakers and each

source’s DS (carrying the largest part of the energy in most cases). The ERs, whose

directions were defined by the room geometry, were assigned to their nearest loudspeaker

in the playback array.

In order to fine-tune the model, RIRs for each source of the considered scene were

computed as the summed contribution of all loudspeaker signals. Then, in an iterative

manner, the absorption and scattering coefficients of the room-model materials were

adjusted inside ODEON so that the reverberation time T20 and early decay time TEDT

of the reproduced RIRs closely matched the values derived by the real-room RIR mea-

surements. Fig. 6.4 illustrates the good agreement between the RIRs reproduced in

the ODEON-LoRA sound environment and the real-room considering: (a) the median
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Figure 6.4: Room-model fine-tuning. Median and IQR, across all 15 positions, of
the: (a) reverberation time T20 as estimated in the real room and in the room model;
(b) difference of the early decay time ∆TEDT between the real room and room model
estimations.

and interquartile range (IQR) of the reverberation time T20, and (b) the median and

IQR of the early decay time errors ∆TEDT = TModel
EDT − TRoom

EDT . Since the T20 is largely

independent of room position, the values were averaged across all 15 positions shown in

Fig. 6.2. This was not the case for TEDT, which varies strongly across room position. In-

stead, the individual TEDT errors were averaged across all 15 room positions. No further

adjustments were made to the room model at any later stage.

Following the process described above, 15 multichannel impulse responses (mIRs) were

created, one for each source, to auralise the considered room scene. The same anechoic

speech material as presented in the real-room was convolved, source-by-source, with the

derived mIRs. Before feeding the convolved signals to the array, all 41 loudspeakers were

equalised, using minimum-phase FIR filters, and calibrated so that at the centre of the

array they had a flat (within ±2 dB) frequency response in the range of 100− 16000 Hz.

Following, an overall gain was applied to all loudspeaker channels such that the generated

long-term level of the combined distractor sources equalled 69 dB SPL at the array centre

(no listener present). A similar signal generation and calibration procedure was applied

to the target speech material (see Section 6.2.4.3).

The subjects were seated with their head centred at the loudspeaker array and facing

the frontal (θl = 0◦) loudspeaker. The chair was adjusted such that their ear canals

were at the same height as the equator of the loudspeaker array.
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6.2.1.3 Mixed-Order Ambisonics sound-field reconstruction

The second virtual sound environment (path ‘MOA’ in Fig. 6.1) was also generated inside

the NAL loudspeaker array. It was created using the same room acoustics model as

described in Section 6.2.1.2, but this time applying the mixed-order Ambisonics (MOA)

method to create the sound field inside the loudspeaker array. MOA is a variation of the

higher-order Ambisonics method that enhances the sound-field reproduction (increased

sweet-spot region or higher frequency cut-off) of virtual sources lying on the horizontal

plane (Favrot et al., 2011; Käsbach et al., 2011; Favrot and Marschall, 2012; Marschall

et al., 2012). MOA applies different orders, M3D and M2D, to reproduce the periphonic

(3D) and horizontal-plane only (2D) sound-field components. It includes all spherical

harmonic function (SHFs) up to the degree m = M3D plus all sectorial SHFs (i.e., m = n)

with degrees M3D < m ≤M2D. The system orders were set to M3D = 4, M2D = 7, which

were the highest orders that could be sufficiently reproduced using NAL’s 41−channel

loudspeaker array [Ward and Abhayapala, 2001, Eqs. (22) and (30)]. For the interested

reader, alternative SHF selection schemes, similar to the herein considered MOA scheme,

can be found in the work of Travis (2009).

The MOA signals were derived from the acoustic room model (same as in Section 6.2.1.2)

using a simulated microphone array with a radius of RQ = 0.05 m and Q = 62 micro-

phones (see Fig. 6.3b for details). The simulations were made for a microphone array

that is currently developed at NAL. This microphone configuration was used as an exam-

ple array to illustrate the artefacts that a real MOA recording system would introduce,

including spatial aliasing and amplified microphone self-noise. In the process of simu-

lating the output signals picked up by that array, the effect of real-life positioning errors

as well as mismatches of the amplitude and phase of the microphones were taken into

consideration (details can be found in Appendix D).

To provide appropriate input signals to the 62 microphones, signals were first derived

for a very dense array of auxiliary sources (or ‘virtual loudspeakers’) following the pro-

cedures described in Section 6.2.1.2. Hence, NDE = 1784 sources were used to simulate

the DS and ER components and NLt = 100 sources were used to simulate the late re-

verberation components. Afterwards, the pressures at all 62 microphones were derived

individually for each of the auxiliary (plane-wave) sources using a hard sphere model

[Daniel, 2001, Eq. (A.50)]. The derived microphone signals were then encoded into

MOA sound-field components by applying the ‘shape-matching’ operation (Oreinos and

Buchholz, 2014), optimised using the 41-loudspeakers array, and calculated with a reg-

ularisation factor of λSM = 0.4. The sound-field was decoded into 41 loudspeaker signals

using a basic decoding scheme.
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At the final stage, the 41–channel mIRs derived from the MOA coding stage, one for

each of the room sources, were convolved, source-by-source, with the same anechoic

speech material as presented in Section 6.2.1.1. The resulting signals were then mixed

with the simulated microphone array noise (see Appendix D) and fed to the NAL loud-

speaker array. The loudspeakers were equalised as described in Section 6.2.1.2, but the

calibration procedure was slightly modified. Here, the omnidirectional microphone that

was used for calibration in the centre of the loudspeaker array was replaced by a Brüel

& Kjær type 4128C head and torso simulator (HATS). A calibration gain was applied

on all loudspeaker channels such that the combined distractor sources generated the

same long-term level at the in-ear microphones of the HATS as that generated in the

(calibrated) VSE described in Section 6.2.1.2. This modified calibration procedure was

applied to account for the level variations that are observed in MOA (and HOA) sound-

fields when moving away from the array centre (Solvang, 2008). A similar calibration

procedure was applied to the target speech material.

Finally, the subjects that participated in the psychoacoustic experiment (Section 6.2.4)

were seated inside the loudspeaker array in the same way as described in Section 6.2.1.2.

6.2.2 Directional hearing aid processing

Two directional processing methods were implemented to validate the different virtual

sound environments described in Section 6.2.1: (1) a first-order delay-and-subtract car-

dioid (CRD) directional microphone (Kates, 2008), and (2) the NAL proprietary adap-

tive bilateral beamformer (BBF) processing (Mejia et al., 2007; Mejia and Dillon, 2010).

The bilateral correlation-based BBF scheme combines signals from HAs at the left and

right ear aiming at preserving on-axis sounds with minimum distortions, while suppress-

ing laterally-impinging sounds. Both algorithms were programmed in MATLAB as well

as C, operating at the sampling frequency of fs = 24 kHz. The MATLAB version was

used for off-line processing, which was applied in the objective analysis described in

Section 6.2.3. The C version was used for real-time processing as required for the lis-

tening tests (see Section 6.2.4) and was run on a standard laptop PC. The laptop PC

was connected to a pair of behind-the-ear HA satellites via a custom-built pre-amplifier

and an RME Hamerfall DSP Multiface II AD/DA interface. The HA satellites, together

with a dedicated pre-amplifier, were built and provided by Phonak AG.

The CRD processing was optimised to minimise the output power for a rear source at

(180◦, 0◦) while maintaining a flat-spectrum output for a frontal source at (0◦, 0◦), with

the HAs placed on a HATS. The CRD outputs at the left and right HA formed the input

to the BBF processing, hence no more adjustment was necessary for the BBF stage.
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To allow an objective analysis of the detailed spectro-temporal behaviour of the adaptive

BBF algorithm in the different VSEs, the off-line implementation in MATLAB featured

both an ‘adaptive mode’ and a ‘freeze-mode’ (Oreinos and Buchholz, 2013b). First, the

combined target and distractor signals were processed at a given SNR using the ‘adaptive

mode’. Thereby, all frame- and frequency-dependent gains were stored. Afterwards,

the identical target and distractor signals were fed separately to the BFF processing

operating in ‘freeze mode’, i.e., using the stored (pre-adapted) gains.

6.2.3 Objective evaluation

In order to objectively validate the effect of the considered VSEs on the outputs of the

different HA signal processing schemes described in Section 6.2.2, stimuli were created

as described in Section 6.2.1 and then converted to signals at the HA microphones. For

the real-room case (‘Room’ path in Fig. 6.1), a HATS, fitted with a pair of behind-the-

ear HA satellites, was placed inside the real-room environment at the receiver (listener)

location shown in Fig. 6.2. IRs were measured from each loudspeaker inside the room to

all four HA microphones and convolved with the anechoic speech recordings that were

used in the real-room environment to drive all the loudspeakers (see Section 6.2.1.1).

For the virtual sound environments (paths ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’ in Fig. 6.1), the HATS

was placed in the centre of the NAL loudspeaker array and IRs were measured from

each of the 41 loudspeakers to each of the four HA microphones. The resulting IRs were

convolved with the loudspeaker signals described in Sections 6.2.1.2 and 6.2.1.3 and the

final filtered loudspeaker signals were superimposed to form four HA microphone signals.

To establish a suitable reference condition for the MOA system, the same processing was

applied as for the VSEs, but instead of the 41 playback loudspeakers, 1784+100 auxiliary

sources were considered, as described in Section 6.2.1.3, giving rise to the ‘Model*’ path

in Fig. 6.1. The IRs associated with the auxiliary sources were taken from Oreinos and

Buchholz (2013c), who used the same HATS and HA satellites as applied in this study.

The objective analysis considered an example SNR of −10 dB as derived at the cen-

tre of the head with no head present. That value was equal to the average SNR at

which the listeners that participated in the speech intelligibility experiment (described

in Section 6.2.4) were tested.

6.2.3.1 Pressure reconstruction errors

To evaluate the accuracy of the different virtual sound environments described in Sec-

tion 6.2.1, the output signals of the CRD and BBF processing were first calculated.
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Separate output signals were calculated with the target only and with all of the dis-

tractors at the input of the HAs operating in ‘freeze’ mode (see Section 6.2.2). Due

to the different delays introduced by the different HA signal processing schemes, all

input and output signals of both HA processing schemes had to be time-aligned. The

required delays were estimated using a cross-correlation analysis. The RMS levels of

all output signals were further normalised to the same value. Next, the power spectral

density S[n, f ] at the output of the different HA processing schemes was calculated for

the different acoustic scenes using a short-time Fourier transform (STFT) and applying

a sliding Hamming window of length τST = 0.02 s with 50% overlapping and an FFT

length of NFFT = 1024 samples. Short-time spectral errors (eventually representing

pressure errors) were then calculated in dB as:

EModel

S [n, f ] = S
Model

[n, f ]− S
Room

[n, f ]

EMOA

S [n, f ] = S
MOA

[n, f ]− S
Model*

[n, f ],
(6.1)

where S{Env}[n, f ] represents the short-time power spectral density of the CRD/BBF

output signals expressed in dB, n represents the time frame, f the discrete frequency

and the superscript (·){Env} refers to the different acoustic environments shown in Fig. 6.1.

The error introduced by the ‘Model’ VSE is given by EModel

S and the error introduced by

the ‘MOA’ VSE is given by EMOA

S .

Based on the derived short-time pressure errors given in Eq. 6.1, integrated (or long-

term) pressure errors were additionally calculated as a function of frequency. The first

and third quartiles (Q1, Q3) as well as the median values were calculated across time

after pauses in the signals were removed. The derived quartiles were then spectrally

smoothed using a sliding 1/3-of-an-octave Hanning window.

6.2.3.2 SNR benefit errors

Similar to the pressure errors described in Section 6.2.3.1, short-time errors in the SNR

benefit (∆SNR) provided by the directional HA algorithms (CRD/BBF) were also de-

rived for the different acoustic environments. The ∆SNR was thereby given as the

difference in SNR measured at the frontal omnidirectional HA microphone and the SNR

measured at the corresponding output of either the CRD or BBF processing. The short-

time SNR was derived in τST = 0.02 s−long time segments using a 3rd−order Butterworth

filter bank with 18 1/3-of-an-octave wide bands spanning a frequency range from 156 Hz

to 8 kHz. The error in the resulting short-time benefit ∆SNR was then calculated in dB
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as:
EModel

∆SNR [n, f ] = ∆SNR
Model

[n, f ]−∆SNR
Room

[n, f ]

EMOA

∆SNR [n, f ] = ∆SNR
MOA

[n, f ]−∆SNR
Model*

[n, f ],
(6.2)

where ∆SNR{Env}[n, f ] refers to the short-term SNR benefit, expressed in dB, for the

different acoustic environments shown in Fig. 6.1.

Time-integrated SNR benefit errors (E∆SNR) were derived in a similar way as described

for the pressure errors (Section 6.2.3.1). However, in this case, preceding the calculation

of the frequency-dependent quartiles, the pauses were only removed from the target

signal and the ∆SNR[n, f ] values were clipped to the range [−5 dB, 20 dB]. Hence, a

metric very similar to the segmental SNR (Tribolet et al., 1978; Hansen and Pellom,

1998) was applied, except that in this study the mean value calculation was replaced by

the median.

6.2.4 Subjective evaluation

The listening experiments consisted of two parts; an automated speech-in-noise test and

an acceptable noise level (ANL) test (Nábĕlek et al., 1991; Walravens et al., 2014). Both

methods followed closely the procedures described by Best et al. (2015), and are briefly

summarised in the subsequent sections. The overall aim was to measure the benefit

that the adaptive BBF beamformer provided to hearing impaired (HI) subjects in the

different acoustic environments (see Fig. 6.1) on top of the benefit already provided by

the CRD processing. Thereby, the underlying hypothesis was that if this additional

benefit was equal for all the different acoustic environments, then the model-based VSE

(Section 6.2.1.2) as well as the MOA-based VSE (Section 6.2.1.3) are equally suitable for

testing directional HAs as the real-world environment (Section 6.2.1.1). The experiment

was conducted in two appointments: during the first, testing was carried out inside the

real-room (path ‘Room’ in Fig. 6.1) and during the second, testing was carried out inside

the NAL 3D loudspeaker array (paths ‘Model’ and ‘VSE’ in Fig. 6.1).

6.2.4.1 Test subjects

Eighteen (N = 18) adults with a moderate, sloping sensorineural hearing loss, aged

between 66 and 78 years old (mean = 73.8 yo) participated in the study. All subjects had

a symmetric hearing loss with an across-ear difference of less then 10 dB (at frequencies

between 500− 3000 Hz). Median audiometric thresholds are shown in Fig. 6.5 together

with their interquartile range. All participants had English as a first language.
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Figure 6.5: Median and interquartile range of hearing thresholds (in dBHL), for the
left and right ear, of all hearing impaired test participants.

6.2.4.2 Hearing aid fitting

Following the audiometric threshold measurement, the subjects were fitted with the

calibrated pair of Phonak behind-the-ear HA satellites (Section 6.2.2). The hearing

aids were fitted to the subjects’ ears using highly occluding insert foam tips. Real-ear

insertion gains were then measured using a Siemens Unity 2 fitting system, with the

HAs operating in CRD mode and the subjects seated at the receiver position inside the

real-room. The gains were adjusted in one-third-of-an-octave wide bands to match the

linear NAL-RP (Byrne et al., 1990) prescription targets relevant to their audiometric

thresholds. The adjusted gains were also used in the BBF mode without repeating the

fitting procedure and were then reused during the second appointment (testing inside

the NAL 3D loudspeaker array).

6.2.4.3 Speech intelligibility

For the automated speech-in-noise test, a large corpus of material based on the Bamford-

Kowal-Bench (BKB) sentences (Bench et al., 1979) was used. The total 464 sentences

were spoken by an Australian talker and recorded in an anechoic environment. The

sentences were presented, one-by-one, to the test subjects who were instructed to repeat

as much as they could hear or infer from context. The test was administered via a

MATLAB application (featuring a graphic user interface, GUI) built in-house at NAL.

An audiologist was registering the number of correct phonemes on the GUI, based on

the verbal responses of the test subjects. Each test subject was presented with two

32-sentence blocks for each of the two HA algorithms (CRD, BBF). The four, in total,

sentence blocks were presented to subjects in a randomised order. Final scores of percent

correct phoneme recognition were calculated by averaging the scores derived from the

pair of sentence blocks relevant to each HA algorithm. The intelligibility benefit of the
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BBF compared to the CRD processing was thereby calculated as the percentage increase

of correct phonemes recognised by the test subjects.

The speech-in-noise test was conducted at a fixed SNR value, as described by Best

et al. (2015). That value was calculated by performing an adaptive speech-in-noise test

(Keidser et al., 2013b), with the HAs operating in CRD mode, aiming at 50% speech

intelligibility. The adaptive test was conducted inside all three acoustic environments.

After deriving the speech reception threshold in noise (SRTn), the SNR at which the

experiment was conducted was initially adjusted to SRTn − 2 dB. If, in rare cases, the

test subject performed particularly poorly during the experiment (e.g., < 20−30% of

correct phoneme recognition), the SNR was readjusted upwards (iteratively, if needed)

in steps of 1 dB. That procedure ensured testing at the middle-low region of the psy-

chometric function, thus providing enough headroom to measure the improvement of

speech intelligibility when switching from CRD to BBF mode.

6.2.4.4 Acceptable noise level

To characterise the performance of the HA algorithms at higher, and thus, more realistic

SNR values than considered in the speech-in-noise test (Section 6.2.4.3), the ANL was

estimated in the second part of each of the two testing appointments. The applied

procedure was adopted from Best et al. (2015) and consisted of the following two steps.

Initially, the subjects were asked to set the level of a target signal (presented in quiet)

to their most comfortable level (MCL). Then, with the target level fixed at MCL, they

were asked to increase the background noise level (BNL) to the maximum value that

allowed them to follow the target for a long period without becoming tense or tired. The

ANL was thereby computed as: ANL = MCL− BNL (in dB). The BBF benefit on the

ANL was finally calculated as the decrease of the ANL provided by the BBF, compared

to the CRD processing. A positive ANL benefit value was used to denote a lower ANL,

or else, a higher tolerance against background noise. Due to technical complications,

only 16 out of the total 18 subjects completed the ANL test. Moreover, while the ANL

test was performed twice for each subject inside the real-room and then the results were

averaged, it was only performed once for every VSE condition due to time limitations.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Objective analysis

6.3.1.1 Pressure reconstruction errors

Figure 6.6 shows the short-time pressure errors of the processed target (top row) and the

combined distractors (bottom row) at the output of the CRD processing at the left HA.

The plotted errors EModel

S [n, f ] are due to the ‘Model’ VSE [Eq. 6.1] and exhibit a quasi-

random behaviour between successive time blocks, with maximum error values in the

[−20 dB, +20 dB] range. The time-averaging of those errors, however, yields a median

value that is mostly confined in the ±2 dB range and an IQR extending roughly 4 dB

about the median, as the panels (b) and (d) illustrate. Comparing the time-averaged

spectral errors shown in panels (b) and (d) suggests that the ‘Model’ VSE incurs smaller

errors on the target compared to the combined distractors.

The short-time pressure errors at the output of the BBF processing at the left HA,

operating inside the ‘Model’ VSE as considered above, exhibited similar trends as those

illustrated in Fig. 6.6. For that reason, only the time-averaged errors are presented in

Fig. 6.7. Comparing plots (a) and (b) of that figure to plots (b) and (d) of Fig. 6.6

suggests that the BBF processing is more sensitive on inaccuracies of the VSE, thus

yielding spectral errors with a slightly higher IQR.

In a similar fashion, Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 show the short-time and time-averaged pressure

errors induced by the ‘MOA’ VSE (Section 6.2.1.3) on the CRD and BBF outputs

at the left HA. The errors here were referenced to the outputs of the HAs operating

inside the ‘Model’ VSE employing a dense auxiliary-source setup (Section 6.2.1.3; output

‘Model*’ in Fig. 6.1) and not inside the ‘Room’ environment. In this case, the short-time

pressure errors still show the quasi-random character that was seen in the ‘Model’ VSE

(Fig. 6.6), but now at a much smaller scale. Hence, average errors relevant to both

directional algorithms appear minimal up to ∼ 2 kHz for the target and up to ∼ 3 kHz

for the combined distractors. Comparing panels (a) and (b) to panel (c) and (d) in

Fig. 6.8 suggests that the median pressure errors of the combined distractors (at the

CRD output) are smaller than those of the targets, although the IQR of the former is

wider than that of the latter.

Pressure errors at the BBF output (Fig. 6.9) exhibit a similar median as illustrated for

the CRD output, but an IQR roughly twice as large. This observation is in agreement

with the increased short-time pressure errors at the BBF output, as compared to the

CRD output, illustrated by Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.6: Short-time pressure errors EModel
S [n, f ] [(a), (c)] along with their median

and IQR values [(b), (d)] at the output of the CRD processing at the left HA, incurred
by the ‘Model’ VSE. The top row [(a), (b)] shows the errors relevant to the target and
the bottom row [(c), (d)] shows the errors relevant to all (summed) distractors. Blank
areas in plots (a) and (c) denote pauses in the processed signal. The darker vertical
zones in plots (b) and (d) show the ±2 dB error region.
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and measured at the output of the BBF processing (left HA) for the: (a) target, and
(b) all (summed) distractors. The darker horizontal zones show the ±2 dB error region.
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Figure 6.8: Same as Fig. 6.6 albeit showing the median and IQR of the pressure errors
EMOA
S incurred by the ‘MOA’ VSE at the CRD output. Note the different colourbar

scales.
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Figure 6.9: Same as Fig. 6.7 albeit showing the median and IQR of the pressure
errors EMOA

S incurred by the ‘MOA’ VSE at the BBF output.
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6.3.1.2 SNR benefit errors

Figure 6.10 shows the reference median SNR benefit (∆̃SNR
Room

), as estimated inside

the ‘Room’. The SNR benefit was estimated for both directional algorithms compared

to an omnidirectional microphone (the front microphone of the HA satellites). Figure

panels (a) and (b) illustrate an advantage of about 2−3 dB at middle frequencies offered

by the BBF algorithm, compared to the CRD, to both ears. The plots also suggest a

higher overall benefit of both directional strategies for the right ear. The additional

short-time SNR benefit offered by BBF, compared to CRD, agrees with the significant

improvement of intelligibility scores reported by Best et al. (2015).
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Figure 6.10: Median of the ∆SNR
Room

[n, f ] relevant to both CRD and BBF algo-
rithms, compared to an omnidirectional microphone, at the output of the: (a) left, and
(b) right HA satellites. The values were estimated inside the ‘Room’ environment only.

Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the median and IQR of the SNR benefit errors EModel

∆SNR [n, f ]

and EMOA

∆SNR[n, f ] respectively, for both CRD/BBF algorithms. Similar to the pressure

errors described in Section 6.2.3.1, the incurred short-time SNR benefit errors appear

higher in the ‘Model’ than in the ‘MOA’ VSE. For the ‘Model’ VSE, the median errors

are mostly limited to the ±2 dB range with the IQRs extending as much as ±5 dB about

the median. For the ‘MOA’ VSE, the median errors are limited to the ±1 dB range

while the IQRs depend heavily on the directional algorithm, with the CRD yielding

very low values (not exceeding the ±0.5 dB range) and the BBF yielding considerably

higher values (not exceeding the ±2.5 dB range).
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Figure 6.11: Median and IQR of the SNR error EModel
∆SNR [n, f ] incurred by the ‘Model’

VSE and measured at the output of the: (a) CRD, and (b) BBF processing.
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Figure 6.12: Same as Fig. 6.11 albeit showing the median and IQR of EMOA
∆SNR [n, f ]

incurred by the ‘MOA’ VSE.

6.3.2 Subjective measures

6.3.2.1 Cardioid microphone performance

The performance of the CRD processing can be derived from the SRTn values that were

adaptively measured inside the 3 considered acoustic environments (Section 6.2.4.3).

Figure 6.13 shows the derived SRTn values for all N = 18 subjects, sorted by in-

creasing four-frequency average hearing loss – 4FAHL (hearing threshold average at

500, 1000, 2000, 4000 Hz). The SRTn and 4FAHL values exhibit a strong correlation in-

side all 3 environments [Room: r = 0.65, p = 0.004; Model: r = 0.77, p < 0.001; MOA:

r = 0.63, p = 0.005] and show a very similar behaviour to the data measured by Glyde

et al. (2012, Fig. 4).

Figures 6.14(a) and (b) further illustrate that the SRTn estimations inside the ‘Model’

and ‘MOA’ VSEs closely follow the estimations inside the relevant reference environ-

ments (i.e., ‘Room’ and ‘Model’ respectively). The slopes of the linear regression lines

are close to the ideal value of unity in both the Room/Model and Model/MOA plots,

qualitatively suggesting that the estimated CRD microphone performance is on average

well predicted inside the considered VSE.
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Figure 6.13: Speech reception thresholds in noise (SRTn), as derived in all acoustic
environments, plotted as a function of 4FAHL. Linear regression lines are also shown
[Room: r = 0.65, p = 0.004; Model: r = 0.77, p < 0.001; MOA: r = 0.63, p = 0.005].
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Figure 6.14: Plot (a) shows the SRTn values derived in the ‘Model’ VSE as a function
of the values derived inside the reference ‘Room’ environment. In a similar way, plot (b)
shows the SRTn values, derived in the ‘MOA’ VSE, as a function of the values derived
in the ‘Model’ VSE. Regression lines [Room/Model: r = 0.87, p < 0.001; Model/MOA:
r = 0.84, p < 0.001] are plotted and compared to the ideal, error-free (slope = 1; dashed
line) scenario.

The mean SRTn error is −0.8 dB when comparing the ‘Model’ and ‘Room’ environment

and 0.9 dB when comparing the ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’ VSEs. Such differences appear well

within one standard deviation of the expected test-retest accuracy and thus, may be

considered of low practical relevance. According to Keidser et al. (2013b), the standard

deviation of the test-retest accuracy for the SRTn, measured with the herein applied

BKB sentences, albeit presented in diffuse babble noise, is about 1.1 dB. For the current

experiment, the test-retest accuracy is expected to be even larger due to the stronger

fluctuations inside the applied multi-talker masker. Comparing the SRTn values between

the three acoustics environments, a paired t-test provided a significant difference for

both the ‘Model-Room’ [t(17) = 2.89, p = 0.010] and the ‘MOA-Model’ comparison

[t(17) = 2.68, p = 0.016].
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Figure 6.15: Intelligibility benefit offered by the BBF compared to the CRD pro-
cessing, as derived in all 3 acoustic environments for all 18 subjects. The benefit is
quantified as additional percent-correct phoneme recognition.

Concerning the use of the t-test, it should be noted that the data was tested for normality

using the one-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test but normality could not be shown, which

most likely was due to the small sample size of N = 18 hearing impaired subjects.

However, plotting the histograms of our data did not reveal any obvious deviations from

a normal distribution. Moreover, the robustness of the t-test to deviations from the

normality assumption makes that choice further justified. Finally, employing t-tests

facilitated the direct comparison of the present results with those of Best et al. (2015).

6.3.2.2 Beamformer benefit on speech intelligibility

The average intelligibility benefit offered by the BBF, compared to the CRD microphone,

is presented in Fig. 6.15 as the additional percentage of phonemes that each subject

successfully identified inside all acoustic environments. Similar to Best et al. (2015), the

measured benefit varies strongly between subjects, ranging from about −30% to almost

+30%. However, a tendency towards positive percentage values can be observed for all

three acoustic environments, suggesting that the BBF, in general, provided a benefit in

addition to the CBD processing.

Figure 6.16(a) presents the mean plus/minus one standard deviation for the BBF ben-

efit on the percentage-scores of correct phoneme recognition as derived inside all three

acoustic environments. Inside the ‘Room’ environment a small mean benefit of 8% is

provided by the BBF processing, which according to a paired t-test is highly signifi-

cant [t(17) = 3.53, p = 0.003]. The BBF benefit is still significant in the ‘Model’ VSE

[t(17) = 2.35, p = 0.031], but the mean value is slightly reduced to 5%. In the case

of the ‘MOA’ VSE no significant benefit could be observed [t(17) = 0.10, p = 0.921]

on the BBF benefit, which averaged to an almost zero value. However, considering

the scatter-plot dots of Fig. 6.16, it can be seen that the majority of the subjects do
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Figure 6.16: Mean and scatter plots illustrating the benefit of the BBF, compared to
the CRD, on: (a) intelligibility (additional % correct phonemes), and (b) ANL (in dB).
The whiskers show ±1 standard deviation about the mean, which is represented by the
diamond. The scattered dots show all benefit observations, while the outlying values
are indicated with the right-pointing arrows. The size of the dots in plot (b) increases
with the number of underlying observations.

actually provide a small benefit, but the mean benefit is highly influenced by the very

large negative benefits measured for subjects no. 5 and no. 11 (indicated using arrows).

Excluding these two subjects from the data analysis would result in an almost significant

BBF benefit [t(15) = 1.91, p = 0.075] of almost 3% for the ‘MOA’ VSE, while practically

having no effect on the benefits measured in the other two environments. Although the

responses of these two subjects across the different conditions as well as in-between the

two 32-sentence block testing (Section 6.2.4.3) show some suspicious inconsistencies, no

hard argument can be provided that would justify their exclusion from the statistical

analysis.

A paired t-test revealed neither a significant difference in BBF benefit between the

‘Room’ and ‘Model’ environments [t(17) = 0.83, p = 0.42] nor between the ‘Model’

and ‘MOA’ environments [t(17) = 1.74, p = 0.10], as seen in Fig. 6.16. But even if

significant differences would have been found (potentially by increasing the sample size),

the practical importance of changes in phoneme recognition rate by about 3−5% should

be regarded as debatable.

Similar to Best et al. (2015), we additionally analysed a number of other potential

dependencies, including the BBF intelligibility benefit as a function of the SNR as well

as the 4FAHL. However, in agreement with the results of Best et al. (2015), neither

showed any dependency for any of the three acoustic environments.
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6.3.2.3 Beamformer benefit on acceptable noise level

The effect of the testing acoustic environment on the BBF acceptable-noise-level (ANL)

benefit was found to be very similar to the behaviour observed in the speech-in-noise

test (Section 6.3.2.2). The BBF benefit on the ANL is illustrated in Fig. 6.16(b), which

indicate the mean plus/minus one standard deviation. Individual benefits are shown

by dots, with the size of the dots illustrating the number of underlying observations,

i.e., number of subjects exhibiting equal benefit values. A small BBF benefit was found

inside the ‘Room’ environment (mean: 1.7 ± 2.9 dB) as well as in the ‘Model’ VSE

(mean: 1.7±2.9 dB). A paired t-test revealed that both benefits were significant [Room:

t(15) = 2.33, p = 0.034; Model: t(15) = 2.30, p = 0.036] and not significantly different

from each other [t(15) = 0.00, p = 1.00].

On the contrary, the BBF benefit on the ANL (mean: 0.3± 2.2 dB) was not found to be

significant in the ‘MOA’ VSE [t(15) = 0.41, p = 0.688] and was almost significantly re-

duced in comparison to the benefit measured in the ‘Model’ VSE [t(15) = 2.00, p = 0.06].

However, if the single outlier (subject no. 5) is excluded from the analysis of all envi-

ronments, then statistical significance remains in the ‘Room’ and ‘Model’ environments

[t(14) = 2.99, p = 0.010 and t(14) = 4.70, p < 0.001 respectively], while the benefit in

the ‘MOA’ VSE almost reaches significance [t(14) = 1.97, p = 0.068].

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Objective analysis

6.4.1.1 Pressure reconstruction errors

Section 6.3.1.1 evaluated the pressure errors at the left HA output, as incurred by the

‘Model’ and ‘MOA’ VSEs, for both CRD and BBF processing schemes. The errors were

computed with reference to the ‘Room’ and ‘Model*’ environments respectively. Both

the target and the combined distractors were analysed.

The ‘Model’ VSE incurred notable short-time pressure errors of up to ±20 dB at the

output of the CDR processing [Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(c)]. The quasi-random deviations

can be explained by: (1) the stochastic nature of generating the spatial room impulse

response in the LoRA toolbox (Favrot and Buchholz, 2010b; Oreinos and Buchholz,

2015a), and (2) the unspecified phase of the specular reflections in the ODEON simu-

lation software (Christensen and Koutsouris, 2013). Considering these limitations, the

‘Model’ VSE can only be expected to correctly reconstruct the pressure in terms of
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long-term statistics, but not in terms of the detailed temporal structure. This may be

compared to measuring a signal at two different room locations, where the detailed re-

flections may notably differ, although the underlying statistics and long-term behaviour

exhibit a similar pattern.

In Section 6.2.1.2 (Fig. 6.4) it has already been confirmed that the long-term statistics

of the considered ‘Model’ RIRs, as estimated by a number of room acoustic parame-

ters, closely agree to the ‘Room’ environment parameters. Figures 6.6(b) and 6.6(d)

furthermore show that the median values of the pressure errors for both the target and

distractor signals are confined within a region of about ±2 dB. Comparing the IQRs

of Fig. 6.6(b) and 6.6(d) illustrates that the error range for the target signal is smaller

than for the combined distractors. This can be explained by the different diffuseness of

the two signals; the nearby target energy is dominated by the direct signal while in the

case of the combined distractors most of the energy reaches the HA microphones via re-

flections. Hence, while the target direct signal can be described deterministically in the

ODEON/LoRA framework, the reflections of the combined distractors incur: (1) random

errors due to the stochastic nature of the reconstruction method (see above), and (2) er-

rors due to the limited prediction accuracy of the acoustic properties of the materials

used in the room acoustics model.

Similar observations are derived from the time-averaged plots of Fig. 6.7 for the processed

outputs of the BBF algorithm. In this case, the errors appear slightly increased by

roughly ±1 dB compared to the CRD outputs. This can be attributed to the BBF

processing being more sensitive to the short-time interaural cross-coherence, which is

influenced by the detailed behaviour of the reverberation in a short-time level.

Examining the short-time pressure errors for the ‘MOA’ VSE (Fig. 6.8), reveals that the

errors incurred by ‘MOA’ are smaller than those incurred by the ‘Model’ VSE. Although

the errors show a quasi-random behaviour across successive time blocks, the deviations

are much smaller than those observed for the ‘Model’ VSE (Fig. 6.6; note the different

colourbar scales). The sound-field coding strategy applied in the ‘MOA’ VSE directly

reproduces the phase and time information of the original sound field (i.e., the ‘Model*’

VSE in this case), and any incurred pressure errors are solely due to the limited ac-

curacy of the applied coding strategy and not due to any stochastic processes as used

for the ‘Model’ VSE creation (Oreinos and Buchholz, 2015a). In this case, the median

error related to the processed target is larger than the median error related to the com-

bined distractors. However, the opposite trend is observed for the IQR of the errors.

These findings can be interpreted using the results presented in Oreinos and Buchholz

(2015a) about the Ambisonics errors when reconstructing reverberant sound-fields. It

was thereby shown that the reverberation effectively provides a spatial smoothing to
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the sound field and thereby decreases the mean pressure errors incurred by Ambison-

ics. Even though the coding of each individual reflection component will be limited by

Ambisonics like any other sound-field component (Ward and Abhayapala, 2001; Moreau

et al., 2006), when averaging across all reflection components these individual errors

appear to partially cancel each other. Applying this observation to the ‘MOA’ VSE

explains why the more diffuse distractors exhibit a lower time-averaged error than the

more direct-signal-dominated target. It also explains the increased error IQR observed

in the combined distractors case [Fig. 6.8(c)] through an increased number of Ambisonics

reconstruction errors associated with individual components.

A very similar behaviour of the pressure error as discussed for the CRD processing is

observed for the BBF processing in the MOA VSE (Fig. 6.9). In this case the errors are

slightly more pronounced than for the CRD case, suggesting that MOA coding impairs

sensitive spatial interaural-coherence cues which are utilised by the BBF processing.

6.4.1.2 SNR benefit errors

Figure 6.10 illustrates that the time-averaged benefit ∆SNR[n, f ] provided by the BBF

processing in the ‘Room’, is about 2 − 3 dB higher, within a frequency range of 400 −
4000 Hz, than the benefit provided by the CRD processing. That theoretical ∆SNR esti-

mation agrees with the observed significant intelligibility advantage offered by the BBF

scheme to the hearing impaired listeners that participated in the conducted experiment

(see Section 6.3.2.2).

Comparing Figs. 6.10(a) and 6.10(b) shows that both the CRD and BBF processing

schemes provide a higher SNR benefit at the right ear of the HATS than at the left ear.

This is due to the nearby distractors shown in Fig. 6.2 that are on the right side of the

acoustic manikin. Due to their proximity, these sources provide a significant portion of

the total distractor energy and are dominated by their direct sound component. Hence,

the CRD and BBF processing attenuate these nearby sources more efficiently than the

more distant, and thus diffuse, sources lying ipsilateral to the left side.

The short-time analysis of the SNR benefit errors E∆SNR[n, f ], incurred by the ‘Model’

and ‘MOA’ VSEs, produced similar quasi-random errors (not presented due to space

limitations) as was shown for the short-time pressure errors (e.g., Figs. 6.6 and 6.8).

The time-averaged errors E∆SNR were also found to agree with the relevant conclusions

drawn in Section 6.4.1.1. Hence, Fig. 6.11 shows a small median error EModel

∆SNR but a

considerable IQR of almost ±5 dB. The IQR region is also more pronounced at the BBF

output, especially at high frequencies, given the more aggressive processing that is more

sensitive to short-time errors in the interaural coherence.
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Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(b) illustrate a systematic error incurred by the ‘Model’ VSE at

500 Hz which cannot be easily explained. This error was not apparent in the pressure

error plots of Figs. 6.6 and 6.7 or even in the room acoustic parameters (T20, TEDT)

plots of Fig. 6.4 and may be due to some destructive phase-interaction of the different

sound-field components.

As was already observed for the pressure errors in the ‘MOA’ VSE (Section 6.4.1.1), the

averaged SNR benefit errors EMOA

∆SNR presented in Fig. 6.12, exhibit a much more controlled

behaviour, than in the ‘Model’ VSE, which is due to the direct reconstruction of the

reference ‘Model*’ sound-field that does not include any stochastic processes. Specifically

for the CRD output at the left HA, the benefit ∆SNR can be reproduced with minimal

deviations up to even 8 kHz. The small error values can again be attributed to the

spatial smoothing effect that reverberation has on the Ambisonics errors (Oreinos and

Buchholz, 2015a). The median SNR benefit errors at the output of the CRD processing

at the right ear (plot not shown) are very similar to the left ear, but the IQR is slightly

increased by no more than 1 dB above approximately 5 kHz. This minor increase can be

explained by the less diffuse nature of the field at the right HA (see Fig. 6.2).

Figure 6.12(b) illustrates that the averaged errors EMOA

∆SNR observed for the BBF processing

inside the ‘MOA’ VSE exhibit a larger, than observed for the CRD processing, IQR of

about ±2 dB. Again, this is due to the BBF processing being very sensitive to the

interaural coherence (Mejia et al., 2007; Mejia and Dillon, 2010), which is disturbed by

the short-time pressure errors incurred by the ‘MOA’ VSE.

The effect of the short-time pressure errors incurred by the VSEs on the interaural

coherence have been analysed in this study only indirectly, via the measured decrease in

performance of the BBF processing. However, the interaural coherence is a sound-field

property that is important from a perception point of view Blauert (1997); Boehnke

et al. (2002) as well as for other technical applications such as coherence-based noise-

reduction and de-reverberation methods (Westermann et al., 2013). Hence, the effect

of VSEs on the interaural coherence should be systematically investigated, but this lies

out of the current study scope.

6.4.2 Subjective evaluation

6.4.2.1 Cardioid microphone performance

The adaptive SRTn data measured with 18 HI subjects fitted with directional (CRD)

HAs show very similar behaviour across the three acoustic environments (Section 6.3.2.1).
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Hence, the SRTn data are highly correlated between the ‘Room’ and the ‘Model’ envi-

ronment [Fig. 6.14(a); r = 0.87, p < 0.001] as well as between the ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’

VSEs [Fig. 6.14(b); r = 0.84, p < 0.001]. Moreover, all the environments show an al-

most identical significant dependency on the 4FAHL (Fig. 6.13). Errors of less than 1 dB

were observed when considering mean SRTn differences between environments. There

errors across environments were moreover significant for both the ‘Room-Model’ and the

‘Model-MOA’ comparison.

However, such small absolute errors may be considered of minor practical relevance,

considering that the mean errors are significantly smaller than: (1) the mean benefit

of 3 − 4 dB expected by cardioid HA microphones (Keidser et al., 2013a), and (2) the

test-retest accuracy of the applied test procedures (Keidser et al., 2013b). The previous

authors have shown that the standard deviation of the test-retest accuracy is about

1.1 dB for speech reception thresholds measured with the herein applied BKB sentences,

albeit presented in diffuse babble noise. In the present study, an even reduced test-

retest accuracy (i.e., higher standard deviation) is expected due to the increase in the

temporal fluctuations and in the spatial and semantic complexity provided by the multi-

talker distractor environment (see Fig. 6.2). Further differences in SRTn values between

environments may have also been introduced by the HA fitting with the highly-occluding

foam tips (Section 6.2.4.2). Moreover, due to practical constraints, the data for the

‘Room’ environment were always measured during the first testing appointment and the

data for the ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’ VSEs were measured during the second appointment.

Hence, slight differences in the fitting of the HAs could have resulted in small systematic

differences between the ‘Room’ and the ‘Model’/‘MOA’ environments.

6.4.2.2 Beamformer benefit on speech intelligibility

The mean benefit in phoneme-scores of 8% that was observed for the BBF processing

in the ‘Room’ environment (Section 6.3.2.2), when compared to the CRD processing, is

very similar to the mean benefit of 7% observed by Best et al. (2015) for the same HA

processing inside a comparable seven-talker background environment. This BBF benefit

was clearly significant in the present study as well as in Best et al. (2015). Although the

exact psychometric function is not known, a 8% benefit measured at approximately 2 dB

below the 50% correct point (Section 6.2.4.3) may suggest an effective (mean) SNR ben-

efit of roughly 1 dB. This value is smaller than the 2−3 dB benefit objectively measured

on a manikin (Section 6.3.1.2). This reduction in the BBF benefit could be explained by:

(1) small head movements (or misalignments) during the listener testing, which could

have reduced the effectiveness of the directivity provided by the BBF processing, and
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(2) distortions, incurred by the BBF processing, that reduce the intelligibility of the

negative-SNR target.

It should be emphasised at this stage that the relatively small BBF intelligibility benefit,

as estimated even in the ‘Room’, was due to the complex nature of the distractors

scene, as well as the low SNR values at which the algorithms was operating. However,

in environments with more temporal fluctuations, i.e., smaller number of less diffuse

distractors, higher benefits can be achieved (Best et al., 2015).

Moving to the ‘Model’ VSE, a slight decrease in the BBF benefit to 5% was observed

(Fig. 6.16), which was still significant. A paired t-test comparison revealed no signifi-

cant difference between the benefit observed in the ‘Room’ and ‘Model’ environments.

Additionally, the BBF benefit measured inside the ’Model’ VSE was found to be sta-

tistically significant. This fact suggests that the realised ‘Model’ environment can be

similarly employed as the real ‘Room’ environment to test highly directional bilateral

signal processing schemes, such as the present BBF algorithm.

The conclusions for the effect of the ‘MOA’ environment on the BBF benefit are not

as straightforward. The measured benefit showed similar variations across subjects as

for the other two environments, but the mean benefit was zero and a paired comparison

with the ‘Model’ VSE revealed almost significant differences. However, excluding the

two outliers from the statistical analysis, as discussed in Section 6.3.2.2, would result

in an almost significant BBF benefit of roughly 3%. This suggests that the ‘MOA’

VSE does reconstruct most of the cues employed by the BBF processing, but due to

the already small benefit of 5%, as observed in the reference ‘Model’ environment, the

slightly deteriorated cues render that small benefit just insignificant. Hence, it can be

concluded that the ‘MOA’ (as well as the ‘Model’) VSE slightly reduces the sensitivity

of the considered subjective benefit measure, which can become a problem if very small

benefits have to be resolved. However, since the main tendencies of the BBF processing

seem to be retained in the ‘MOA’ VSE, the sensitivity might have been restored by

considering an increased number of test subjects and, thus, reducing the influence of the

outlying observations.

6.4.2.3 Beamformer benefit on acceptable noise level

The BBF benefit on the ANL, as measured inside the ‘Room’, turned out to be 1.7 dB,

which lies below the mean value of 3.6 dB reported by Best et al. (2015). This discrepancy

could be due to: (1) the differences in the multi-talker distractor environments used in

the two studies, or (2) to the milder hearing losses involved in the subjects of this study.
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That ANL BBF benefit was, however, shown to be statistically significant inside the

‘Room’ environment.

When considering the ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’ VSEs, very similar conclusions can be drawn

as for the BBF benefit on the intelligibility scores (see Section 6.4.2.2). Hence, the

‘Model’ VSE resulted in an indistinguishable ANL benefit estimation, which was statis-

tically significant. The ‘MOA’ VSE resulted in an insignificant almost zero-value ANL

benefit (0.3 dB). Removing the single outlier from the statistical analysis, as discussed

in Section 6.3.2.3, would result in an almost significant BBF benefit in ANL of 0.9 dB.

Hence, as already discussed in Section 6.4.2.2 for the intelligibility measurements, the

described VSEs seem to retain most of the cues that are important for the BBF (as

well as CDR) processing, but their small sound-field deteriorations do slightly reduce

the different subjective outcome measures.

6.5 Conclusion

The present study investigated the applicability of two different methods for creating

loudspeaker-based virtual sound environments (VSE) to evaluate different directional

HA signal processing methods. Different objective and subjective performance mea-

sures were applied, and results were compared between the VSEs and the corresponding

real environment. The real environment consisted of a target talker and seven pairs of

distracting talkers, all realised by loudspeakers, spatially distributed inside a large-size

meeting room. The first (‘Model’) VSE applied room acoustic modelling techniques

to create a computer-based model of the real environment, which was then recreated

inside a 3D loudspeaker array. The second (‘MOA’) VSE recreated the modelled envi-

ronment using a simulation of an entire mixed-order Ambisonics (MOA) reproduction

chain, including the limitations introduced by a realistic microphone array. Two differ-

ent directional HA processing methods were investigated: (1) a first-order directional

(cardioid) microphone (CRD) implemented separately on two behind-the-ear HAs placed

on the left and right ear of a listener, and (2) an adaptive bilateral beamformer (BBF)

that provided an increased directionality by combining the output of the two directional

(CRD) HAs.

The objective analysis considered the short-time and long-term pressure spectrum and

SNR benefit at the output of the two directional HA signal processing methods. It was

shown that both the long-term pressure and SNR benefit were very well reproduced by

both VSEs, with the error being slightly increased by the more aggressive processing of

the BBF method. In contrast, the detailed behaviour of the short-time pressure varied

significantly between environments, in particular for the ‘Model’ VSE. This was mainly
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due to the stochastic processes that were applied to recreate the room reverberation, an

effect that may be compared to the detailed changes observed when a receiver position

is moved inside a real room.

The subjective evaluation employed 18 hearing impaired subjects to measure speech

intelligibility as well as acceptable noise levels (ANL) using the CRD/BBF directional

HAs, inside all three acoustic environments. It was shown that the behaviour and ten-

dencies of the data were similar across environments, suggesting that the main benefits

provided by the different HA processing methods could be preserved in the two VSEs.

However, the overall benefit provided by the BBF processing was slightly reduced in

the ‘Model’ VSE and even further reduced in the ‘MOA’ VSE. Due to the small mean

benefits already observed in the real room (8% in phoneme scores and 3.9 dB in ANL),

this resulted in an insignificant benefit inside the ‘MOA’ VSE. These observations indi-

cate that the herein considered VSEs can be applied to test directional HA processing

schemes, recognising however that the estimated benefits might be slightly reduced in

comparison to the real environment.

Although the present results are encouraging, there is still room to improve the accu-

racy of the VSEs and particularly the ‘MOA’ one. For example, by conducting informal

listening tests inside the loudspeaker array, we found that the diffuse multi-talker back-

ground (distractors) as reconstructed by ‘MOA’ was almost identical to the relevant

‘Model’ reconstruction. In contrast, the MOA processing clearly increased the apparent

source width (Nowak et al., 2013) of the direct sound-dominated target source, when

compared to the ‘Model’ reproduction. The increased apparent source width may be

related to the observed reduction in the benefits provided by the directional HA pro-

cessing methods. This situation could have been remedied, potentially leading to much

more accurate estimation results, if some technique (Meyer and Elko, 2008; Wabnitz

et al., 2011; Bernschütz, 2012; Khaykin and Rafaely, 2012; Noohi et al., 2013) had been

used to estimate the direction and time of arrival of the direct signal and a number of

early reflections of the target. If such an estimate was available, the relevant specular

reverberation components could have been directly mapped to the closest loudspeaker

of the array, thus improving the reproduction of the target. Finally, it should also be

emphasised that in future research the microphone array, which was only simulated here,

should be replaced by a real array. That would provide direct encoding of the real-room

acoustic environments, thus circumventing the need to rely on room acoustics modelling.
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Chapter 7

Concluding discussion

7.1 Summary of findings

The aim of this thesis was to validate the use of virtual sound environments, primar-

ily based on Ambisonics, for listening tests including hearing aids. A prerequisite to

perform such a validation in an objective way consisted of measuring a dense, full-3D

set of HRTFs to the in-ear and behind-the-ear hearing aid microphones of a head and

torso simulator. The measuring procedure and its verification were presented in Chap-

ter 3. A low-frequency extension method that combined a spherical head model with the

measured responses was then proposed and validated. It was emphasised that the key

advantage of that frequency extension method lies in its ability to maintain the sensitive

amplitude and phase differences between the responses of the HA microphone pairs.

Such an amplitude and phase accuracy is, in turn, essential for the implementation of

optimum delay-and-subtract directional microphones (Kuk et al., 2000; Kates, 2008).

The established HRTF data set was extensively used in later sections (Chapters 4 – 6)

of this thesis in order to derive results and conclusions about the applicability of higher-

order Ambisonics for listening test applications. Specifically, the HRTFs were used

to simulate any given virtual source or virtual loudspeaker, i.e., transform source sig-

nals to in-ear and HA microphone signals. The complete HRTF data set was further

made publicly available (http://www.nal.gov.au/download/HATS BTE hrirDatabase.

zip), with the expectation that it will assist the research community to create bin-

aural representations of virtual auditory spaces that can be used for the research and

development of HA algorithms. It is also hoped that it will be used by researchers pur-

suing similar work as herein presented, i.e., exploring the possibilities and limitations

of virtual sound environments for administering realistic and ecologically valid listening

tests (with or without HAs).

Proceeding to the main topic of this thesis, Chapter 2 summarised the main concepts

and mathematical tools describing the higher-order Ambisonics coding. The notation

of real-valued spherical harmonic functions was used, as applied by a number of re-

searchers (Daniel, 2001; Moreau, 2006; Favrot et al., 2011). The equivalence of the real-

valued SHFs to the more commonly used complex-valued SHFs was demonstrated in
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Appendix A. Most importantly, however, Chapter 2 presented and validated the ‘shape-

matching’ encoding method. Although this method for encoding sound fields using

practical microphone arrays had been previously presented (Moreau et al., 2006), spe-

cific results proving its robustness and advantages did not exist in literature. The herein

presented simulations illustrated that the ‘shape-matching’ encoding can effectively take

into consideration the gain, phase and placement mismatches of the array microphones,

while at the same time controlling the detrimental high-frequency spatial aliasing ef-

fects in a better way compared to the traditional ‘Ambisonics’ encoding (Daniel, 2001;

Moreau et al., 2006). In other words, it was demonstrated that the ‘shape-matching’

method inherently calibrates the microphone array, which would have otherwise been a

tedious task.

Chapter 4 presented a unified VSE-creation framework, which was employed to yield

some of the most fundamental conclusions of this work concerning HOA. To begin with,

it was shown that the presence of a listener inside the reconstructed HOA sound-field

introduced direction-dependent artefacts, i.e., virtual sources lying contralateral to the

considered ear yielded higher pressure errors compared to ipsilateral virtual sources.

That effect was even more pronounced when a spherical microphone array was employed

for the sound-field encoding (as opposed to ideally HOA-coding virtual sources of known

position).

Initial results pertinent to directional HAs were then derived by analysing the per-

formance of a first-order cardioid microphone, implemented on head-worn HAs. The

simulation results illustrated that the HOA sound-field did not degrade the HA direc-

tionality in the operation frequency range of HOA (i.e., up to roughly fc = M ·600 (Hz),

M : HOA order). Moreover, it was shown that when considering a HOA microphone for

the sound-field encoding operation, the necessary regularisation can degrade the low-

frequency performance of head-worn HA directional microphones (e.g., reduction of the

directivity index DI by approximately 1 dB up to roughly 500 Hz for a regularisation

of λ = 0.01 and a spherical microphone array radius of R = 0.06 m). It should be

noted that such low-frequency errors were not observed on the pressure errors of the HA

omnidirectional microphones which suggests that the errors are due to the differential

operation of the directional microphones. This differential operation, in turn, increases

the requirements for higher-order accuracy in the reconstructed sound field.

Most importantly, though, Chapter 4 considered the effects of reverberation on the

HOA reconstruction errors. The simulation results illustrated that reverberant (i.e.,

in-room) virtual sources produced lower HOA pressure error, compared to anechoic

virtual sources, when considering the responses in a time-integrated (i.e., long-term)

way. The lower (in absolute values) pressure errors associated with reverberant sources
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were explained through the spatially diffuse character of the reverberant sound scene that

effectively provides a spatial smoothing to the field and thereby decreases the required

accuracy (order M) of the HOA reproduction system. However, it was emphasised that

if the HOA pressure errors of reverberant source were to be calculated by considering

a short-time analysis, then the spectral, temporal and spatial details of the individual

reverberant components (or reflections) would have been limited in the same way as for

anechoic sound sources.

Chapter 4 also presented a method to fine-tune the HOA microphone regularisation

by considering the actual noise generated at the ears and HA microphone of a lis-

tener, seated at the centre of the reproduction loudspeaker array. That method was

further pursued in a co-authored paper (Appendix B) that looked into optimising the

mixed-order Ambisonics (MOA: a variant of higher-order Ambisonics) microphone reg-

ularisation. It was thereby illustrated for the example microphone array configuration

(R = 0.05 m, Q = 62 sensors) that above about 500 Hz, setting the regularisation such

that the generated MOA system noise lies below the normal-hearing audibility threshold

would compromise the sound-field pressure accuracy.

The previous fundamental conclusions were further put to test in Chapter 5 in the

context of two adaptive directional HA microphone schemes operating inside a HOA

sound-field. Here, the HOA accuracy was implicitly analysed in a short-time sense since

the HA algorithms were time-adaptive and thus relied on accurate timing cues. Despite

these increased accuracy requirements, introducing the natural in-room reverberation

of virtual sources was shown to reduce the (internal; not observed) adaptive coefficient

errors as well as the (observed) SNR benefit and pressure errors. However, it was also

shown that the HOA accuracy improvement, due to taking the reverberation into ac-

count, was lower when considering the adaptive bilateral beamformer output, compared

to when considering the output of an adaptive first-order directional microphone. The

sensitivity of the more aggressive bilateral beamformer scheme on the reconstructed

sound-field errors was attributed to its use of binaural cross-correlation cues which were

impaired by the HOA reconstruction.

A listening experiment was then conducted (Chapter 6) aiming to validate the pre-

vious theoretical results and conclusions. For that purpose, a ‘cocktail party’ scene

was created inside a real-room and then that environment was modelled using acoustic

simulation software. After fine-tuning the model, so that a number of acoustic param-

eters matched with real-room measurements, the different reverberation components

(direct signal, specular early reflections and diffuse late reverberation) were decoded

to the NAL 41-loudspeaker array. Two different coding methods were considered to

derive loudspeaker signals: (1) a direct single-loudspeaker mapping of components to
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the closest loudspeaker of the array, and (2) a mixed-order Ambisonics encoding/decod-

ing scheme. The MOA coding was implemented as a 4/7 order system (i.e., M3D=4,

M2D=7) that employed a simulated 62-microphone array, which at that time was be-

ing built at NAL. Having constructed a real and two virtual sound environments, the

performance of a first-order cardioid (CRD) HA microphone and an adaptive bilateral

beamformer (BBF) were analysed, both objectively (through short-time pressure and

SNR benefit errors) and subjectively (through listening-in-noise and acceptable noise

level tests administered on hearing-impaired subjects).

The objective analysis illustrated that the HA output short-time pressure errors gener-

ated by the room acoustic model, compared to the real-room scene, exhibited a quasi-

random nature across the time frames (τST = 0.02 s). These errors were attributed to

the stochastic processes employed in the synthesis of the model room impulse response

descriptions as well as the decoding operation of the previous RIR descriptions to loud-

speaker signals. The time-average of these pressure errors appeared well-controlled sug-

gesting that the temporal fluctuations may be similar to the natural changes in the

room’s response when measured at different room locations.

The short-time pressure errors due to the ‘MOA’ VSE, as compared to the model-based

description based on which the Ambisonics coding was derived, were found to be lower

than the errors due to the ‘Model’ VSE. Hence, despite the limited MOA order, the

median pressure errors of the target and of all (summed) distractors were mostly limited

in the ±2 dB region for frequencies up to 10 kHz. This held true at the output of both

HA directional schemes.

The short-time errors of the directional HA benefit in SNR exhibited very similar trends

with the above-described pressure errors for both the ‘Model’ and ‘MOA’ VSEs. The

errors associated with the ‘MOA’ VSE appeared almost surprisingly low for the CRD

operation. However, an increased spread of errors was demonstrated for the BBF pro-

cessing.

The subjective speech intelligibility test conducted inside the real-room environment and

inside the two VSEs suggested that the CRD microphone performance was well predicted

in all acoustic environments. Moreover, the results relevant to the BBF operation il-

lustrated that the statistically significant intelligibility benefit of 8 percentage points

(in average) was underestimated, but still significant, in the ‘Model’ VSE. However,

the ‘MOA’ errors further reduced the benefit yielded by the modelled scene so that no

statistical significance was eventually observed between the BBF and CRD performance.

Finally, the estimation of the acceptable noise level inside all environments reinforced

the above conclusion, i.e., that the ‘Model’ VSE still provides statistical significance, for
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the BBF benefit over the CRD, but at a lower benefit, and that the ‘MOA’ VSE fails

to produce any significant benefit in the considered experiment setup, and incorrectly

suggests that the BBF does not offer any advantage compared to the CRD processing.

7.2 Limitations of this work

Much as this work offers valuable conclusions about the applicability and validity of

VSEs for the evaluation of hearing aids, it is also characterised by a number of limita-

tions. To start with, the considered simulations and the conducted experiment involved

only directional HA schemes (i.e., a static cardioid microphone, an adaptive first-order

directional microphone and an adaptive bilateral beamformer). The rationale for con-

sidering these spatially-selective processing schemes is that they were expected to be

particularly sensitive inside a reconstructed sound-field since their output is strongly

affected by the exact spatial, temporal and spectral information of the signals picked up

by the HA microphones. However, the performance of other important HA processing

schemes, such as dynamic range compression, noise reduction, frequency compression,

etc. inside HOA-based VSEs was not investigated. Such an analysis could have of-

fered a better understanding of the complex interactions between the VSEs and the HA

performance.

Moving to the objective part of the analysis presented in this thesis, some binaural

quantities, and most notably the interaural cross-coherence, could have been additionally

examined. Such an analysis is expected to have given better insights on the localisation

and spaciousness distortions incurred by the VSEs. For example, a similar study looking

only into the cross-correlation metric, was presented by Avni and Rafaely (2009).

Perhaps the most crucial limitation of the experimental part of this work has been the

inability to use the 62-microphone array that was still under development at the National

Acoustic Laboratories at the time when the experiment was scheduled to take place. If

the array had been available at the time of the experiment, actual room recordings

would have been used in order to perform a fair validation of Ambisonics. In that

case the ‘MOA’ VSE would have been directly comparable to the reference real-room

environment, thus providing more meaningful comparisons and results.

Given the range of values in the experimental results (e.g., the separate %-correct

phoneme scores when using the CRD or BBF, from which the presented BBF intel-

ligibility benefits were calculated), a larger number of hearing impaired participants

would have been highly desirable. Moreover, listeners with more severe hearing loss
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profiles could have added valuable information, since they are expected to gain a higher

benefit from the BBF directional scheme.

On the other end of the spectrum, listening tests with normal hearers could have been

beneficial in order to identify the key perceptual drawbacks of the VSEs. For example,

informal listening tests conducted by two experienced listeners (including the author

of this thesis) pointed to the localisation blur of the MOA-coded target as probably

being the primary issue for the observed directional HA benefit errors. Identifying such

artefacts can appear useful in suggesting improvements to the methods employed to

create VSEs.

7.3 Recommendations and prospects for future work

This thesis has presented objective and subjective results that support using virtual

sound environments (main focus has been given on Ambisonics-based ones) for listen-

ing tests involving hearing aids. We should emphasise that at the present stage the

subjective results (Chapter 6) demonstrated that the limited accuracy of the applied

Ambisonics sound-field reconstruction (i.e., when considering an applicable M = 7 or-

der HOA system, which necessitates no more than 64 loudspeakers and microphones)

reduces the sensitivity of a listening test, and thereby, may underestimate the benefits

provided by a directional signal enhancement method. However, the limitations of the

study of Chapter 6 suggest that some improvement can be expected, should those limita-

tions be carefully dealt with. Considering the observations and conclusions derived from

the studies included in this thesis, we can make a number of recommendations, which

should be interpreted more as a rough guide rather than as a universally applicable rule.

Hence we can support that a 7th order Ambisonics system appears as a viable compromise

between sound-field reconstruction accuracy (e.g., providing a usable frequency range of

about 6− 7 kHz when reverberant scenes are considered, which should suffice given that

the considered frequency range for most hearing applications is about 5 − 6 kHz) and

feasibility of implementation (64 microphones and loudspeakers are required in minimum

for the encoding and decoding of the sound field).

Such a 7th order HOA system ideally requires quasi-regularly positioned microphones

and loudspeakers on the sphere in order for the discretisation errors to remain as low as

possible. This restriction can be alleviated by using a mixed-order Ambisonics system.

A MOA system provides the biggest advantage when the sound sources of interest lie

on the horizontal plane, since a higher system order can then be used for the horizontal

components, combined with a lower order for the elevated components. This scheme
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then necessitates a ring of microphones and loudspeakers on the horizontal plane, which

moreover, is easier to build. For example a 4/7 MOA system was considered in this work,

yielding excellent objective analysis results while at the same time providing encouraging

subjective results when used to create a VSE for advanced HA algorithm testing. Even

higher horizontal accuracy MOA systems, e.g. operating at the orders of 4/11, lie within

the range of a feasible design (e.g., adopting the configuration of the 62−microphone

array recently built at NAL). Certainly, exploring the performance and limitations of

MOA systems remains a field for future work.

A further recommendation, although still being an open research question, is related

to the concept of applying a hybrid VSE, as briefly discussed at the last sections of

Chapter 6. Following the author’s strong belief that this practice can enhance the

accuracy of Ambisonics-based VSEs, it is suggested that a direction-of-arrival method

is employed in order to estimate the direct signal and first early reflections of the target

signal (assuming it is required to reconstruct a ‘cocktail party’ environment for listening-

in-noise experiments). These virtual sources should then be directly decoded to the

closest loudspeaker of the reproduction array, letting the Ambisonics coding handle the

diffuse components of the target’s RIR. Prospective future work might investigate how

to derive and validate the signal processing framework to implement this concept.

Finally, validating Ambisonics-based VSEs through the performance of other HA pro-

cessing schemes (dynamic range compression, noise reduction, etc.) directly emerges as

one of the next logical steps to pursue. Such research will provide even more insights to

the field of applying virtual acoustic environments for testing hearing devices.
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Appendix A

Employed HOA equation formulation

The definitions and notations differ between classic Fourier Acoustics (Williams, 1999)

and the Higher-Order Ambisonics formulation followed by Daniel (2001). This work

adheres to the latter (HOA) formulation. The steps that follow illustrate how the Fourier

Acoustics notation is transformed to the HOA notation. The interested reader is also

referred to Poletti (2009).

First, the role of m and n is interchanged (m ←→ n) so that m represents the degree

and n the order in the HOA notation. Second, the HOA notation employs θ instead of φ

to denote azimuth. Additionally, the elevation angle δ is used in place of the inclination

angle θ, such that:

θ =
π

2
− δ, (A.1)

which results in the below transformation for the argument of the associated Legendre

polynomials (Pmn):

cos θ = sin δ. (A.2)

Applying the above changes, Eq. (6.20) of Williams (1999), is transformed to:

Y n
m(θ,φ)←→ Ỹmn(θ, δ) =

√
(2m + 1)

4π

(m− n)!

(m + n)!
Pmn(sin δ)einθ, (A.3)

inclination
azimuth

azimuth
elevation

where the tilde ( ·̃ ) above Ymn denotes a complex formulation of the spherical harmonics.

Real-valued spherical harmonic functions (SHF) can be derived from Eq. (A.3) by com-

bining complex conjugate functions corresponding to opposite values of order n, as

derived for example by Blanco et al. (1997) excluding nonetheless the Condon-Shortley

phase factor (−1)n:

Y ℜ
mn(θ, δ) =





1√
2

(
Ỹmn + (−1)nỸmn̄

)
= 1√

2

(
Ỹmn + Ỹ ∗

mn

)
if n > 0

Ỹm0 if n = 0

1
i
√
2

(
Ỹmn̄ − (−1)nỸmn

)
= 1

i
√
2

(
Ỹm|n| − Ỹ ∗

m|n|

)
if n < 0

, (A.4)
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where (·)ℜ denotes real-valued SHFs normalised as in the Fourier Acoustics formulation,

the asterisk (·)∗ denotes complex conjugation and n̄ = −n. The (θ, δ) dependence is

dropped in the right hand side of the equations for brevity. The above equation uses

the following property of the SHFs, similar to Williams, 1999, Eq. (6.44):

Ỹmn̄(θ, δ) = (−1)nỸ ∗
mn(θ, δ). (A.5)

Substituting Eq. (A.3) to Eq. (A.4) yields:

Y ℜ
mn(θ, δ) = Nm|n|Pm|n|(sin δ) ·





cos nθ if n ≥ 0

sin |n|θ if n < 0
, (A.6)

with the orthonormalisation factor Nmn being equal to:

Nmn =

√
(2m + 1)

4π
(2− δ0,n)

(m− |n|)!
(m + |n|)! . (A.7)

The HOA notation defines the real-valued SHFs as:

Y σ
mn (θ, δ) =

√
(2m + 1) (2− δ0,n)

(m− n)!

(m + n)!
Pmn (sin δ)

·





cos nθ if σ = +1

sin nθ if σ = −1 (ignored if n = 0)
with 0 ≤ n ≤ m, (A.8)

Comparing Eq. (A.6) and Eq. (A.7) to Eq. (A.8) illustrates that the HOA formulation

of real-valued SHFs differs to the classic Fourier Acoustics formulation only by a factor

of
√

1/4π, i.e., the real SHFs are orthogonal but not orthonormal. The HOA SHFs

are normalised for unit-power instead. The extra factor 1/4π remaining from the inner

product of the SHFs is absorbed by the HOA components Bσ
mn.

Finally, the HOA formulation includes a parameter im in the interior problem solution

as seen below:

p (kr, θ, δ) =
∞∑

m=0

im jm (kr)
m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Bσ
mnY σ

mn (θ, δ) , (A.9)

which is not included in the Fourier Acoustics formulation [Williams, 1999, Eq. (6.140)]:

p(r, θ, φ) =
∞∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n

Amn jn(kr)Y m
n (θ, φ). (A.10)
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This im factor is again absorbed by the HOA components Bσ
mn. Including this factor and

adopting the unit-power SHFs normalisation of Eq. (A.7), simplifies the HOA descrip-

tion of the plane-wave field expansion, which is expressed in Fourier Acoustics notation

[Williams, 1999, Eq. (6.175)] as:

eik·r = 4π
∞∑

n=0

in jn (kr)
m∑

n=−m

Y m
n (θ, φ) Y m

n (θk, φk)
∗ , (A.11)

with k : (k = ‖k‖ , θk, φk) being the direction of plane-wave propagation.

Applying all the above transformations yields the following plane-wave expansion ac-

cording to the HOA formulation:

eik·r =
∞∑

m=0

im jm (kr)
m∑

n=0

∑

σ=±1

Y σ
mn (θ, δ)Y σ

mn (θk, δk) , (A.12)

with k : (k, θk, δk) here being the direction of plane-wave incidence.

Comparing Eq. (A.12) to Eq. (A.9) gives the HOA components expressing the field of a

unit-amplitude plane wave arriving from position (θk, δk) simply as the SHFs sampled

at the direction of the wave incidence:

Bσ
mn

∣∣∣∣
pl.wave from (θk,δk)

= Y σ
mn (θk, δk) . (A.13)

Table A.1 summarises the differences between the Fourier Acoustics and HOA equation

formulation.
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Appendix B

Co-authored work

The below peer-reviewed, conference-proceedings paper (only abstract included here)

employs the same framework for computing the Ambisonics system noise, as presented

in Chapter 3. The author of this thesis mainly contributed to that paper by: (1) pro-

viding the MATLAB code generating the Ambisonics system noise at the ears of an

acoustic manikin, and (2) providing insights into the pressure-reconstruction simulation

procedures.

Weller T., Buchholz, J. M., and Oreinos C. (2014), “Frequency de-
pendent regularization of a mixed-order Ambisonics encoding system
using psychoacoustically motivated metrics,” in AES 55th Confer-

ence on Spatial Audio (Helsinki).

Abstract

In mixed-order Ambisonics (MOA) encoding the right choice of the regu-
larization parameter λ is crucial to the reproduction quality of the system.
The choice of λ is a trade-off between low microphone noise amplification
and high directivity. Commonly used performance metrics are not suited
to determine an optimum λ(f)-curve due to their limited psychoacoustical
relevance. Therefore, it is proposed here to use two perceptually motivated
metrics that consider the reproduced signals at the listener’s ear to quan-
tify the reproduction error and the audibility of the total microphone noise.
Regularisation was then optimised towards previously defined requirements
on both of these metrics separately. The results showed that at frequencies
below 500 Hz both requirements can be met. Above this frequency one or
both of the requirements have to be relaxed in order to find a suitable λ(f).
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Appendix C

Ethics application approval

Below is the approval granted by the Australian Hearing Human Research Ethics Com-

mittee following my application relevant to the experiment described in Chapter 6.

 

 

Australian Hearing Hub, Level 5 

16 University Avenue, Macquarie University, 

NSW 2109, Australia 

T  +61 2 9412 6872 

F  +61 2 9412 6769 

www.nal.gov.au 

 

Australian Hearing Human Research Ethics Committee 
APPROVAL FOR RESEARCH INVOLVING HUMAN SUBJECTS 

APPROVAL NUMBER: AHHREC2014-3 

Project Number CRC R4.3.3b sub-project 

Project Title 

Real-world laboratory environments: Validation of realistic 
loudspeaker-based environments through speech-in-noise tests 
using directional hearing aids 

Classification Class 1: Project with negligible risk 

Principal Investigators authorized 
to conduct research 

Chris Oreinos, Jörg Buchholz 

Date Approved/Ratified  24/3/2014 

Approval Method 
Approved by the Research Director plus one other uninvolved 
senior NAL scientist as a Class 1 project with negligible risk. 

This approval is based on the information contained in the ethics application that was presented to 
the Research Director on 10/3/2014 and is conditional upon your continuing compliance with the 
National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007) available at: 
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/_files_nhmrc/publications/attachments/e72_national_statement_130624.pdf.   

A duplicate set of the documents is enclosed for your record. 
 
Annual reporting to the Committee on progress of the project is required including a final report when 
the work is completed or discontinued for any reason.  Reminders will be sent when progress reports 
are due. 
 
The Committee expects to be notified of any changes to the approved protocol or other issues that 
may have an impact on the ethics of the project either by means of the annual progress reports 
(checklists) or as an application for variation.   Adverse or unforeseen events that affect the continued 
ethical acceptability of the project should be reported to the Chairman immediately. 
 
All future correspondence relating to the ethical aspects of this project must quote the above Approval 
Number. 

 

Dr Tim Gainsford 
Operations & Finance Manager, NAL 

and AHHREC Secretary 
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Appendix D

Practical considerations for the microphone

array simulation applied in Chapter 6

A number of technical limitations that become relevant when considering a real mi-

crophone array have been considered in the applied microphone array simulations used

in Section 6.2.1.3. To simulate positioning errors, the array microphones were shifted

one-by-one from their ideal position (θq, δq) to a new position (θ′q, δ
′
q) = (θq +θe, δq +δe),

with the azimuth and elevation offsets independently drawn from the normal distribu-

tion: θe, δe ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = 25/9), expressed in degrees (◦). The standard deviation

of the previous distribution, σ = 5/3◦, implies that 99.7% of the offset values lie in the

interval [−5◦, 5◦]. Similarly, to simulate both phase and sensitivity mismatches between

microphones, the ideal unity-gain microphone sensors were multiplied by complex gains

gqe
iφq , with gq ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = 25/9) [in dB] and φq ∼ N (µ = 0, σ2 = 25/9) [in de-

grees (◦)].

Moreover, the effect of the inherent microphone noise was also considered. For that

purpose, 62 uncorrelated, 10 s-long noise signals with a power spectral density equal to

the equivalent input noise of the sensors [as previously measured by Buchholz (2013)]

were treated as the only microphone array input and then decoded to loudspeaker signals.

An overall gain was applied on those loudspeaker signals, such that the long-term level

at the ears of a centred HATS (middle of interaural axis placed at the centre of the

loudspeaker array) was equal to the expected (derived from simulation) noise-level.
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